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ATrACHMENT 2

STATE OF MINNESOTA

POLLUTION CONTROL AGENCY

In the Matter of the Repeal of
Minn. R. Ch. 7011, Concerning
Odorous Emissions, and the
Adoption of Minn. R. Ch. 7029
in its Place

A. The Proposed Rules

I. INTRODUCTION

STATEMENT OF NEED
AND REASONABLENESS

The Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) is proposing to repeal its existing

rules governing odorous emissions, Minn. R. 7011.0300 - 7011.0330, which are some 20 years

old, and to replace those rules with new rules to be codified at Minn. R. ch. 7029. The MPCA

believes that the new rules are more technologically sound than the existing rules, provide a

better system for coordinating the interests and concerns of affected persons and governmental

entities, and make better use of the MPCA's limited resources.

B. History of Development of the Proposed Rules

At the outset, it ,may be helpful to clarify that the proposed new rules do not address

odors for feedlots. The MPCA is aware that there is considerable interest in and controversy

about odors and other environmental issues concerning feedlots. For reasons more fully

discussed in later sections of this statement, the MPCA has concluded that feedlot issues should

not be resolved in" this odor rule but should instead be addressed through rulemaking directed

specifically at feedlot issues. MPCA Water Quality staff is now meeting on these issues. .
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Further information on feedlots can be obtained from David Nelson, of the Water Quality

Division.

The MPCA first sought advice from interested persons on the existing odor rules when,

on April 27, 1992, it published a Notice of Intent to Solicit Outside Information. The notice

generated questions and interest in the establishment ofa Technical Advisory Committee (TAC).,

The MPCA then assembled a TAC including members 'of industry, consulting fmns and local

government staff. Representatives of two locally based environmental groups were also invited

to attend.

The TAC met on an occasional basis between July 1992, and September 1993. A

subgroup (the Odor Task Force) was formed from the members of the TAC, with the objective of

working on a more regular basis to improve the draft rule and to present the finished draft to the

TAC. The Odor Task Force consisted of two members each from industry, consulting, local

government and Air Quality Division (AQD) staff. The members met on a monthly basis

between January and August 1993, and presented the resulting draft rule to the TAC in

September 1993.

One of the options considered by the TAC was repealing the MPCA's existing odor rule

without replacing it. MPCA staffmembers suggested this approach based on the difficulty the

MPCA had experienced in enforcing the existing odor rule and attempting to respond effectively

to odor complaints. As support for repealing the rule, MPCA staff cited U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency Report 450/5-80-003 (February 1980), "Regulatory Options for the Control of

Odors." This report comments on page 5 that: "techniques used to measure odors are

considered generally inadequate for regulatory purposes; reliable procedures for relating ambient
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odor levels to the extent of community annoyance do not exist; [and] state and local odor control

procedure relying on nuis~ce rules appear to be generally adequate." The report recommends

that odor issues be regulated on the local level applying nuisance law.

The MPCA staffs proposal to repeal its existing odor rules, leaving odor issues to be

regulated locally by nuisance law, was roundly rejected by all inte~ests represented on the TAC.

Representatives of local units of government felt that this would place too much of a burden on

local authorities. Representatives of industry felt that this would place them at risk of being

required to meet inconsistent regulations, varying from community to community. The

consensus of the TAC was that the existing rule needed to be rewritten rather than abandoned.

The TAC, therefore, focused its efforts on rewriting the odor rule so that it would better address

the issues that had surfaced.

The proposed new odor rule is close to the proposed version presented to the TAC in

September 1993, with some changes made following further review by individual TAC

members, MPCA staff, and other interested parties.1 The proposed new rule establishes

procedures through which the MPCA and local units of government will work together to resolve

odor complaints. Under the proposed new rules, the local units of government will receive,

record and investigate odor complaints in their communities. Hopefully, some odor problems

will be resolved during the initial investigation, without the need for MPCA involvement.

Due to the length of time necessary to draft the proposed rule and the changes in administrative
requirements for rule writing that occurred during that time, the Agency published a second Notice of
Solicitation of Outside Information or Opinions in the State Register on August 28, 1995. This Notice
described the process by which the draft had been written and stated that the draft was available for

. review on request. The notice generated several questions and requests for a copy ofthe rule, as well as
written and verbal comments. The Agency reviewed these comments and considered them in the draft of
the rule now proposed.
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However, if complaints persist, the rule authorizes the MPCA .to require regulated sources to

identify, quantify and mitigate their odorous emissions.

In the remainder of this document, the MPCA explains its rationale for proposing the

repeal of the existing odor rule' and the adoption ofproposed Minn. R. ch. 7029 in its place.

II. STATEMENT OF AGENCY'S STATUTORY AUTHORITY

The MPCA's statutory authority to adopt, amend and repeal rules concerning air pollution ..

is set forth in Minn. Stat. §116.07, subd. 4 (1994). The term air pollution is defined in Minn.

Stat. §116.06, subd. 4 (1994) to mean:

the presence in the outdoor at~osph~re of any air contaminant or combination
thereof in such quantity, of such nature and duration, and under such conditions
as would be injurious to human health or welfare, to animal or plant life, or to

.property, or to interfere unreasonably with the enjoyment of life or property.

This definition includes odorous emissions, since odorous emissions are air contaminaJ:?ts

that may interfere unreasonably with the enjoyment of life or property. The MPCA, therefore,

has the necessary statutory authority to amend its rules regulating odorous emissions.

III. STATEMENT OF NEED

Minn. Stat. §§14.l4, subd. 2, and 14.23 (1994) require the MPCA to make an affirmative

presentation of facts establishing the need for and the reasonableness of the adoption, amendment

or repeal df rules. In general terms, this means that the MPCA must set forth the reasons for its

proposed action and the reasons must not be arbitrary or capricious. However, to the extent that

need and reasonableness are separate, need has come to mean that a problem exists which

requires administrative attention, and reasonableness means that the solution proposed by the

MPCA is a'proper one. The need for the amended rules is discussed below.
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The existing odor rules need to be repealed because they no longer provide a satisfactory

tool for regulating odor sources. First, the ambient standards established in the existing odor

rules are neither practical nor enforceable because there are no existing test methods that can

reliably measure odors in the ambient air at the regulated ambient limits. Second, the test

method cited in the existing rules is no longer considered a reliable means ofmeasuring odorous

emissions. Third, the existing rules do not take into account the complaints of the local

community. Only by considering local community annoyance will the MPCA be able to best
. .

direct its limited resources to resolve odor problems. Each of these considerations is discussed

more fully below.

A. The Ambient Standards Established in the Existing Odor Rules Are Neither

Practical Nor Enforceable

Minn. R. 7011.0310, item D ofthe existing odor rules establishes ambient standards for

odors. An ambient standard refers to the presence of emissions in the outdoor air generally, as

distinguished from the presence of emissions as they are discharged through a discrete point such

as a stack.

The problem with the reference to ambient standards in the existing odor rules is that

there is currently.no test method that can reliably measure odor units at the amount cited. The

text accompanying the test method cited in Minn. R. 7011.0315, item D ofthe existing odor rules

--"American Society for Testing Materials (ASTM) Method D-1391-57"-- rec<:>mmends against

. using that test method at concentrations less than 25 odor units. The ambient standards

established in the existing odor rules are between one and four odor units. Minn. R. 7011.0310,

item D(3). Thus, the test method cited in the existing odor rules cannot be used reliably to
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enforce the cited standards. Moreover, the MPCA is aware ofno newer test method that can

accurately measure ambient levels at the small amounts stated in the existing rule. In short,

existing ambient standards are not measurable and therefore cannot be enforced reliably by the

MPCA. They therefore serve no real regulatory purpose.

B. The Test Method Cited In The Existing Rulesls No Longer Considered A

Reliable Means Of Measuring Odorous Emissions

In addition to ambient standards described above, the existing odor rules, in Minn. R.

7011.0310, items A - C, establish emission limits. In the past, MPCA staff has enforced these

emission limits by using the method cited in Minn. R. 7011.0135, item D -- ASTM Method D

1391-57. However, on March 29, 1985, the American Society for Testing and Materials stopped

recognizing this test method, and the method no longer appears in ASTM publications.

Accordingly, the MPCA is no longer confident about using this method to measure odorous

emissions from a source.

C. Only By Considering Local Community Annoyance Will The MPCA Be Able To

Best Direct Its Limited Resources To Resolve Odor Problems

The MPCA receives a large number of odor complaints each year. For instance, for the

period 1992 - 1994, the MPCA recorded a total of2,194 complaints in its database. Ofthese,

1,062 (48 percent) were odor-related complaints. The sheer volume ofthe odor complaints

received by the MPCA demonstrates the need for odor rules that effectively regulate odors that

are an annoyance to people in the community surrounding the source.

The MPCA's existing odor rules are concerned not with community response to odor

sources, but to odor detection alone. In other words, the existing odor rules regulate stack
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IV. STATEMENT OF REASONABLENESS

The MPCA is required by Minn. Stat. §§ 14.14, subd. 2 and 14.23 (1992) to make an

affirmative presentation of facts establishing the reasonableness of the proposed rules.

"Reasonableness" means that there is a rational basis for the MPCA's proposed action. The

reasonableness of the rule is discussed below.

A. Reasonableness Of Rep'eaIing The Existing Odor Rule And Adopting A New Rule

Focused On Community Annoyance

In the need section, the MPCA already has briefly described some of its reasons for

proposing to repeal the existing odor rule in its entirety. Here again are those reasons as they

relate to each section of the existing odor rules:
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Minn. R. 7011.0300. ~he MPCA proposes to repeal Minn. R. 7011.0300, definitions,

and replace it with new definitions better suited to the proposed new rule. It is reasonable to

repeal old definitions no longer relevant to or particularly useable for a new rule.

Minn. R. 7011.0305 and 0310. As described above, the MPCA proposes to repeal Minn.

R. 7011.0305 and 7011.0310 because they establish ambient standards, emission limits and

prohibitions that are largely unenforceable and that do not correlate directly with community

perception of and annoyance with odors. The' MPCA thinks it is community annoyance that

ought to be the trigger for MPCA efforts to help resolve the odor problems (~ further

discussion below re: using community annoyance as trigger).

Minn. R. 7011.0315. The MPCAproposes to repeal Minn. R. 7011.0315 because the

odor testing provisions of that rule are not sufficiently reliable. First (and as described above),

ASTM Method D-1391-57 is no longer a published test method. Second, the method cited in

Minn. R. 7011.0315, item D as D. M. Benforado et al. in "Development of an Odor Panel for

Evaluation of Odor Control Equipment," was based on research at rendering facilities and, as the

dispersion characteristics vary from source to sour~e, rendering odors are not representative of all

odors. Third, the MPCA proposes to replace the existing reference to odor panels in Minn. R.

7011.0315 with new odor panel requirements that attempt to provide greater consistency and less

subjectivity (see discussion below concerning proposed Minn. R. 7029.0080).

Minn. R. 7011.0320. The MPCA proposes to repeal the existing rule concerning

equipment breakdown, but proposes to incorporate much of the terms of that rule in a section of

the proposed new rule (see discussion concerning proposed Minn. R. 7029.0020,

subp.2).
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Minn. R. 7011.0325. The MPCA proposes to repeal the existing agribusiness exception

and replace it with a new rule, proposed Minn. R. 7029.0005, subp. 2 (see discussion concerning

this proposed new rule).

Minn. R. 7011.0330. The MPCA proposes to repeal the existing reference to civil

actions and replace it with a new rule, proposed Minn. R. 7029.0005, subp. 1 (see discussion

conc~ming this proposed new rule).

In its proposed new odor rules, the MPCA takes.a different approach than it did in the

existing odor rules. While the old rules focused on odor detection, the proposed new rule focuses

on community ann<;>yance. Under the new proposed rules, when community annoyance is

documented, the MPCA will contact the owner or operator of the emission facility believed to be

causing or contributing to the odor problem and will require appropriate odor testing, reduction

and mitigation. The MPCA believes this new approach is reasonable because it allows the

MPCA to be more responsive to the members of the public and to direct its limited resources to

working with odor sources that communities want the MPCA to address.

B. Reasonableness Of The Proposed New Rules Section By Section

In this section, the MPCA discusses the reasonableness of each part of the proposed new

rules.

Minn. R 7029.0005 Scope

The MPCA proposes to begin its n~w odor rules with a part that explains the scope of the

rules. Stating the scope of the proposed rules at the beginning of the rules will help orient a

person reading the rules to determine how, when and if the rules apply to a source of odorous

emissions.
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Subpart 1. Effect of rules. The existing odor rules contain a provision that explains the

relationship between the rules and other means of resolving odor probiems. Specifically, Minn.

R. 7011.0330 provides that the existing odor rules do not preclude lawsuits based on a public or

private nuisance theory. The MPCA proposes to retain this provision, and to expand it in a new

subpart, titled "Effect ofRules." This new subpart explains that the odor rules set out procedure~

for how the MPCA will respond to odor complaints, further states that the odor rules are not

intended to limit or otherwise affect the rights of local units of government to take additional or

alternative action to resolve odor problems in their communities, and concludes by making it

clear that the rules do not pre.clude lawsuits to abate public or private nuisances. This new

subpart is reasonable because it clarifies that the MPCA does not intend its odor rules to be an

exclusive me~s of resolving concerns about odorous emissions, but simply sets out how the

MPCA will respond to those emissions.

Subpart 2. Agribusiness exception. Minn. R. 7011.0325 of the existing odor rules

exempts certain agricultural activities from the odor rules under certain circumstances. The

MPCA still favors excluding agribusiness area sources from all portions of the odor rules. The

agricultural sources that are known to be significant odor sources tend to be area sources (as

distinguished from point sources) that cannot be tested for odors easily. In addition, the

mitigation provisions in the proposed rules are not well-suited to these agricultural odors. For

these reasons, the MPCA does not believe its odor rules are an effective means of resolving odor

problems resulting from agribusiness area sources.

Although the MPCA proposes to keep an agribusiness exemption to the odor rules, it

does not propose to repeat the precise language of the agribusiness exemption in the existing
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rules because it has found that language difficultto apply. For example, the existing rules

exempt land application ofmanure, but it is not clear whether related manure storage is also

exempt. The MPCA therefore proposes to rewrite and clarify the agribusiness exemption,

excluding all but agricultural emission point sources from all parts of the rule. The MPCA

believes this exemption is clearer and more easily applied than the wording in the existing rules.

The rationale for the wording of the exemption language lies in the planned ~pproach to feedlot

odors, which are the primary source of complaints relating to agricultural sources. As the Water

Quality Division (WQD) is planning to regulate feedlot odors through a revisiC?n to its feedlot

rules and through its feedlot permitting program, and as more research is needed on how best to

address feedlot odors the MPCA proposes to exclude these and other agricultural sources that are

not emission points from all parts of the odor rule. This leaves wQn rule writers free to adopt

the community annoyance language of this proposed rule or to write new requirements as

appropriate. (see Part VII, "Impact on Agricultural Lands" of this document for more discussion

on agricultural odors). Items A and B are derived from the existing odor rules, with references

made to definitions of fertilizers in order to help maintain consistency with other program areas.

Items C and D exempt remaining area sources not addressed in item A or B.

Subpart 3. Administration of rules by local units of government. The MPCA proposes to

adopt a new subpart that would allow a local unit of government to request authority to

administer the enforcement provision of the odor rule on its own. It is reasonable to allow local

units of government to take a lead in resolving odor problems because odor problems often

involve the sort of local issues (zoning, land use) for which local units of government have

experience and expertise. The MPCA does not, however, want to require l?cal units of
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government to undertake a lead unless it wants to do so. The requirement that the local unit of

government notify the MPCA of its intentions is therefore reasonable because it assures that the

MPCA and local units of government are coordinating and not duplicating their efforts to address

odor issues in the state.

Minn. R. 7029.0010 Definitions

Subpart 1. Scope. The odor rules are part of the MPCA's air quality rules and it is

reasonable for the MPCA to apply the general definitions in the MPCA's air quality rules (Minn.

R. 7029.0020, subp. 1) to the odor rules, unless more specific terms are defined. This is all

subpart 1 states.

Subpart 2. Community. Community is defined as the population surrounding an

emission facility and as such the community may include residents governed by more than one

local unit of government. It is reasonable to define community loosely in terms of the

surrounding population as it should reflect the potential dispersion of odorous gases rather than

governmental boundaries.

Subpart 3. Community Annoyance. The concept of community annoyance is central to

the proposed rule as the MPCA believes that unless unique factors apply, odors should be

regulated according to their effects on the surrounding community. To some extent, this is a

subjective concept, as are the terms "objectionable" and "offensive." The reaction of individuals,

and even whole communities, to a given odor may vary widely. The definition is reasonable as it

recognizes the subjective nature of any single odor related complaint but references the reader to

Minn. R. 7029.0030, which sets out a standard procedure for recording complaints, filing

complaints with the MPCA and for the MPCA to determine if a community annoyance exists.. .
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The procedures are intended to introduce consistency and minimize subjectivity while

recognizing that odors are difficult to quantify and that complaints are inherently individualistic.

The reasonableness ofMinn. R. 7029.0030 which is referenced in the definition of community

annoyance is discussed in more detail below.

Both continuous and intermittent odors can be determined as community annoyances,

effectively meaning that any odor episode can be a community annoyance. It is reasonable that

the presence of a community annoyance be determined by the actual effect on the community

and not by considering the duration or frequency of the odors, as any occurrence that generates

complaints can be considered to be an annoyance. The terms "objectionable" and "offensive" are

subjective but useful in that they illustrat~ that the rule will only apply to odors that generate

complaints. The presence of an odor that the community does not consider worthy of complaint

. need not, in normal circumstances, require the attention of the MPCA or the local unit of

government.

This definition is not linked directly to the concept ofnuisance, which is broadly defined

in Minn. Stat. § 561.01. The MPCA does not intend application of this rule to be a defense

against an actual nuisance action because nuisance is defined in terms of the individual rather

than the community. See also discussions concerning Minn. R. 7029.0005 subp. 1.

Subpart 4. Emission point. This term is used in Minn. R. 7029.0005, 7029.0050,

7029.0070, and 7029.0080 to describe the scope of the odor rule and the applicability of

mitigation and testing requirements. For the purpose of this rule, the definition'is reasonable as it

refers to all types of emission points that can be sampled for odorous emissions using the

proposed methodology.
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Subpart 5. Independent complaint. The term independent complaint is used in Minn. R.

7029.0030, which sets out the criteria according to which the commissioner will fmd community

annoyance. Specifically, at least ten independent complaints for larger communities and a

smaller number for less densely populated communities is required for the commissioner to fmd

a community annoyance, a central concept to this rule. The definition of independent complaint

in subpart 5, counts complaints on a household or business location basis. The definition is

reasonable as it calls for community annoyance to be based on a number of separate complaints

but 'allows repeat complaints for separate odor incidents. For example, ten complaints from one. 

apartment building following a single odor incident would not be considered a community

annoyance whereas ten complaints from different buildings or a total of ten complaints from one

or more buildings over a period of time would be eligible for a determination of community

annoyance. This is reasonable as the odor rule is focused on resolving "community" annoyance

and should therefore attach more significance to odors that extend over greater areas or occur

more frequently than to single odor occurrences in a localized area.

Subpart 6. Local unit of government. Local units of government are enabled under this

rule to submit complaint records to the MPCA for determination of community annoyance. It is

therefore reasonable to define the term local unit of government broadly to include all types of

local authorities that could be expected to receive and record odor complaints.

Subpart 7. Odor dilution factor. This term is used in Minn. R. 7029.0080 of the odor

rules to describe testing and data reduction procedures. This defmition is reasonable as it is

consistent with the testing methodology that is an integral part of this rule, and which is used for

quantifying the odor concentration in a gas sample.
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Subpart 8. Odorous emission. This term is used in Minn. R. 7029.0005, 7019.0020,

7029.0030, 7029.0060, 7019.0070, and 7029.0080 to define what causes a violation of the rule

and what needs to be documented, tested and mitigated. This definition is a reasonable

interpretation of the odorous components of an emission, saying that the odor is a property of one

or more components ofthe total emission. It also says that an emission that is not odorous

beyond the property line of the facility is not an odorous emission. The concept ofproperty line

is standard in air quality regulations in restricting the applicability of certain air quality rules or

standards to areas outside the property boundaries of the emitting facility.

Minn. R. 7029.0020 Odorous Emissions Prohibited

Subpart 1. Community annoyance prohibited. Minn. R. 7011.0305 of the existing odor

rules disallows odorous emissions iIi excess of stated limits. For the reasons stated earlier, the

MPCA is proposing to delete those limits. However, the MPCA still believes it is necessary to

retain the notion that offensive odorous emissions are prohibited. But, rather than making

numerical limits the trigger for finding odorous emissions offensive (as the existing rules do), the

MPCA now proposes to use community annoyance as the trigger. Thus, the MPCA proposes in

subpart 1 to prohibit the owners and operators of emission facilities from causing or allowing

their facilities to emit pollutants that create or contribute to a community annoyance. Making

community annoyance the threshold for the prohibition of odor underscores the largely local

nature ofodor emission problems. Further, by making community annoyance the trigger for the

prohibition (rather than numerical standards) the MPCA will be able to better direct its limited

resources to resolving those odor issues of greatest concerns to the public. In addition, the
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MPCA will avoid the difficulties inherent in trying to measure and quantify odorous emissions.

For all these reasons, the prohibition stated in subpart 1 is reasonable.

Subpart 2. Odorous emissions during breakdown. Minn. R. 7011.0320 of the existing
l

rule prohibits the operation of equipment when that equipment is out ofrepair and is causing

odorous emissions. The MPCA proposes to incorporate this prohibition in the proposed new

odor rule in Minn. R. 7029.0020, subp. 2. Like the existing rule, the proposed new rule allows ..

the malfunctioning equipment to be used under certain circumstances. However, while the·

exi~ting rule gives the MPCA the authority to decide if the malfunctioning equipment can be

used, the new rules gives the local units of government the authority instead. Thus, local units of

government may authorize operation ofmalfunctioning equipment for up to 30 days if the

malfunction does not cause a serious public health or safety hazard and if the local units of

government have been promptly notified of a correction program to be implemented within

seven days of the start of the breakdown. The MPCA believes it is reasonable to vest in local

units of government the -authority to manage response to the malfunction since the local units of

government are most likely to receive comments or calls from persons asking for resolution of

the issues. The MPCA also believes it is reasonable to establish a maximum number of days for

the ·local units ofgovernment to allow an owner or operator to use malfunctioning equipment to

ensure that the equipment is replaced or repaired as rapidly as possible. ·A limit of30 days is

reasonable because it is the same limit as in the existing rule and should provide sufficient time

to repair the problems promptly.
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Minn. R. 7029.0030 Determination Qf Community Annoyance

As stated earlier, the MPCA's proposed new odor rules apply to sources that the MPCA

has concluded are a "community annoyance." Minn. R. 7029.0030 explains how the MPCA will

determine that a community annoyance exists. The MPCA will determine'that a community

annoyance exists ifa local unit ofgovernment submits complete documentation of the

community annoyance. Subpart 1 requires the submittal of the documentation. Subparts 2, 3

and 4 explain the documentation that is required.

Subpart 1. Commissioner determination. This subpart states that the MPCA will

determine that a community annoyance exists upon submi~al, from the appropriate local unites)

of ~overnment,of complete documentation demonstrating the presence ofa community

annoyance as required by the rules. This subpart also requires the local unites) of government to

send a copy of the documentation to the alleged source(s) of the odor. This is reasonable as it

gives the source immediate notice that the process for finding a community annoyance has begun

and allows the source owner or operator to immediately address the situation and start to prepare

an odor reduction plan or otherwise address the problem. The name, address or 'telephone

number of the 'complainant must not be forwarded to the alleged source(s) as this is confidential,

for use by the local unit of government and MPCA only.

Subpart 2. Documentation of community annoyance. This subpart identifies the

documentation necessary for the MPCA to find a community annoyance. Six categories of

documentation are required. The reasonableness of each is explained below.

First, item A requires an odor complaint summary stated on the form set out in Minn. R.

7029.0105. The MPCA has concluded that using a standard form to provide basic information
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will make it easier for the local units of government to provide the infonnation the MPCA

believes it needs in a fonnat easy for the MPCA to use. The MPCA seeks only the most basic

infonnation on the fonn: the name and address of the local unit ofgovernment seeking a

detennination ofcommunity of annoyance; the number of odor complaints received by the local

units ofgovernment; the number ofcomplaints veri~ed by inspection; and the time frames for .,.

the complaints. This infonnation is' reasonable to include on a summary fonn because it is the

essential infonnation needed for the Commissioner to detennine the existence of a community ._

annoyance.

Second, item B requires the local unit ofgovernment to submit at least ten independent

complaints made within a 90 day period from at least five different households or places of

business. The minimum often within 90 days is consistent _with complaint based rules in other

states, for example, Bay Area Air Quality Management District (San Francisco, California)

Regulation 7, and Connecticut Rules section 22a-174-23, Control of Odors. Regulation 7 is

derived from the California Health and Safety Code, section 41700, which prohibits nuisance

odors. Connecticut's regulation is also based on odor as a nuisance. The wording of this item

and the definition of independent complaint mean that it is possible for a single person or

household to register up to six complaints' counting towards the ten, provided they are on

separate days, but no more than six, as at least five locations must be involved. It is reasonable

to have a time period limit in order that facilities which cause odors infrequently do not become

subject to the mitigation requirements of the rule. The MPCA believes that it is better to use .its

limited resources on sources that cause continuing rather than infrequent odor problems for two

reasons. First, if a facility is controlling its odors except for sporadic episodes over a long time
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period it is unlikely that there is significant opportunity for mitigative procedures. Second, the

MPCA believes that community concerns about the odorous emissions from a facility are better

evidenced by a three month snapshot than an occasional intermittent occurrence over a longer

period of time. The proposed new rules includes a form that the local units ofgovernment

should use in documenting the independent complaints. The form is set out in Minn. R.

7029.0100. The reasonableness of this form is discussed in more detail below (see discussion

concerning proposed new rule Minn. R. 7029.0100.)

Third, item C requires that at least five of the independent complaints must have been

confirmed by a representative or agent of the local unit of government. This is a reasonable

requirement as ithelps to prevent frivolous complaints. Confirination generally means that an

inspector would visit the site of the complaint, talk to the complainant, try to detect the odor at

the site of the complaint and determine the wind direction. If the odor is no longer present at the

time of the visit, the inspector could confirm the complaint by talking to neighbors individually.·

The method of confirmation is left open to interpretation so that an inspector can employ the best

means available at the time of inspection. The Bay Area's Regulation 7 does not require

confirmation of complaints but has developed a policy that five of the complaints must be

verified by an inspector. (Ref: Technical Paper, "Enforcement Mechanisms for Resolving

Community Odor Problems: A Legal Viewpoint," Laurence G. Chaset, Bay Area Air Quality

~;anagementDistrict [1987].) The proposed new rules includes a form that the local units of

government should use in documenting the investigator's report. The form is set out in Minn. R.

7029.0100. The reasonableness of this form is discussed in more detail below (~discussion

concerning proposed new rule Minn. R. 7029.0100).
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Fourth, item D requires the local unit of government to submit a map showing the. .

location of the complaints and indicating the wind direction at the time of the complaint. This is

reasonable because it allows the reviewer to visualize the location of the complaints and alleged

sources of the odors. This information will help the reviewer assess the source ofthe complaints

more easily. Factors influencing odor dispersion, sQch as wind direction, hills, trees and

buildings in the area are important in the assessment of odor complaints and consideration of

mitigation options.

Fifth and sixth, items E and F require records showing that the local units of government

gave notice of the complaints to the alleged sources and the responses received from the alleged

sources. Members of the TAC, during discussions on the proposed rules, stressed the importance

of communications to give owners and operators of the sources an opportunity to correct

problems without the need for government intervention. The MPCA agrees with the TAC ~at

good communications between the complainants and the sources of odor problems are critical to

early resolution of the problems to the benefit ofall involved. Requiring records of the required

contact between the local unit of government and the allege.d source will help assure that this

communication takes place. In addition, MPCA staff can consider the communication when they

review the odor reduction plan. While space for a summary of the communication is provided

within the complaint form given in Minn. R. 7029.0100, the MPCA believes that copies of letters

and other more detailed correspondence would be helpful and therefore requires that they be

submitted.

Finally, subpart 2 concludes that complaints relating to temporary approved operation as

allowed by Minn. R. 7029.0020 (concerning odorous emissions during breakdown) will not be
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considered as evidence of a community annoyance. This is reasonable as the local unit of

government has allowed the operation knowing that odorous emissions during the time period

may cause complaints. Further, the local unit ofgovernment has the option ofdenying the

operations during this time period; ifoperations are allowed, the MPCA does not believe it

should treat the excess odorous emissions during that time period as evidence'sufficient to trigger

the MPCA's involvement jn attempting to resolve community concerns.

Subpart' 3. Documentation ofcommunity annoyance in areas not densely populated.

This subpart provides a relaxation of the documentation requirements in subpart 2 for smaller

communities. This is reasonable as an odor may be a significant problem for a relatively small

number, but high percentage, ofpeople in less densely populated areas. Under subpart 3, the

local unit of government for a coinmunity of less than 1000 persons will need to explain why the

MPCA should find a community annoyance based on less than the number of independent

complaints required in subpart 2 and will need to verify at least half of the complaints, consistent

with subpart 2. A population density of 1000 or less was chosen as the criteria for this relaxation

based upon the experience of the representatives of local units of government oJ} the TAC.

Subpart 4. Notification of alleged source of odorous emissions. This subpart requires the

local unit of government to contact the alleged source of the odor within one working day of the

complaint being made, with an extension allowed if contact was unsuccessful. This is reasonable

as it c;ets ul' an immediate dialogue between the local unit of government administering the

complaint and the alleged s?urce, there~y giving the, staff of the alleged source an opportunity to

investigate possible reasons for the complaint and rectify the situation with the objective of

reducing the possibility of future complaints. The contacts become a part of the odor complaint
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summary, which is reasonable as it enables MPCA staff to see what efforts have been made' by

the alleged source to reduce odors. The proposed new rules allow a local unit ofgovernment to

satisfy the requirements ofthis rule by sending a letter if immediate contact cannot be made. A

further explanation of the importance of the notice requirements is contained in the discussion

above concerning subpart 2, items E and F.

Minn. R. 7029.0040 Notice Of Community Annoyance

This part requires the Commissioner to issue a notice to the owner or ope~atorof each

emission facility that the commissioner believes to be a source of a community annoyance. This

notice triggers a requirement that the owner or operator prepare an Odor Reduction Plan and a

Test Plan as described in Minn. R. 7029.0050 and take other action to immediately reduce

odorous emissions. The notice requirement is reasonable because it ensures that the owner or

operator is aware of the commissioner's determination ofa community annoyance and oftheir

obligations to act as provided in Minn. R. 7029.0050.

A Notice of Community Annoyance will be sent to the owner or operator ofany facility,

except for specifically exempted agricultural sources, even if that facility does not emit odors

from emission points. Although only emission point odor sources will be subject to the

following parts of the new rule, the determination and notice of community annoyance even for

area sources (which are not subject to the mitigation requirements) will provide a standard

mechanism for recognizing that a community annoyance exists. The MPCA believes that the

Commissioner's determination of community annoyance may be of assistance to local units of .

government and' others seeking other means, such as nuisance action, to resolve odor issues.
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Minn. R. 7029.0050 Required Response To Notice Of Community Annoyance

Subpart 1. Applicability. This part describes what the owner or operator of an emission

point believed to be a source ofa community annoyance must do once the commissioner has

determined that acommunity annoyance exists. As explained below, only emission point

sources are subject to the testing and mitigation requirements of this rule. If this part applies, the

owner or operator must do two things, as detailed in subparts 2 and 3. If this part does not apply,

th~ owner or operator needs only to submit a written response identifying the actual odor sources

and giving any other reasons the owner ot operator believes that this part does not apply. This is

reasonable as the failure to respond does not necessarily mean that this part does not apply to that

facility. The owner or operator must identify all actual odor sources so that MPCA staff can

verify that they are not emission points'. This information may also be useful when the case is

referred back to the local unit of government.

Subpart 2. Immediate odor reduction required. First, the owner or operator must take

immediate steps to reduce odors. Specifically, this subpart requires the owner or operator to

implement odor reduction procedu~es immediately where this can be achieved by minor

operational or procedural changes. This is reasonable as it may be possible for immediate odor

reduction to be achieved at little or no cost to the owner or operator. A quick reaction will show

responsiveness to the community annoyance and may help build or restore.a level of trust

between the arinoyed community and" the facility. In short, a requireIilent that the source attempt

immediate odor reduction, rather than waiting for the odor reduction plan to be drafted, is a

benefit to all parties.
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Subpart 3. Odor Reduction Plan and Test Plan. Second, within 30 days after receiving

the notice, the owner or operator must prepare and submit to the commissioner for approval a

proposed Odor Reduction Plan and a Test Plan. This requirement is reasonable because it

ensures that the owner or operato~will undertake the analysis and testing necessary to remedy

offensive odor problems from its facility. Thirty days is a reasonable time frame because the

owner or operator will already be aware, through the requirements on local units ofgovernment

to inform the source owner or operator of complaints as they occur, that the source has been

causing complaints and therefore effectively has more than 30 days to prepare the odor reduction,

plan. Moreover, all the owner or ope~ator is required to do is prepare and submit a plan of

action, not implement that plan. The owner or operator should be able to do this within the time

frame provided.

The contents of the Odor Reduction Plan and Test Plan are specified in items A - D of

subpart 3. The reasonableness of each of these items is discussed below.

Subpart 3, item A requires the owner or operator to identify measures to be taken or that

have been taken to mitigate the community annoyance and the dates for implementing those

measures. This provision is reasonable because it ensures that the owner or operator takes a

serious look at options to reduce its odorous emissions. Thus, the content of the plan is at the

discretion of the owner or operator but it must have enough detail and planned actions to

demonstrate a serious response on the part of the owner or operator.

Subpart 3, item B requires the owner or operator to take steps to keep the community

informed. The MPCA believes the requirement to keep the community informed ofprogress is

of benefit to all parties - residents will see that action is occurring in response to their complaints
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and the owner or operator has an opportunity to build good public relations and a cooperative

approach to resolving problems. When a facility has good relations with the surrounding .

community as it implements an odor response plan it is more likely that odor problems will be

resolved without the need for regulatory ov~rsight.

Subpart 3, item C requires a detailed description ofall potential sources of emissions,

including sources that are not emission points, of the odor and submit adiagram ofthe source

" location(s). This is an important element ofan odor test plan as it allows the preparer and

reviewers of the plan to ensure that the test plan addresses all potential sources of the odor. It is

reasonable to require the owner or operator to identify area sources, even though these are not

subject to testing requirements, because the' identification will give the MPCA and interested

persons a better understanding of the nature of the sources of the odorous emissions and may

help explain why reductions at emission points may not fully resolve an odor problem.

This part also requires submittal of a test plan and schedule for each emission point that·

could be a cause ofthe·odorous emissions contributing to the community annoyance. This is

reasonable as the results of testing before and after the odor reduction plan is implemented are an

important measure of the success of the odor reduction plan. The result of this testing could also .

be used to determine, for a facility with several emission points, which emission points should be

addressed first in the odor reduction plan. Minn. R. 7017.2030 is cited for the content of the test

plan as this defines in detail the requirements for performance test plans in general and as Minn...

R. 7029.0080 states that the performance test rule applies to these odor tests.

Finally, it should be noted that the requirement to take the two actions specified in this

part (reduce odors and submit a plan) is limited to owners and operators of emission points. The
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MPCA believes it is reasonable to limit its testing, monitoring and mitigation requirements to

those sources for which odors can be measured and monitored reliably (i.e., emission points) and

that is why only emission points are covered by this part. This is not to say that other types of

sources (e.g. area sources such as animal feedlotS' and open compost sites}should not be

regulated, only that non-measurable sources need'a different type of regulation with ,mitigation

defined in a manner appropriate to the type of process. Other divisions in the MPCA are now

considering appropriate ways ofregulating odors from area sources. For instance, the wQn of '

the MPCA is considering a Best Management Pr~ctice approach to feedlot odors which would be '

incorporated in Water Quality feedlot rules and permits. Persons who want to become involved

in odor rulemaking for these specific sources should contact the MPCA to make their interests

known.

Minn. R. 7029.0060 Commissioner Review Of Proposed Odor Reduction Plan And

Proposed Test Plan

This part requires the commissioner to review the Odor Reduction Plan aild Test Plan

submitted under Minn. R. 7029.0050 and reject or accept the plans, with changes the

commissioner concludes are appropriate. The rule explains the reasons that may cause the

commissioner to reject a plan. These reasons are reasonable because they each relate to the

effectiveness of the plan. It is reasonable to have the commissioner review a plan before it is

implemented to make sure it meets the requirements of the rule and will accomplish the purposes

of the test plan. By providing for commissioner review prior to the plan's implementation and .

by giving the commissioner the ability to require reasonable changes ifneeded, the MPCA can
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provide greater assurance that testing and analysis will provide the information necessary to

correct the problem identified by the community.

Minn. R. 7029.0070 Implementation Of Approved Odor Reduction And Test Plan;

Reporting; Retests; Additional Enforcement Action

This part of the odor rules requires the owner or operator to implement the test plan, to

report its results and to conduct retests once mitigation efforts have been implemented. In

~ddition, this part explains when the MPCA will forego additional enforcement actions for odor

problems and what enforcement actions remain viable. The reasonableness ofeach of these

provisions is explained below.

Subpart 1. Implementation. This subpart requires the owner or operator to implement the

Odor Reduction Plan and to have a qualified testing company implement the Test Plan within the

time frames approved by the commissioner under Minn. R. 7029.0060. The term testing

company is defined in the MPCA's performance test rule (Minn. R. 7017.2005, subp. 7) to mean

"a corporation, partnership or sole proprietorship that conducts performance tests as a normal

part of its business activities and that is not the owner or operator of the emission facility...." It

is reasonable to require that a qualified testing company conduct the testing to assure that the test

is done properly and to increase the public's confidence in the reliability of the results. It is also

reasonable to adopt a rule requiring that the Odor Reduction Plan and Test Plan be implemented,

so that the MPCA can enforce this requirement if it becomes necessary to do so. It should be

noted that an owner or operator may choose to implement odor reduction procedures before

receiving commissioner approval, but may prefer to wait for approval before incurring any

significant costs.
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Subpart 2. Reporting. This requires that the owner or operator report the results of the

testing within 30 days and submit amicrofiche of the results within 90 days. The submittal

deadlines are shorter than the default in the performance test rule, reflecting the fact that odor

samples must be analyzed quickly and ~e data is more easily compiled than for many pollutant

performance tests.

Subpart 3. Retests. Subpart 3 requires a retest of the emission points within 30 days after

the requirements of the Odor Reduction Plan and Test Plan have been implemented. The

purpose of the retest is to determine the extent ofthe odor reduction. This is a reasonable. time

frame in which to schedule a retest and it will give an indication of the relative concentration of

the odor emissions before and after mitigation is attempted. The retest should also serv~ a

beneficial community relations purpose in that it will allow the owner or operator to quantify and

demonstrate that odor reduction has occurred. Further, the results of the retest will provide a

baseline for MPCA regulatory staff to assess odor results from subsequent tests as an indicator of

the continued success of the odor reduction plan. This subpart requires the' same testing

company and, as far as possible, the same panel members, to be used for the retest. This is

reasonable as using the same testing company eliminates the significant inter-laboratory

variabi~ity in test results that occurs due to differences in administering olfactometry methods.

Similarly, using the same panel members helps to reduce intra-laboratory variables.

Subpart 4. Additional enforcement action suspen.ded. This subpart explains that the

MPCA will suspend additional enforcement action under certain circumstances. This provision

is reasonable because it gives owners and operators and the public certainty about the MPCA's

involvement in resolving odorous emissions. The criteria established are reasonable because
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they relate to communitY annoyance, local goyernment preferences and alternative means of

resolving the odor issue. When these criteria are not met, however,and there are con~inued

complaints, the owner or operator may need to take additional steps and 'prepare and implement

another mitigation plan.

The three factors listed in subpart 4 as the basis for 'a commissioner decision to suspend

further enforcement action under the odor rules are reasonable for the following reasons. Item A

is reasonable because resolving and preventing community annoyance is the underlying goal of

the odor rules. The rules therefore do not require that odors be totally eliminated, which may be

unrealistic, but require a reduction in the levels of complaints. It is therefore reasonable to

suspend further enforcement action when community annoY8?ce has been resolved. Item B is

similarly reasonable because, if local units of government decide not to submit additional

complaint summaries, then they have indicated that they do not believe there is a basis for

MPCA action., By conditioning further action on local government requests, the MPCA makes

local units of government a partner in helping define whether a community annoyance deserving

state attention 'even exists. And item C is reasonable because the rule must define a point where

the commissioner can determine that all reasonable steps within the scop"e ofthe odor rules have

been taken to reduce the odors. Otherwise, continued complaints may lead to the owner or

operator being required to submit odor reduction plans beyond the point where all options have

been exhausted. Item B gives the local unit of government the option ofnot following up on

complaints at this stage, as it is assumed that local units of government would not want to

commit resources to verifying complaints after all reasonable options have been implemented

and the owner or operator has been determined to have fulfilled prior odor reduction plans and
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test plans. However, if the local unit ofgovernment does decide to continue processing and

verifying these complaints, the commissioner needs similar discretion in dealing with them.

Under this item, the commissioner may determine after the third odor reduction plan that residual

odor issues would be better resolved at the local level by private nuisance action or by some

other non-agency action. In other words, the commissioner at this stage may decide that the

options under the odor rules have been exhausted and the issue is best resolved at a local level. It

is reasonable to consider alternate methods after three rounds ofmitigation efforts and odor

testing.

Finally, subpart 4 explains that, even when the MPCA suspends further action under the

odor rules, it may take action as is reasonable under its other rules to ensure compliance with

other regulatory requirements. It is reasonable to include this provision in subpart 4 to avoid

confusion as to the scope of the suspension provided in the rest of the subpart. It is the intention

of the MPCA to describe clearly how and when it will take action under its odor rules to resolve

a community ~oyance. The MPCA does not intend its actions under the odor rules, or its

decision to suspend further enforcement action under the <?dor rules, to limit its ability to act

under other applicable rules and programs of the MPCA, including the MPCA's permit program

where use of that program would be appropriate t<? resolve a community annoyance.

Minn. R. 7029.0080 Odor Testing Procedures

This part describes the odor testing procedures to be followed if a test is required under

Minn. R. 7029.0050 and Minn. R. 7029.0070. This part contains 10 subparts. The

reasonableness of each of the subparts is described below.
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Subpart 1. General requirements. Here the general testing requirements are established.

This subpart states that odor testing is subject to Minn. R. 7017.2001 to 7017.2045 ofthe

performance test rule. This is reasonable as an odor test meets the definition ofperformance test

as given in the performance test rule. However, as specific methodology and procedures are

defined in this proposed rule, it is reasonable to exclude certain generic parts ofthe performance

test rule in favor of the proposed methods and procedures. Therefore, Minn. R. 7017.2050 and

Minn. R. 7017.2060 have been excluded as they relate to approval of alternate methods and to

procedures for specific methods, which do not apply here. Minn. R. 7017.2020, subp. 5 (test

runs) is excluded as the number of test runs and the averaging procedure for odor testing is

defined within this proposed rule. Minn. R. 7017.2045, subp. 6 (adjustments for detection limit)

is excluded as odor is measured in terms of concentration rather than as a mass emission rate, so

adjusting the sample volume does not improve on the detection limit of the method.

Subpart 2. Test Method. This identifies the American Society for Testing and Materials

(ASTM) method E679-91 as the test method to be used in odor tests. This method sets out the

procedures for presenting an odor sample to a panel and interpreting the results. It was the
I

opinion of the technical advisors on the TAC and Task Force that this method represented the

best readily available technology and the most appropriate method ofdata reduction for

incorporation into this rule. A demonstration of this method and the olde~, repealed ASTM

method was provided by Metropolitan Council staff for Task Force members on March 22, 1993.

This method, like the method that is incorporated into the existing odor rule, relies on a panel of

individuals to quantify the odor concentration by finding the detection threshold for each

individual using a series of dilutions of the sample. However, some of the variables in the
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method referenced in the existing odor rule have been eliminated (e.g. the flow rate ofthe sample

as presented to the panelist is kept constant) and additional quality assurance requirements are

incorporated into the new test method in order to make this a much more reliable monitoring tool

than the older ASTM method in the existing rule. Note that this method relates only to sample

presentation and data reduction. The TaskForce found it necessary to define a stack sampling

protocol and to amend the method in certain areas in order to make this a complete test method ...

for the purpose of this rule. J?is subpart also reaffirms that the testing is only applicable to

emission points as defined in this rule, which is reasonable as the defined sampling protocols

cannot be applied or transferred to other types of sources.

This subpart also provides a process and criteria for the commissioner to approve

alternate test procedures. This is reasonable as there is no complete, published method for odor

sampling and testing but ongoing research by ASTM and other bodies may eventually lead to

such a method. The language in this method would allow such a method to be used without first

revising the rule language itself Flexibility to propose alternate procedures in difficult sampling

conditions is provided, which is consistent with Minn. R. 7017.2050 of the performance test rule.

Subpart 3. Sampling Procedure. Subpart 3 details the odor sampling procedure.

The rule requires three test runs for the odor performance test. This is consistent with the general

requirements of the performance test rule, Minn. R. 7017.2025, subp. 5.

Subpart 3, item A requires each run to consist of an integrated sample taken over a 10 

30 minute period, which for most cases is anticipated to be sufficient to obtain a representative

sample. Also, by requiring a period of at least 30 minutes between test runs, ~e whole test

should cover a representative period of operating time.
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Subpart 3, item B specifies a minimum sample volume and sampling rate for collecting

samples. The specified sample volume and sampling rate are consistent with other grab

sampling methods for pollutants and the appropriate sized bags and materials are readily

accessible to testing companies.

Subpart 3, items B and C refer to the types of tubing and bags to be used, identifying

Tygon tubing (or equivalent) and Tedlar sampling bags by name. Both Tedlar and Tygon are

cited as readily available approved materials for sampling bags and tubes but mention of trade

names is not intended to be an endorsement by the MPCA. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to

specify materials that have low odor retention properties as odor retention can be the source of

significant bias at low concentration levels. And since odor retention is caused by the bonding of

odor-causing chemicals to the bag material, inert materials are the best choice. Item C also gives

an exception to the general sampling bag requirement for sources with known high

concentrations of odors. For these sources, it is reasonable to allow a lower cost bag due to the

relatively low influence of odor retention at higher concentrations.

Subpart 3, item D defines a: bag pre-filling procedure to purge ambient air from the

system and to minimize the effect of odor retention in the bag. This requirement is reasonable

because it assures' that precautions are taken to minimize bias in the results due to odor retention

in the bag.

Subpart 3, item E sets out a special requirement to refine the test protocol for each

emission point that has a high gas temperature or high moisture content or any other case where

sample collection or storage problems can be reasonably anticipated. This requirement is

reasonable because it gives the owner or operator the opportunity to make reasonable
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adjustments in test protocol to ensure that the test results are as valid as possible in difficult

sampling conditions.

Subpart 4. Sample analysis. This subpart sets out the requirements for sample analysis.

Samples are to be presented to the odor test panel members within 24 hours after they are taken.

Ideally the samples should be presented sooner than this to minimize possible leakage, sample

deterioration or odor retention, but for tests that are conducted in remote areas, a sufficient time

for sample transportation has been allowed. Additionally, since the Olfactometer described

under subpart 7 is portable, it is possible to set up a temporary room for odor sample

presentation, for example in a motel conference room, at a remote location. Thus, the 24 hour

requirement should be easily attainable. This subpart also sets the minimum number of odor

panelists at nine. Testing under the existing odor rule and method has in the past required a

minimum of six. However, an increase in the number ofpanelists provides a panel that is more

representative of a cross section of the population and reduces the averaged effect of individuals

that are highly sensitive or insensitive .to the odor.' More than nine panelists can be used and this

is recommended both for data quality and so that rejection of a single panelist based on quality

assurance data does not reject the whole test. All valid panelists will be used in the data

reduction.

Subpart 5. Odor panel instructions and questionnaire. This subpart sets out the

procedures that odor panelists must follow. Written instructions are to be ·provided to the odor

..
panelists, which is reasonable because odor panelists are sometimes volunteers with little or no

experience in odor testillg. It is necessary that they are aware of the factors that influence

sensitivity to odors so that they c~ answer the questio~aire knowledgeably and can assess their
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own suitability for panel participation before the sample presentation begins. The panelists'

signature acknowledging receipt and understanding of the instructions is included on the

questionnaire as verification that instructions were provided..

The questions on the panelist questionnaire (Minn. R. 7029.0110) are based on the

quality assurance guidelines ofodor test methods, including the old method cited in the existing

odor rule. All of these factors tend to reduce the panelist's sensitivity to an odor and will bias the

.! results low. In reco~nitionthat panelists have limited time to prepare and in order to encourage

truthful answers, an individual panelist will be rejected only if either two or more yes answers

are recorded or if a yes response is given to either question seven, eight, or nine. Questions

seven, eight and nine have been identified by Task Force members as being the most critical.

The increase in the minimum number ofpanelists from six to nine and the selection criteria in

subpart 6 offset this slight relaxation of the acceptance criteria from past practice. The

questionnaire also asks for the name, age, address, employer and occupation of the panelist. It is

reasonable to C!:sk for this data as it is useful in defining the general characteristics and

background of the panel for comparison against the general population and it can also be used to

verify the existence of the individuals.

Subpart 6. Panel selection. This subpart explains how panelists are to be selected. Panel

selection requires verification of the ability ofpanel members to detect odors accurately. Subpart

6, item A incorporates by reference ASTM Method E544-75 as a means of screening the odor

panel. This is a reasonable requirement as it prevents people with very low sensitivity to odors

from participating as part of the panel, which would give a low bias to the test result. The

procedure described is a standard screening technique and is used routinely at the Metropolitan
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Council odor laboratory.' Subpart 6, item B requires each individual's odor detection threshold to

be determined and compared to the average value of the panel. The procedure for doing this

follows the same sample presentation and data reduction method as described for odor

performance test samples. This is to be used only as a long term assessment tool for determining

the composition'ofodor panels and possible screening ofhighly sensitive or insensitive people. .

However, this item specifically states that these numbers are not to be used as a measure of the

validity of an individual test result, which is reasonable as a panelist's sensitivity to different

types of odor may vary and may be expected in some cases not to reflect the relative sensitivity

to the odor of butanol (which is to be used under item B to evaluate the relative odor detection

thresholds ofpanelists). Subpart 3, item C states that the screening shall occur once during the

24 hour period prior to' the sample presentation part of the test and that at least one hour must

elapse between the screening and the sample presentation. This is to ensure that the panelist is

screened at a time close to the test, thereby mi~imizing the effect of, for example, a change in

health, while giving the panelist adequate time to rest the olfactory senses prior to starting the

sample presentation.

Subpart 7. Triangle dynamic olfactometer operating criteria. Here the instrument

operating criteria for the odor tests are described. The equipment used to present diluted odor

samples to odor panelists is an Olfactometer. This subpart provides the sequence ofevents for

operation of the Olfactometer. Although sO.l.ne of these are given in the incorporated test method

it is reasonable to include both the requirements ofthe method and the modifications to the

methods in this subpart so that the overall sequence is Clear. It is also reasonable to specify in

detail the type of equipment for use in odor testing as this can be a significant variable when
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comparing results over time. The criteria of this part are based on the experience of the Task

Force and the Metropolitan Council odor laboratory.

Items A and B relate to the number of dilution levels and the dilution ratios to be used.

Six dilution levels is standard practice and represents the configuration ofavailable equipment.

The range of dilution ratios is necessary to accommodate differences in sensitivity between

individuals, to ensure that the dilution threshold of each individual is exceeded. The panel

administrator has the discretion of adjusting the dilution ratios for very strong or very weak

odors.

Item C specifies an ascending order of concentration of odor (i.e. from most to least

dilute) sample presentation. This ensures that the presentation of a strong sample at an early

stage does not desensitize the panelist for subsequent samples.

Item D describes the sniffing ports through which the odor sample is presented and

specifies that they be identical in appearance in order that th~ panelist is not given clues as to

which is the odorous sample and which are blanks. The ports are also positioned in a

symmetrical triangular arrangement: rhe panel administrator reads from a remote panel whether

or not a correct choice is made. Note that if the panelist detects no odor at any port the panelist

must still make a guess, .so that all ofthe data points for a panelist are usable. This is known as

the "forced choice" technique and is common practice in odor sampling and is intended to

overcome reluctance to choose when a panelist is unsure about a sample. As the test method

requires at least two consecutive correct choices to be made and the chance of two correct ,

answers by pure guesswork is only one in nine, the "forced choice" method appears to be more

likely to be an accurate measure of detection threshold than it is to give a high bias to the results.
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Item E requires a well ventilated room that is free ofany strong or distinctive odors to be

used for the sample pres~ntation. This is reasonable in order that background odors do not
..

influence the panelist. The same room air is to be used for diluting the odor samples, so that the

blanks do not smell significantly different from the background air. The Task Force decided not

to recommend the use ofspecially filtered air for the room or for dilutio~ as filtered air can have _

a distinct" odor of its own, which would add another variable to the test.

Item F requires a constant flow through the sampling ports. The specific flow rate was

selected based on the design ofthe Olfactometer. All sniffing ports must be operating

simultaneously, which is also a design feature ofthe olfactometer, in order to maintain the

constant flow and dilution level at each port and minimize the input of the panel leader between

dilution levels.

Item G describes the system by which the panelist's choice is communicated to the panel

leader. It is reasonable to require a completely non-verbal method of communicating choices so

that the leader can have no influence on the choices of the panelists.

Item H adds a calibration method for the flow meters regulating the sample and the

dilution air. This is reasonable as it is not included in the ASTM Method, yet the flow rate can

have a large effect on the dilution threshold of the panelist. In general, the higher the flow rate

the more likely the panelist is to detect the odor.

Subpart 8. Panel test procedure. This subpart describes the sequence ofevents for the

panelist to follow during the sample presentation. Although some ofthese are given in the

incorporated test method it is reasonable to include both the requirements of the method and the
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modifications to the methods in this subpart so. that the overall sequence is clear. The criteria are

based on the experience of the Task Force and the Metropolitan Council odor laboratory.

Item A states that the panelist starts at the most dilute sample. As stated earlier, this is

done so that the panelist is not exposed to a high concentration earlier which may sensitize or

desensitize the panelist to lower concentrations and thereby alter that person's dilution threshold.

Item B requires the panelist to sniff from each of the three sniffing ports, which is the

only way that the panelist would be able to dete~inewhich of the three was the odor containing

sample, particularly at lower concentrations.

Item C requires a choice to be made even if the panelist is unsure or cannot distinguish

any difference. This "forced choice" principle is discussed under subpart 7 of this part. The

method of selection is consistent with the procedures and equipment requirements in subpart 7.

Item D sta~es that the panelist moves to the next port and repeats items A-C until all ports

have been assessed. However, the panel leader does have some discretio.n here as the method

requires that two consecutive correct selections be ~ade in order to determine an individual's

threshold, so in some cases it may not be necessary for the panelist to sniff the most concentrated

samples.

Item E requires the next panelist to follow the same sequence without delay but without

observing the previous panelist. This is reasonable as it may be possible for a panelist to judge

where the previous panelist had first detected the odor. Waiting panelists should also be kept in a

separate ro<?m, away from the Olfactometer and from those panelists who have completed the

sample presentation. There should be no verbal communication between panelists.
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Item F requires the flow calibrations required by subpart 7 to be done immediately before

and after the panel procedure. This is reasonable as it is necessary to determine that the flow rate'

remained constant during the test, as flow rate is a variable with a large effect on an individual's

odor threshold.

Item G states that at least 30 minutes must elapse between presentations of samples to a

panelist and that a maximum of s~x samples and one screening procedure can be presented in any .

one day. This is necessary in order to prevent bias of the results due to olfactory fatigue. This

also means that for a source testing multiple sources, the testing may need to take place over

more than one day or additional panel members may be needed.

Subpart 9. Calculation ofpanel test result. This subpart explains how to calculate the

panel test results. As mentioned under subpart 8, item D, two consecutive correct choices must

be made in order to evaluate a person's odor dilution threshold. It is reasonable to require two

consecutive correct choices in order to minimize the potential bias of the forced choice

requirement. The chance of a correct answer by guessing is one in three, but the chance of

getting two consecutive correct choices by guessing is one in nine. The odor dilution factor,

symbolized by the letter Z, is defined for the individual and the panel as a whole in a manner

consistent with the test method and is included here for convenience.

Subpart 10. Witnessing. This subpart states that the MPCA may witness performance

tests. This provision is consistent with Minn. R. 7017.2045, subp. 1. This subpart specifies that

the odor panel procedure may be witnessed in addition to the field sampling; which is reasonable

as the panel procedure is a critical part of the test and its procedures are detailed in the rule.

MPCA staff witnessing of tests helps to promote consistency between laboratories and improves
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quality assurance. The option to witness a test is extended to local units ofgovernment which is

reasonable as they have a regulatory interest in the outcome ofthe test and because in some cases

they may be administering this nile under Minn. R. 7029.0005.

Minn. R. 7029.0100 Complaint Form

This part provides a form to be used by the local unit ofgovernment fo~ documenting

complaints and recording the results of the investigators follow-up. It is based on the form

currently used by AQD staff to document complaints but has been made more specific to odors

and incorporates practical suggestions from the TAC.

It is reasonable to provide a standard form so that the local unit of government will know

what it is necessary to record and so that MPCA staff will receive information in a consistent

format. The forms must be signed -by the staffperson at the local unit of government who is

responsible for handling the complaint, which is reasonable as the signature indicates individual

accountability. The complainant detail is clearly marked as confidential. The identities of

individuals who register complaints concerning violations of state laws concerning real property

are classified as confidential data under Minn. Stat. 13.44 (1994). The complaint form also

includes a "Tennesen Warning" to provide the complainant with information on how the

complaint may be used under Minn. Stat. 13.04, subd. 2. Part 1 of the form is for recording

details of the complaint when received and asks for a description of the odor, when it occurred

and for how lorig. The question on whether the problem has been reported before could be

helpful in cases where complaints may be reported to more than one local unit ofgovernment,

e.g. city and county level or at sites close to city boundaries. The questions are reasonable in that
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they ask only for basic, non-technical information that is adequate to identify a possible source

and for an inspector to verify by inspection.

Part 2 of the form relates to actions taken by the investigator after the complaint is

received. The questions are again non-technical and relate directly to the requirements for

submittals as given elsewhere in this rule. All questions except "Complaint Confmned?" can be __

answered without doing a field inspection. The form indicates that a field inspection is needed in.

order to verify the complaint. This is reasonable as the inspector needs to detect an odor at the -

site of the complaint or personally interview complainants in order to determine the,validity of

the complaint. Wind direction data can be obtained from the meteorological service.

Minn. R. 7029.0105 Summary Form

This form is required as a summary of all the individual complaints. The content is

reasonable as it serves as a checklist ofcriteria for independent complaints as giyen elsewhere in

this rule. A signature by an elected official or delegated representative ofthe local unit of

government is required to verify the complaint record as a whole, which is reasonable as this acts

as a certification of the submittal by a responsible party.

Minn. R. 7029.0110 Odor Panelist Questionnaire

This. form is to be used in conjunction with the requirements ofMinn. R. 7029.0080,

subp. 5. It serves three purposes; documenting the name, address and occupation of the panelist;

providing an additional screening stage, and requires the panelist to certify an understanding of

the panel instructions. The reasonableness of the requirements of this form has been discussed

under Minn. R. 7029.0080, subp. 5.
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C. Reasonableness of Related Amendments

The following rules are amended in a manner consistent with this rule making.

Minn. R. 7017.2020 Performance Tests General Requirements

Subpart 1. Testing required. This subpart of the performance test rule lists the reasons

that the commissioner can cite to require the owner oroperator ofan emission facility to conduct

a performance test. An additional reason (item G) is·added to reflect the new odor rule. This

item allows the commissioner to require a performance test for a regulated pollutant based on the

presence of odorous emissions. This is reasonable as many pollutants, such as hydrogen sulfide

and various volatile organic compounds, have characteristic odors. The registering of complaints

regarding an emission facility can indicate that an excess amount of such a pollutant is being

emitted and a performance test can confirm this.

Minn. R. 7011.2200 to 7011.2220; Processing Animal Matter

Minn. R. 7011.2215 Odor Control Equipment Required On Reduction Processes

Minn. R. 7011.2215 is repealed as the incineration standard would become unfairly

restrictive towards rendering facilities upon adoption of the proposed odor rule. The facilities

currently subject to Minn. R. 7011.2215 will be subject to odor reduction and mitigation

. requirements if they are determined to be a community annoyance having emission points. If the

source is not a community annoyance, the requirement to incinerate exhaust gases as 1,500

degrees Fahrenheit is unnecessary and burdensome in terms of capital and operating costs for the

facility. The Odor Task Force made a formal recommendation that this subpart be repealed.

Facilities currently following the incineration requirement would become free to operate the
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equipment at a lower temperature or to use alternate control measures provided that they did not

cause a community annoyance in doing so.

Minn. R. 7011.2220 Other Odor Control Measures Required

Subpart 4. Enclosure ofbuilding. This subpart is not being deleted as it applies to area

sources that will not be subject to the mitigation requirements of the new odor rule. The

reference to the old odor rule is replaced with the new reference to reflect that community

annoyance is 110W the trigger for enforcement of odorous emissions.

Minn. R. Ch. 7035; Ground Water and Solid Waste Division

Minn. R. 7035.2875 Refuse-Derived Fuel Processing Facilities

Subpart 3: Operation and maintenance manual. Item A has been reworded to reflect the

fact that the new odor rules, unlike the existing rules, will not contain numerical emission limits.

It is reasonable that the affected facilities still comply with the new rules but the reference should

be to the provisions rather than limits of the rule.

Minn. R. 7035.2835 Compost Facilities

Rewording similar to that proposed for Minn. R. 7035.2875 would.be appropriate for

Su~part 3, Item A, of this part. However, as the Ground Water and Solid Waste Division is

currently revising its rules related to composting facilities, the change will not be made here.

Suggested wording has been suggested directly to Ground Water and Solid Waste Division staff.

V. SMALL BUSINESS CONSIDERATIONS IN RULEMAKING

Minn. Stat. § 14.115, subd. 2 (1994) requires the MPCA, when proposing rules which,

may affect small businesses, to consider methods for reducing the impact on small businesses. It

is likely that some small businesses will be affected by the proposed new odor rules, but these
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same businesses are already affected by the existing odor rules. The MPCA does not believe that

the requirements of the proposed new rules place any higher burden on small or larger business

than do the requirements of the existing rules.

Moreover, as application of the proposed ~ew rules is conditioned on community

complaints rather than a quantity of emissions and as odor is a quality of the type of operation

rather than its size, the MPCA believes that small businesses should be as accountable as larger

businesses for their odorous emissions. In consideration of the special concerns of small

businesses, however, the rules do allow for the MPCA to be cognizant of the size of the business

and its resources, as well as the number and frequency of complaints, in reviewing the

appropriate mitigation.

The proposed new odor rules are neither complex nor overly technical. By drafting rules

that are reasonably clear and straightforward and that involve all affected interests early, the

MPCA intends its proposed rules to avoid the unnecessary, duplicative governmental oversight

that aggravates all businesses and stresses small businesses in particular. The MPCA therefore

believes its proposed new odor rules are more responsive to the needs of small businesses than its

existing rules.

In sum, the MPCA has considered various methods to reduce the impact on small

businesses when it considered the proposed new odor rules and believes that the proposed new

rules strike the proper balance between, on the one hand, the public's interest in government

regulation of conduct affecting the environment and, on the other hand, the public's interest in

limiting regulation for small businesses.
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VI. CONSIDERATION OF ECONOMIC FACTORS.

In exercising its powers, the MPCA is required by Minn. Stat. § 116.07, subd. 6, (1994)

to give consideration to economic factors. The statute provides:

In exercising all its powers, the polluti~n control agency shall give due
consideration to the establishment, maintenance, operation and expansion of
business, commerce, trade, industry, traffic, and other economic factors and other
material matters affecting the feasibility and practicability ofany proposed action,
including, but not limited to, the burden on a municipality ofany tax which may
result therefrom, and shall take or provide for such action as may be reasonable,
feasible and practical under the circumstances.

The MPCA anticipates that the proposed new odor rules will provide little or no change v

in the overall costs to Minnesota business when compared with the existing odor rules. '

Assuming that the old and new panel test requirements are of approximately equal cost, the

requirements of an affected facility to test, mitigate and retest are similar to the approach under

the existing rules, which was to test and retest if the first test exceeded the emission limits.

Further, by not requiring testing until a community annoyance is established, the MPCA has duly

considered when it is reasonable to require testing expenditures for odors. Similarly, the

opportunity given under the proposed new rules to owners and Qperators of an odor source to

reduce the odors before they become a community annoyance gives the owners and operators

some control over MPCA involvement in resolving odor problems, andthe attendant costs that

come with MPCA involvement.

The MPCA understands that there may be .some perception that costs will increase as a

result of the odor mitigation and control requirements in the proposed new rules <?r as a result of

the requirements th,~.t local units of government take an active role in documenting violations.

The MPCA does not believe these perceptions are fully correct. First, if there is such an increase
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in mitigation and control requirements, it is only because of the difficulty in enforcing the

existing rules and not due to a change in public opinion or MPCA analysis ofthe need to control

particularly offensive sources ofodor pollution. Second, the proposed new rules simply requi!e

local governments to document problems that are primarily local in nature.

VII. IMPACTS ON AGRICULTURAL LAND

Minn. Stat. § 14.11, subd. 2 (1994) requires that if the agency proposing the adoption ofa

rule determines that the rule may have a direct and substantial adverse impact on agricultural

land in the state, the agency shall comply with specified additional requirements. The MPCA

does not believe it is subject to these additional requirements because it has specifically

exempted agricultural area sources,.which are the major type of odor source within the

agricultural sector, from this rule. Agricultural emission point sources are potentially affected by

this rule but these type of sources are unlikely to be significant odor sources. Therefore the

overall effect of implementing this rule will beminimal for agricultural lands. In ~hort, MPCA

staff expects that the new rules will have no more impact on agricultural sources than the existing

rules, and the overall impact may be reduced due to expansion ofthe agribusiness exemption

language.

The MPCA does recognize, however, that odors from some types of agricultural

operations are a significant source of odor complaints. These sources are primarily area sources

such as feedlots.· The MPCA is continuing to consider appropriate means of addressing

agricultural odors. In addition, the Feedlot and Manure Management Advisory Committee, a

body mandated by the Minnesota Legislature, is investigating this problem through its own task

force and the University'ofMinnesota has had state money allocated to it for research into
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feedlot odors. In sum, while the MPCA realizes that while the number of citizen complaints

regarding agricultural sources has increased in the last two years, primarily as the result of an

increasing number of large scale hog farms, it does not believe the propose~odor rules -- which

historically have been directed to generic sources ofodor -- are well-suited to addressing

agricultural odor problems. And since efforts are underway to consider more appropriate

regulatory approaches, the MPCA has decided to defer further regulation ofodors from

agricultural area sources operations until these other analyses are more complete.

VIII. COSTS TO LOCAL PUBLIC BODIES

Minn. Stat. § 14.11, sub~. 1 requires the MPCA to include a statement of the rule's

estimated costs to local public bodies in the notice of intent to adopt rules, if the rule would have

a total cost of over $100,000 to all local public bodies in the state in either ofthe two years

immediately following adoption ofthe rule.

The impact of the proposed rules on local units of government is difficult to estimate as

the rule is voluntary at the local level. The cost can be zero or it can be significant, depending on

how the local unit of government plans to use this nile. The MPCA sees the proposed rules as a

tool for local units of government which provides a statewide, systematic method ofhandling

odor complaints and getting the MPCA involved in the more troublesome cases. As odor is

already likely to be an issue as a nuisance at the local level in communities with odor sources, in

many cases the local unit of government may be able to follow the new procedures by modifying

existing practices rather than adding to the workload.

Some cost increases are likely at the local level if a local unit ofgovernment ·chooses to

act thoroughly on all odor complaints, but have been minimize'das-far as possible at the advice of
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TAC members by keeping the procedures simple and non-technical. The procedures in this rule

are optional and need only be followed if the local unit ofgovernment wants the MPCA to get

involved. The verification requirements call only for a visit from the local unit of government to

check that an odor event actually occurred. No technical equipment or training is necessary to

make these verifications, just a reasonable sense ofsmell.
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IX. LIST OF WITNESSES AND EXHIBITS

A. Witnesses

In support of the need for and re'asonableness of the proposed rule amendments,

the following witnesses will testify at a rulemaking hearing ifone is necessary:

1. Stuart Arldey, Pollution Control Specialist, Compliance Detennination Unit,

. AQD. Mr. Addey will testify on the detail and technical aspects ofthe rule.

2. Todd Biewen, Supervisor, Compliance Detennination Unit, AQD. Mr. Biewen

will testify on the implementation and enforcement aspects of this rule.

3. Individual TaskForce members have expressed willingness to testify, subject to

availability ~

B. Attachments and Exhibits

Attachment 1: List ofTAC Members

Attachment 2: List of Odor Task Force Members

Exhibit 1: Letter of support from Henry Friedrich, Odor Task Force Chainnan

Exhibit 2: Bill Prokop and Ed Van Hoven letters supporting deletion ofMinn. R.

7011.2215

Exhibit 3: Bay Area Air Quality Management District Regulation 7

Exhibit 4: Connecticut Rules section 22a-174-23

Exhibit 5: ASTM Method E679-91

Exhibit 6: ASTM Method E544-75

Exhibit 7: Technical Paper -- "Source Emission Odor Measurement by a Dynamic

Forced-Choice Triangle Olfactometer"

Exhibit 8: Technical Paper -- "Air Quality Odor Testing At MWCC - Review of Syringe

Dilution and,Olfactometer Odor Testing Results and Parameters Affecting

: Results" '(October 17, 1990), Chapter 8, "Conclusions and Recommendations"
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x. CONCLUSION

Based on the foregoing, th~ proposed repeal ofthe exi~ting odor rules and the proposed

adoption ofnew rules governing odorous emissions are both n

Dated: NbV<Qnkr·- ~CO ,1995 ~~+-~~--.aa:. _

Charles W. Williams

Commissioner
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Attachment 1: List ofTAC Members

The following non-MPCA persons attended two or more TAC meetings:

Henry E. Friedrich, MMT Environmental

Bill Prokop, PROKOP Enviro Consulting

Laura Villa, Dakota County

Melba Hensel, MWCC

Ed Van Hoven, Van Hoven Company

Doug Reeder, City Administrator, City of South St. Paul

Kevin Locke, City ofNew Brighton

Dave Fridgen, City ofNew Brighton

Kevin Kiemele, Environmental Engineer, Koch Refining Company

Tim Guzek, General Manager, Blue Earth Rendering Company

Mel Roshanraven, Environmental Director, Darling-Delaware

Tom House, Continental Nitrogen and Resources

David Benforado, 3M Environmental Engineering Services

Scott Schuler, Printing Industries ofMinnesota

Charles McGinley, McGinley Associates
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Attachment 2: List of Odor Task Force Members

The following people, attended the Odor Task Force meetings held between January and

August, 1993. All members, except for Mr. Nelson, have been active in the TAC meetings.

Mr. Nelson was invited to join the Odor Task Force as the delegated representative of the League

ofMinnesota Cities when a request was made for an additional member to represent local units

of government. Stuart Arkley, Ann Foss and Todd Biewen represented the MPCA during the

Odor Task Force meetings.

Henry E. Friedrich: Vice President. MMT Environmental. Mr. Friedrich has many years

experience in the development of odor sensory methods and he is active in the AWMA odor

Committee EE-6. MMT Environmental has conducted odor testing for compliance

demonstration with existing Minn~sotaRules. Elected by other Task Force Members as

Chairman of the Task Force. Provided nieeting minutes and meeting agendas.

Bill Prokop: President. PROKOP Enviro Consulting. Mr. Prokop has nearly 25 years of

experience in the development of odor sensory'methods. He represents the National Renderers

Association and is active in the ASTM EE-6 Committee on odors.

John K. Nelson: Senior Environmental Health Specialist. City of Bloomington. Mr.

Nelson is an experienced health inspector with the City ofBloomington and.has practical

experience in responding to odor complaints from citizens regarding a wide.range of sources.

Mr. Nelson was the delegated representative of the Le~gue ofMinnesota Cities.
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Laura Villa: Environmental Specialist. Dakota County. Ms. Villa is an experien~ed

inspector for Dakota County and has practical experience in responding to odor complaints from

citizens regarding both point and area sources.

Melba Hensel: Principal Environmental Scientist. Metropolitan Council. Ms. Hensel is

experienced in regulatory compliance issues, including air quality permitting and odor testing

requirements. The Metropolitan Council operates an odor testing laboratory for analysis of its

own samples from various locations and has the capacity to use both the old, repealed A8TM

method and the proposed Olfactometer-method.

Ed Van Hoven: Van Hoven Company: Inc. Mr. Van Hoven operates a rendering facility

in South 81. Paul and is experienced in odor compliance issues from the perspective of a

regulated party.

AG:126I7 vI
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February 24, 1994

Mr. Stuart Arkley
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
Compliance & Enforcement Section, Air Quality
520 Lafayette Road North
St. Paul, MN 551.25-4194

RE: ODOR RULE UPDATE
DRAFT 12/29/93

Dear Stuart:

The above Draft submitted with your February 18, 1994 correspondence ~as been reviewed.

On behalf of the Odor Task Force, I am pleased to advise that this draft is acceptable as a
replacement for the existing regulations. With the replacement of the "numbers" by the altemate
criteria, the Rule, as proposed, appears to be workable by both parties; i.e., industry and'

, regulatory.

As discussed yesterday, I feel Part 701.1.0325 Agribusiness Exception needs clarification. My
concern relates to the subject of fertilizer production, open composting, etc., and the definition of
Agribusiness. The concern for fugitive and open sources must still be addressed.

As chairman of the Odor Task Force, I express appreciation and thanks to you the and the MPCA
staff for your cooperation in this effort. The fact that our comments of September 20, 1993, and
subsequent concerns were favorably addressed 'is gratifying. Thank you, again, Stuart, for your
excellent cooperation.

Sincerely,

\~rl~lt
Henry E. Friedrich
Chairman, Odor Task Force

HEF/b

cc: Todd Biewen, Pollution Control Specialist, MPCA

L 4610 N. Churchill St. • St. Paul, MN 55126-5892 • 612/483-9595 • FAX 612/483-2699





PROKOP Enviro Consulting
P.o. Box 602

Deerfield, Illinois 60015
Telephone

(708) 945-1465

July 31, 1992

Mr. stuart Arke1y .
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
Air Quality Division
520 Lafayette Road North
st. Paul, MN 55155

Subject: Subpart 7005:1030 Odor Control Equipment
on Reduction Processes

Dear Mr. Arkely:

This subject rule requires incineratlon of emissions from the
rendering process at a temperature of 1500 F for a residence
time, of 0.3 second. As we discussed, there is ample evidence
available that a temperature of 1200 F for a residence time
of 0.3 second'is adequate., Attached are the following to
support this' statement:

1) Excerpts from a paper presented at the 1977 APCA Odor
Specialty Conference which discusses Rule 64 adopted by
the Los Angeles County APCD (now the South Coast AQMD).
This rule specifies a temperature of 1200 F and residence
time of 0.3 second for incineration of rendering process
odors.

2) Excerpts from the'Air Pollution Engineering Manual (pub
lished by the USEPA as their document AP-40) which clearly
show in Table 224 that the combination of surface con
densers (either shell and tube or air-cooled, finned tube)
and incineration at 1200' F provides highly efficient
odor reduction '(99.85 %by incineration alone) .

.3) Excerpts from a report of an odor control performance test
conducted by the Los Angeles County APCD in 1972 at a

I rendering plant in Los Angeles. It should be noted that
the afterburner effluent was diluted with an estimated
2.45 equal quantities of ambient air before discharge to
the atmosphere. As a result, the odor sensory measure
ment of 50 odor units/scf for the diluted effluent trans
lates into an estimated 170 odor units/scf for the undilu
ted effluent from the afterburner at 1200 'F. This repre
sents an odor reduction efficiency of 99~4 %which is
quite high. The residence time within the afterburner is
estimated at 0.7 second.



PROKOP Enviro Consulting
....

I have also conduct~d odor sensory perfo~ce tests with boiler
incineration of the high intensity odor emissions from the ren
dering process and have obtained similar results with natural
gas used as the fuel. When fuel oil is used, part~cularly with
a high sulfur content, .a strong pungent-, sulfur dioxide smell
is -observed in the exhaust stack emission and it typically
may be threefold higher in odor strength than with natural gas.
However, in either case, the odor character of the stack exhaust
is that o~ combustion gases only since a rendering odor is not
detected.

You asked about fuel savings if incineration is performed at
1200 F instead of 1500 F. Assuming that 2000 cfm of odorous air
is to beincinerated._ and-20 %excess air above theoretical is·
used, the following comparison can.be made between 1200 and 1500 F:

2000 cfm x 0.075 1b/cf x 287 Btu/1b (enthalpy l200F) = 43,050 Btu/min

2000 x 9.075 x 369 Btu/1b '(enthalpy @ 1500 F) = 55,350 Btu/min

Available heat in Btu/scf of natural gas @ 1200 F = 676.5

" " " "" 1500 F = 585.5

4g,050 Btu7'Jilin x 60 min/hr = 3820 scfh
76.3 Btu sci'

55,350 x 60 :::I 5680 scfh
585.5

Net increase of 1860 scfh of natural gas required at 1500 F.

This is a significant increase in natural gas usage without any
recognizable benefit.

-Please don't-hesitate to call if you wish to discuss any of this
info ..

WHP/jp
Enclosures
cc: Ed Van Hoven

iOi::'l{·~.. \..:
W1ll~am H. Prokop, P.E.



UNHOVEN

Fonnulating Premium Protein and Fat Sources

November 16, 1992

stuart Arkley
compliance Determination Unit, DAQ

. MPCA
520 Lafayette Road
st. Paul, MN· 55155-3898

RE: Odor Rule revisions

-Dear 'Mr . Arkley ,

These comments are submitted collectively in response to the MPCA
draft odor 'rule revisions dated 10-20-92 and 10-27-92 by Edward Van
Hoven of the Van Hoven Company, Inc., So. st. Paul, Mn., Mel
Roshanravan of the Blue Earth Rendering Co., Blue Earth, Mn. and
William Prokop, Consulting Director of Engineering for the National
Renderers Association, Washington, DC.

We support the concept that a nuisance be established by the local
unit of government before a compliance program is negotiated
between the emission source and the local unit of government.
Although we are not commenting at this time on the specifics of
section 7005.0922, Nuisance Established, we do wish to have the
opportunity to do so at a later date. Also, we do wish to have the
opportunity to comment on how a compliance program is to be
negotiated and enforced after mutual agreement is reached on the
program between the emission source and the local unit of
government.

At this time we cannot support the odor emission limits as shown
in section 7005.0920, Odor Emission Limits, the performance tests
as shown in section 7005.0921, Testing Required and the odor
testing as shown· in section 7005.0925, Odc;>r Testing. We will
provide specific written objections to these three sections if the
agency intends to ado~t them as written.

Regarding. section 7005. '1030, Odor Control' Equipment Required On
Reduction Processing, we appreciate the agencies decision to reduce
the incineration temperature from 1500 of to 1200 0p. However, we
object to this section of the rule being exclusively directed at
rendering industry which is the only category of emission source
so regulated by the agency.

VAN HOVEN Company, Inc.• 505 Hardman Avenue, P.O. Box 56, So. St. Paul, MN 55075 • (6.12) 451~858 FAX (612) 451-6542
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VAN HOVEN COMPANY, INC.

Page 2
November 16, 1992
Mr. Arkley
Odor Rules

We believe this section singles out one potential industrial odor
source of many possible sources' forcing the' targeted industry. to
apply expensive technology while other odor sources are excluded
from any agency scrutiny unless neighbors complain about the odor
source. We believe that section 7005.1000-1040 should be deleted
from the odor rules or revised to include all potentia~ odor
sources.

For Mel Roshanravan and William Prokop

~Jj;
Edward G. Van

cc Mel Roshanravan
Bill Prokop
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I-butanol with an odorlC5S au. such u air, to yield constant
dilutiona of vapor 10 the .....

3.4 panelist.r-the individuals who compare the odor
intensity oftbe sample to the reference scale. Thc:sc individ-·
uaJslhould be able to do this with a c:onsiateacy dc5cnDed in
5.5.

3.S perceived (sensory) odor intensity-the inteDiity ofan
odor sensation whic:h is indepeadeDt ofthe knowledge of the
odorant concentration.

3.6 sample-a materi4l in any form ~bitina an odor
that Deeds to bo measured. .

3.7 .slatic lcaIt-the reference scale in which dilutions of
I-bulano) in water are prepared in I1uks and presented for
odor intensity comparison from the tlasb.

3.8 sUpratnreJhold odor inten.rtty-pergeived (sensory) in
teDlit)' of the odor in that intensity region in which the odor
is clearly experienced.

4. Summar)' ofPractb
4.J The reference odorant used to generate aD odor

intensity scale is 1.butanol en-butanol). The teuoDI fot its
ae1edion a,e IUmmarized in the Appendix. A seometric:
prosmsion ICI1e with a ratio or2 is recommended, that is, a
lCUo in which caQh reference dilution dimr& in its I-butanol
conClCntratioll from the preceding dUuti~n by a factor of 2.

4.2 Two procedure" A and B. are described in these
RCommendec1 practices. They differ in the method by which
the diluted l ..butanol vapors arc prepared.

Non I-The RJatioalbipi be1wccA the Gdor iDCC'Uity or l"butuol
CODccDttatiaDI iD air ud in water have Aat been evalUited. TtaoalatioD
01 Procedure B data to W 1Iu.merica1 Yllues or Proc:edurc A. it DOt
poaiblc It tbiI time.

4.2.1 In Procedure A, herea(tcr referred to as the dynamic
IQ1e lDethod. a dynamie-dilutiOD apparatus jl used. This is
equipped with a series ot aDiflina ports from which constant
concentrations of I-butanol cmerp at ClODataDt volumetric
flow rates in air.

4.2.2 In Procedure B. hereafter refem:d to as the static
IQle Q1Cthocl. Ii sc:rles otErlenmeyer flub contaiDiqlcAown
ClODcelltratiODI of I-butanol in water is used.

4.3 The odor of the sample j. matd1ecl. iporiDs differ
enca ia odor quality. aaaiJUt the odor intenaityrcfcronce
scale of I-butanol by a panel yieldiDa at leut elaht indcpen

. dent judgmeAti. Panelists report .wt })Oint in the reference
scale whic:h. In their' opinion. matches the odor intensity of
the unknown.

4.4 'Tho independent judllDents of the paneUa1s are aver
qed seometriW1y (aco 1.4) with respect to the I-butanol

. ClOnccnuationa ot the indicated matchins points. Results are
reported. u an odof intensity, in parts per million, of
I-butanol in air (Prca:dure A) or water (Procedure B) on the

NOTinr.· (:t:1.: t.U:!~lq~f rl'\l'.Y F~' ~~;':!'l';':(;':L;)

8\1 rlllPYf' I,. 1'\ . '. L', ,"'t'I' l 'f I ,. I" 'll"), ~'. ',1\;.1 1 ~ ''f~ \ ~ I,r':'. ..I ....... ,,, "

"A '1("'- l~ Y .A

Standard Prac;tlc8. far
Referencing Suprathre.hold Odar Intensity'

10,-30-1995 00:52

:4~ D••'gnlt'on: E 544 - 75 (R.approved 1993)

1. Scope
1.1 These practices are desiped to outline • prefened

meaDS for rererenciq the odor intensities ora material in the
luprath1'esbold resion.

1.2 The pIlew. objective is to reference the odor intensity
rather 1han other odor properties ofa sample.

1.3 Theso practices arc desiane4 to reference the odor
intensity on the ASTM Odor IntenSity Referenciq Scale of
any odorous material. Thi. 11 done by a comparison of the
odor intensity of the sample to the odor intensities ofa series
of col1CentratioDl of the referenco odorant, which is J.
butanol en-butanol).

J,4 The method by which the referenClC odol'aDt "&pars
are to be presented tor evaluation by the panelists ia
specified. The manner by which the teit sample 'iI presented
will depend 011 the nature of the aamplc. and J, not defined
hereiJl.

1.5 Teat sample presentation should be consistent with
aood standard practice (1)2 and Ihould be explicitly docu-
mented in the test report. .

1.6 This slandlZrd may involvf lulzardous malerials. opn
allons, and ,quipm,,,,, Thl$ sta"dard does not purport to
QdJress all0/'he sa/elY problems associated with ItJ use. It Lt
Ine resfJQnsibi/ity oj' the user 0/ this standard 10 lstablish
appropriate sajil' and ht!allh practice! and det,malnf the
applicability 01rtgU/tlIory limitalions prior 10 UJe.

2. RetereDCecl Docuaaeac

2.1 ASTM Sttmdard.'
D 1292 Test Method tor Odor in Water'

3. DefiDltloal
3.1 ASTM odor intensity referencing scaJe-a serie. of

l·butanol dilutions used to estIlblish which conccntnltiOD
exhibits an odor intensity matchina that ot the: sample.

3.2 concenJrtltion-1 series ofconcentrations of I-butanol
in odorless air. nIuoaen, or the water diluent. DWle to
specUic refercnec cWUtiol1S which serve u the reference scale,
volwne basil, at I-butanol dUuted air or ill water. In ibe
latter case, the temperature of the solution dUriDs the tell
should be teI'Ortecl, .

3.3dyna",/c .reale-tho reference scaIc in which vapor
dilutions are prepared by coJ1dnu~u. mixins of vapon of
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ASTM Odor Intensity Referencina Scale. When water is~
as a diluent, the temperature of the reference scale solutions
during the teat must be reponed. . '.

4.5 The Odor intensity equivalent values which ate ob
tained may· then be: uacd to compare the relative inteaaitiea
of sample Stoups. These valuel are reference values and are
not related to the odor inteDiitiea by a simple proportionality
coe11lcient (see 8.2).

S. Procedure A-D)'uamJo&:aIe Method
S.IReQIMts:
'.1.1 j-bUlanol'(II-butanol),4!he rcrcrcnce odorant, with

required purity.99+ mol" by au chtomatopaphy. AIIo
shall be free of strona odorous impuritiel.

S.I.2 D;/uen,~NonodoroUJ room or cyUndcr air.
S.2 Prtpa1fJt/on 0/Dynamic SCIlIt:
5.2.1 Prepare the I-butanol airflow mixtures in an

olfactometer apparatus U foUows; Pus air over an~
surface of I-butanol in order to produce a saturated vapor at
a known ambient tcmpcrat~. TemperatUfCI should be
ambient in order to avoid coDdensatioll in the air110w lines.

. Air becomes saturated (98+ 95) at flow Qtea up to 60
mL/min when pused over a surface of I-butanol that is 120
mm 1011& by 10 mm wide in a 13-mm inside diameter sWa
tube which is held in a horizontal position. Saturated vapor
prepared by bubbUns air throush I-butanolla J. desirable
since the bubbles bunt at the surface ad produce droplets.
In IUcb methodl of vapor generation. alus wool fUter.
Operatinl at, the same temperature as the I-butanol liquid
sample, mUit be used to remove the drop1cts.Obtail1
concentrations or I vapor below saturation by dilutiDl the
saturated vapor with additioDal volumes or air.

'.2.2 If air. ,ucll as pumped ambient air which contains
water vapor is used, replace the I-butanol in the saturation
tube every 2 to 3 hi otherwise it will become ,cWuted by tho
absorption of water which wiD lower. the vapor preaurc of
I-butanol. and will result'in a lower odorant concenttatioD at
the sniftin& POrta. .

S.2.3 An adequate conccntration rBnsc for moat applica
tions is betweell , and 2000 ppm of I-butanol ill air. Above
2000 ppm, the odor intensity is too stronl for accurate
judamcnt. Below 5 ppm, the odor is too close to the
threshold limit for panelists to m4ke accurate iudamentJ.

5.2.4 The temperature of I-butanol in the saturation tube
should be noted at the start and kept coDitant during the test.
It mould be within the rauae ofcomfortable room tempc1'B."
tun:s.

5.2.5 The rite of dynamic delivery of air can,ins diluted
I-butanol vapor from anifBnB ports should be 160 :!:: 20
mL/mln from a port with a Cf05Ieaection of400 to 500 mm:&.
resultins in a nominal linear~ ra~ of 300 mID/min. A
rate that is too slow allows the ltimulus to be diluted with
incrcasins amounlsofroom air. Arate that is too fast creates
a mecbanical sensation in the J10ICl which complicates the
odor iDteJ1l1ty judgment.

'.2.6 An example ofa dynamic dUution apparatus, called
a dynamic olfactometer, is cliaarammcd in Fis. Xl and ita

• I·PutaDol (,..b\ltu.ol). availabk f'torn Allied p'Jthcr ScieatlftG Co.. 2775
ftacific Drive. P.O. Do. 4829. NoterOIIo alt. ~l. CAtaJoa 7~ (1974~ No. A·3M
(1'1, 97'), Or eqwVIlnL

15

OperatioD is explained, in Appendix X4.
'.3 k~,.nct ConclnIMl;o1U:
S.3.1 This pracUce is intended to establlsh. OD a contin

uous ppm 1.butanol scale, that ppm val1JC which beat
corrcspolida in its odor intensity to the odor intensity of the
sample. Si~ sucb a sca1e is tee1mica1ly difJicu1t. the one
dcsipecl COUIU oraIerics ofdillCfCte concentration points
at sl1UJiDs porta continuoUJIy deUveriq known concentra
tions or I-butanol vapor ill air.

5.3.2 A acometric ProaressiOD scala of CODCOIltratioDS is
used, in which' each reference port diffetI in iu l-butallol
concentration from the precediq port by a lactor of 2. It
would have been desirable to select aDd always usc the same
ppm valucs. Cor the same ports, however, this would require
very complex flow acijunmellt I)'ltemJ. Althoush the ppm
values dcUvered by the, tcaIe PO"' chanp with temperature,
they remain in the SlIme ratio to each other, and thus still
permit the intensity equivalencc point to be easily fouDd.

'.3.3.The scale points. an:: amwaed systematically, in the
order of iDcreaina concentradoDl, and are numbered in
&SCettding' h:lteaers. from I for the lowest concentration or
!-butanol. '

5.3.4 The matchins points normally usod are the· scale
points. or poaitions between the scale points. but can also be
those points beyond either eDd of the scUc..

5.4 Test Room-The test room must be well·ventilated,
essentially odor-free, and comfortable. In orclet to avoid bias.
waitiq panelists should not observe or 1eam the jud8ments
of the panelist·currendy matchins the odor intensity of the
sample to the ale (1.2).

5.5 Odor PflIftl:
'.5.1 NumHr-The number of panelists should be eight

or more, to permit elementary ltatistical tests on their
iudamenu. A smallc:r Dumber ofpanelists may be used with
rcpli~te jud&IDenti to incn:aae the total to.tor more. It
is important when obtainins replicate data that aU bias is
removed. Precautioni such as leparate sessions and recodiol
are recommended (1).

5.'.2 Stl«tion-Spcdal trail1iaa is Dot needed but pre
cautions must be taken in the lClcctioD of the panelUts (3).
An individual with inaufticient seneitivity to detect the odor
of 10 ppm of I-butanol In air mould not be a panelist. AlSo.
some individuals have been observed to experience difficulty
in matehina odor intensities. Prospective paneliau can be
acreeu.ed by havina them repealCdly match the odor intensity
ot a kDoWD concentration of I-butanol vapor to the 1.
buumol reference scalC. Those whose sudald deviation in
repeated tcstiD& exceedll.S ICIJc stepa should not be used in
the panel.' Periodic retestlDa of~ts may beadvil8.~le.

5.6 Judgm"., Prot:«Jurc
5.6.1 Panelists arc iiutrueted on the Dltute of the I·

butanol odor ioteDSity refereGee scale. They ue told that the ,
pons arc numbered besiDniDs with No.1. which represents
the weakest odor and that the odors incn:uc l)'ltemltica11y
in intensity with iDQrc:asin& port idcntificadoll liumben.

5.6.2 Pme1iaU an iDltrueted to ,men the unknown
umple aDd then to smell the ale. bc:PI1Diq with its
weakest e~ and malCh the unknown to the 1QI1c. iporins
differenceS in the odor quality. They an: permitted to check
and recheck the unknown qainst the scale any number of
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and to the sample/are ifery different. The adaptation rate to
l·butanol has been reported to be average wheo comparod to
other odorants (4). Therefore. the compUcation that may
result from differences in the adaptation rate to the unknown
and to I-butanol is minimized by selecting I·butanol II ~e
reference odorant.

5.6.8 Because of the olfactory adaptation discussccl in
5.6.7, a pauelist may find that after judail1l at higher odor
intonsitY points 00 ..the scale. he may have diMculty in
dctectina o4or a& the lowest points of tho scale. A test of2 to
5 min will usually correct this eft'ect. · .

5.6.9 Panelists may diftCr in~ amount of time required
to render a judgment. The panc~l should be allowed to.
proceed at a rate comfortable to him. Aa lUIIlyas six test
stimuli can be handled by a paael ofmne in a I.h sessiOD.

6. ~ure B-Slatie&:ale Method '
6.1 The refereace odorant is I-butanol, (see 5.1.1). The:

dllucnt is diatillec:l water that i, ~free.
NO'I'I 2-1( dUucat otbet thaa water II UIed, equiYlleat ppm

(voVvoJ) values wiU DOt ewbLt matcbiq odor iAteDiitia bccauaa of'
dift'eteQCCI ia moIecu1ar weiahts, deaaiDca. IDd Usc ICtiYity c:oef!icicatl
of J.butaDoJ in di~t I01Wloll. 1.110 DC other salveD" Ja tbonlon DOt
recommeDded.

16
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2.71
2.98
3.t3
3041

3.74 4820
4.01 SUO
0&.31 5 57Q
4.81', . 1070
4.85 8 510

5.82 7000
5•• 7410
1.11 e GAO
8.5$ 8$80
8.87 • 170

7.SO 1870
8.01 10 500
8.151 11 300
8.1. 12 000
9.78 12 aao

10.'2 . 13 700
11.01 1. eoo
11.83 16800
12.83 18 eoo
13.42 17700

TAIl.E 1

12
13
10&
15

1&
17
18

"20

21
22
23
24
16

211
27
28
28
30

31
B2
33
34
sa
38 14.31 18 100 4.28
37 ".71 10 eoo 4.31

tim.es and should not be hurned or biased by others in any
manner.

5.6.3 Panelists are advised that they may report one of the
scale points as the best match, or else may !'CpOrt that the
beat match occurs between two adjacent points, for example.
the unknown is stranser than scale point No.7. but weaker
than aca1e point No.8.

5.6.4 Panelists should be advised that t1)e odor may a1Jo
be weaker than the weakest point of the acale, or stroqer
than the suoqest point of the acalo.

5.6.5 When his judameDt is within acale limits. the
panelist should make sure that the scleecec:l position is a soocl
match. that is, that the next lower concentration of l·buumol
indeed. SJt\ell. weaker than the unknown. and that the next
hi&hcr concentration indeed smells 1tt0naer.

S.6.6 Pane1iata rc:pott' the matchina point in tennl of the
port iclentifieation uumber. When the -bed match fa a
position between the scale points, such, as between port No&,
7 and 8. the half.number, 7.5, is UMd.

5.6.7 During repeated smeUiDl ofone or more samples or
scale poinu, oll'aetory adaptation (fatigue) occun, rendetina
the sense of smell leu sensitive. However. the reladve
position of the unknown with respect to the scale is not
unduly influenced unless the rates ofadaptation to i-butanol

10-30-1995 00:54
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6.2 Follow the procedures outlined in Section S. e~cept
fot 5.2.

6.3 Pre/Ulro.tion 01SIalic Sca/~:

6.3.1 Prepare solutions of I-butanol in water, usina pipcU
and vol\1!netric flub, followins the usual laboratory pr0ce
dures for aolution preparation.

6.3.2 Proctdur~~ the referencc sniffing soJuUous
into· standard SOO..mL wide-mouth, conical Er1cameyer
ftukJ (see Test Method D !292). The volume of IOlution
should be 200 mL and should be replaced by new solutions
after a maximum period of2 b. Between sniffinp, cover the
top of each f1asJC with aluminum foil in order to aaute
equilibration between the solution and the air head-apace
above it. The flub mould be gently lhakea by each panelist
prior to each IOilJ1n& in order to auun equilibrium. .

6.3.3 The tempenltw'c"of the reference solution. durlq
thCl tell should be ambient, aDd should be Doted and kept
CODstant during the test. ,

6.3.4 Tho odor threshold of I-butanol in water is 2.5 ppm
at 21·C (5). The useful concentration range tor the sta~

scale is above this value but doea not extend to the solubility
limit of 7,08 " of30·C (70 800 ppm) (6). At concenuationa '
closo to the solubility limit, execu l-buuanol,IlU\Y separate
from the solution with temperature chaap, If this occurs the
odor becomes equivalent to that of pure l-buWlol.

6.3.5 Considerable latitude as to the selection of concen
trations is allowed. To so from the satutation point to the
threshold requires 16 tlasks. Ulumin. that each succcedins
mix is one half of the precediDJ concentration (70 800,
35' ·400, 17 000, 8 850 ppm. etc.). Solutions stronpr than
20 000 ppm of I-butanol exhibit an odor that is too intense
for mOil comparisons.

6.3.6 The most UlCfuI conccntradon ranp is approxi
mately between 10 and 20 000 ppm. and may be covered by
~elve flaska containing 10 ppm in flask No. I, 20 ppm in
fiaak .No. 2. etc. Theac t1asb constitute the static scale. The
unknown sample ia matched to tho mac scale in the same
manner II in the d)'Damic method (see 5.6).

7. Calculation
7.1 Procedure A-Table 1 lists I-butanol conecntrations,

in pans per million, by volume. in vapor at equilibrium with
pure. 'liquid I.butanol at different temperatures. Use this
table to calculate the concontrauons ot I-butanol in air
(Procedure A).

7.1.1 Exampl, l-Assume that the temperature· of 1
butanol was 20.3·C and the foUowinslincar interpolation or
ppm \talua it used:

651~+ (7D00-6513XO.3/1)] If:I 6659 ppm
If air saturated with I-butanol vapor at 20.3·C is further
diluted with additlo11l1 air to obtain a lower concentration.
the value ot 6659 ppm is divided tiy the corrapondina
dilution f-=11 to obtain the values for I-butanol vapor
collcenuadonl at the respective scale pomb.

7.1.2 For instance, if a 74-mL/min flow of air saturated
with I.butanol v,par is mD.ed with • 310-mL/min flow of

'noaodorous air. the mullins I-butanol vapor concentration
would be the following:

(66~9) (74/(74 + 310)] • 1283 ppm by volulIlII,

7.2 Procedurt B-For the statie-scale method, the val
of pans.per-mi11ion c:oncenttatioDI of I-butanol in wateJ

.' solutions are known from the method of preparation (sec
6.3.1). .

1.3 When a panelist indicates that a position between twe
scale points is the best match, the concentration value fo.
tim position Is calculated as the aeometrical mean of the
concentrations at the two adjoiniDJ scale points. This appUct
to both proccdUrA For example. ifthe I-butanol COncentra.
tions at points No.7 and No.8 are 68S and 1280 ppm. then
the coDCCDtration that would correspond to the intermediate
positiOll of1.S is found by the folJowiq loprlthmic compu.
~tiOD:

J ( r. •• 7 tI!) 101 (658) + Jog (1280) 2 tilt.
OS PPm lor pouuoa .01 • e .7U2,

Tablet ofantilogarithms give 918 ppm as the estimate for the:
I-butanol concentration at the scale positiOD 7.5.

7.4 A~traging'Pane/ists' Data-A geometric Ilveraae ofa
group of panelists' judamentl is computc:d and converted
into an ASTM Odor Intensity Referencing Scale value, in
parts per million of i-buWlol. in a manner illuSU'ated by the
followiDl example:

7.4.1 The odor of 3 " voVvol of anethole dissolved in
propylene alycoJ and prepared in 125-mL Erlenmeyer I1aIJcs
was evaluated for its odor intenshy in comparison to that of
a dynamically prepared scale at mifIiDs pons such as those
dc5a'ibed in Appendix X4. Nine paneUm participated.

'Mlb:hial I-ButIDoI ConceD.UltiOIl DltA
SnUDIll '

PIDdiM Port No. ppm (vaIIwI) loa (ppm)

IS." 2.22
2 .6.$ 452 166
3 7 6,. 2.88
.. 6.$ .'2 2.66
S 7.S 919 2.95
6 7.J 'I' 2.96
7 7.$ 919 2.lI6
• Ii.5 "2 2.66
, 5.5 216 2.30'

7.4,2 The mean 10110 in parts per million was equal to
2,701. The aatUopritJun of 2.70I is S02 ppm of i-butanol.
This would be the best mean for the odor intensity tnatch for
the, anethole solution. This result should be reported in
accordaoce with SectioD 8.

7•.5 S/tmt1tutJ DniQI;on-It i. desirable to quote. the
standard dmation ofthe mean 10&.0 (ppm) value (2), for the
method oC caloulation used when reponina the results. For
the example givcn in 7.4.2, the sWldard deviation of tile
mean 101 (ppm) of 2.70I is :6.27.

8. Report
8.1 Procedure A-Report the result as foUoWl:
8.1,1 The odor intensity oltho ample is equivalent to ;1m

ppm or I-butanol (air) on the ASTM Odor lotentity Refer
cncina SWe tor Procedure A.

8,2 ProcedulY B-When the diluent is water Ind the
ltatic-scale method.' is used. rcpon the result as follows:

8.2.1 The odor intensity of the sq,mple is equivalent to
_ ppm of l-butaDol in water. _ ·C. in the ASTM Odor(
Inteuity Reterencina SCale fot Procedure B.

8.3 Report the standard deviation of the result (see 7.S). if

I
L ., .

11
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it is caloulaled. Also report the Dumber of panelists that
participated.

8.4 Value. that arc repolUd in this manner~t the
comparison of odor intensity mGUurementi ror'the IIJDC:
'material to be conduete<l ill dift'erent locatioDa by cWrerent'

P.11

Pllle1lJ the comparison ofodor inten&itica fot aamp1es which
are not available at the same: time, and the recoDStrUdioa of
a~ned odor intensity for III UnknOWD material mother'
labOratories. .

Xl. SELECrIONOJ' I-ButANOL AS THE REFERENCE ODORANT

Xl-I l·Butaao1 was lCJected as the: referecce odoflllt intensity Vt1'IUI the concentration plot i. Ileep'(1CC X3.2).
bec:au.; Therefore, IUch I scale will cover I broad raqe of sensory

Xl.l.! It is a common chemical and is readily available in inteDiities with. reuollablc Dumber ofale points. AlIo. a
99+ 11101 " purity. • weU.noticc.b1e odor-intcDaity cWrercnce OCCUI'I between two

·Xl.,t.2 It is DOD-toxic, except in =ultilfam dasee. '. adjoilliDl concentration-sca1e points that cWJ'er iD l·butanol
LJ,~ • vapor content in air by a factor or2. .

XI.l.3 It bq Sood ltI\»Uty in the prc5CQCe of att and XI.I.7 Since its odor thrcahold is relatively hi&b (2 to 6wa:I.'1.4 Iu odO",'lI' somewhat u-_f""t.A 10 .",..t Its odor ppm (vol/Yol) In air flowinS at 100 to 200 mL/min)J a
.. IIoI1O.MI -.. ~ continuous di.scbarae ofita vapors into the: test room air does

quality ~n be more c::aai1y iporcd when compariq with not result in'. noticeable odor level in a normaJJy vcntiblted
otherodon which may have clifI'erent qualitica. room.

Xl.!.' The ~ority oCpeop1e do not object to aniftins it XI.I•• ttl concentration in air. down to the odor
frequently when doinl odor-Juteuty ref'etenciq. threshold coDcentration level, can be monitored with hydro-

X1.1.6 Its pc:r;eived-odor intensity chan.. rapidly with len-flame ioniution detectors without the Deed for
concenttatioa. fot ewnple. the lIope ofthe lopritbmic odor Pf"Onc:eDtration.
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, .

Stfmulua Splltter

111lldtl Dllmetn of~, min

~ 0.71 OM o.as 0.78
Nt DeIIan. ktul/c DeIIgn- AatuIlQ

e 1eo none 120 H ncn noM
7 80 10 240 211 2AO 11'
8 40 120 0410 _I» la 180 ,.
8 20 ,~ teO ePAi 188 137"8
• 10 150 1 ao 1 810' 37. 121 107
8 S 1&1 8 140 8 820- 38 1~ 103
~ 2.S 181.8 7 880 1 8108 71 122 101
1 . 1.18 1.8 11S 310 11 840. 1M 121 100

X2. PSYCHOPHYSICAL (SENSORY) INTERPRETATIONS

, Xl. I It has been established (7, 8, 9, 10) that the
: • expression of odor inteDJity in terms of multiples of odor-
t threshold concenuauoD of an odorous material does noC by
] itse1t properly ret1ect the actuallCD&Ory intensity of the odor

presented. Odor intensities increuc with concenltltio.. It
different rates for different odorants.

X2,2 AJthouah catesory scales of words or numbers are
valid for the evaluation ot odor intensities. the absence of
standarcb for definiq cateaoriel .uch .. "sUshI,"
·'moderate." etQ•• generate cW1icu1ties when campanili odor
Intensity valueaobtained by cateaotY JCIllnI by difFCMDt
groups of panc1iats. .

X2.J It should be empha.dzed that dte values obtained in

19

parts per million or I-butanol in accordance with this
recommended practice ate Dot d.irect meuUfeS of odor
intenaitiea, becaUIe the perceived odor intensities of I
butanol vapors an!" not li~y proportional to I-butanol
concentrations. For example. an iDcfeaIc in I·butanol con
centration by a f'aclot of2 results in an odor that is less than
twice u intenae. Therefore. the odor intensities ~pmaed in
pari! per million of I-butanol are aiml'ly numbers for
recotdilll and communlcatins In a reproducible form. A
latpr ppm valQe of I-butanol means a ItI'Onaet odor, but Dot
in a simple Dumerical proportion. These numbcn caD be
traDsJated iatO perceived odor intensity values. however. thil
ttantlauon is Dot applicable to these recommended practices.
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concentrations of I..butanol are known (see X3.2).
X3.2 Three laboratories (9, 11, 12. 13) have Jiven esti

mate. or the perceived odor intensity ratiOi ror I-butanol
. odors ordifferent concentrations delivered in &it with forced
Row from dynamic preparation appantus. Baaed on their
findinp. it appean that on the averap, the odor intensity of
I-butanol vapor in air changes proportioDl1ly to 0.66 power
ofits concentration. For example, ifthe odor intensities ofX'"
and Y were equivalent to 1000 ppm and 200 ppm' of
J-butanol, respectively, the perceived odor intensity ratio is

~·c:r·2.9
Thus, the odor inteuaity ofsample X wu approximately three times
Itroqcr in comparisoll to ample ~.

7 FoocSotrW viayl tubial. 'onlulladoll B-44-4X ulUbit. odor b..fficiczlt to
Q:'Cltc oIC&c1omctric ptObIemI. Tbe size ¥u ill. ID aDd 'I.u Ill. OD hQ _ .. touud
COIl~t.

Utator, is or the simple T-tube type. MOI~ oC the exceaa air
from the pump is permitted to escape by means of a
three-way brass bleeder valve, ~'The remaining excess air
escapes throuah the lea of Ihe tee which is immenecl in a
colUIDD otwater. The depth ofimmeraion determines the air
preIIure in the tee. The pressure remains constant as lona as
air bubb1el continue to slowly emerge from the bnmencd leg
of the tee. This pressure provides the drivina force required
for mainla1a.U2s a continuous air flow throuah the odorant

. vaporization-dUution section of1he olfactometer (see X4.4).
X4.3.3 Surg, Bottl6-The IUrp bottle, S (Fia. XI-A), of

approximately 2-L capacity, is inserted betwccn the
maIlOitat and the: odorant vaporization-dilution system. It
effectively datnpenl the pressure pulses caused by the pump
and, to a alight cxten~ by the bubbling of the manostat (Note
X5). The Nbber stopper at the mouth oftbe l\UIe bottle is
lined with alUn2inum Coil to minimize leakage of odorants
from rubber into the air flow system,

N(Jf8 XS-Unlcll tbe preuUM pula are eliminate4, tile air flow
thtoulb tha flow Iplittetl such u UIIC1ln tbc IlimWUI lUerator win
result ill • time-80w diltriwtioll unlikt 1hat tor Iteady now. T11is CIJl
druticaU)' cbaqe the odorant vaporiutioJl rate in the ltimulus paer
ltot aDd thUi live laYllid dalL

X4.J.4 Air connections between the pump. rDaUOItat,
surga bottle. Ind odorant va~tiOIl-di1utiOD system .
shou1cl be made with ododess tubiDa.7

X4.4 Odorant Yaporlzation-Dllutlon S)ut~m-Il1 this sec
tion oftbc olfactometer shown in FiB. XI"B, the headJpacc
atDlosphere over an enclosed pool or I-butanol becomes
saturated with J-butaDol vapor. This saturated vapor is
converted to a scriea oteight concentrations of·l.butanol in
air, with each concentration dift"erin& from the preced!na one
by a factor or two, by mcaus or a tNO-sta&e air cli1ution
sequence. Th~ eiaht concenuatioDi of I-butanol flow

20

X3. CO~~N OF TWO UNKNOWN SAMPLES

X3.1 The l ..butanol scalc refers to the odor intensity of
samples in terms of that concentration of I-butanol which
exhibits a matehina odor intensity. When many umples are
.compared by separate matebina to thO I-butanol scale,
yielding different matching points. two typical questions may
be asked:

X3.1.1 Jf.re two samples. X and ~. s,'gnijlcantly di/!irt!nl in
Ih,ir odor ;ntt1J.Jity?":"This can be estimated either by a
generalized ,-Test (1) if the judgment i. by ditTcrcnt panels;
or by the t.Tcst..by-Differcncc, if the lame panel judpd X
and Y. The lauer test Jives better discrilllinatlcms.

X3.1.2 Hew much strange is X in compilriJon to 17
This cali be estimated in terms of the perceived' intensity
~pos if the perceived 'odor intensity ratioa ror various

.X4.1 The following description of a I-butanol acalc
olfactometer is offend as a practicab1e example oradynamic
method for stimulus preparation and presentation. However,
use of this appltltus is not a requirement of the standard.

X4.2 The: olfactometer pown in Pia. Xl, comprises two
parts, aD air supply l)'Stem and an odorant vaporization
dilution system.

X4.3 Air Supply-The· air (see 5.1.2) CUOctiODl both II a
carrier au and as a diluent for I-butanol vapor. Continuoul
streams of appropriately diluted I-buwiol Vapor are thereby
made available ror snimus. Any convenient source of
nonodoroul air maybe used. such as air from a compressed
au cylinder (Note Xl) or from an arransoment (see Fss.
XI-A) comprised or an air pump, manolUlt, and 'WJe
bottle, as COUOM (Note X2):

NOTI! Xl-I, i. not known to what 'l(teDt UIe odor inceallty it
.aected by the cxiltenc:e or bumidity cWren:DCCI between' the odor
stimuli and the teat environment. To minimize poaibJe problnd in tbli
reprd, it may be dcIimbIe to bUnUdiIy dry &it ft'om a comprased au
~liDder to appro~m&k the room lit bumidIty.

NOTI X2-The air mpply IhoWD ill Pia- X 1.1. II both coDvenient
JLDd InexpeDlivc CO build. Two IUCh uob. are nccdccl (lei X4.4.1 aGel
X4.4.3).

X4.3.1 Pump-The pump for the air supply is an
aquarium pump' (Note X3) which delivera ambir:nt room
air (Note X4) into the DWlostat. .

NOTi Xl-Some "l\llrium pwnpt COIlWD ~mpoDCl'lta I\Idl U
c:Uapbrqms. that odotizc tlw pumpec! u.'

Nora X4-The use of amble.Dt room air u the a1r 50Urca may
eliminate compll.cadODf which coul4 coaceivably ariIc from precoJS4l.
tiaaiq the IlOIC It ODO sat otcoaditioDs (relative hUlQidUy, telDpIl'Ilure)
and thea tatiDs uDder adiffermt let ofcondidou (10).

X4.3~2 ManD.StQt-The manostat, M, an air-presaure .rea-

;0,-30-1995 00:57
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continuously trom eight sniftins ports. from the stimulus generator (X4.4.1) which, by itself. ex-!
X4.4.1 Stimu/w Gtnerator-The stimulus generator, in hibits a flow resistance, the actual drivin. pressure rcquircdl

which odorant vaporization and first-.tage air dUudoll,occurt' ,. 'for"the vapor-aurying branch will be considerably greater
is shown in Fig. XI·B (parts.4 through 0). It is connected to than that for the make-up air branch. Typical maDOSlat
an air supply such as described in X4.3. The horizontal. pressure.s for the stimulus and the make-up air systems
JSO-mm Ions vaporization chamber, e,is made from alaSI correspond to 300 and 100 mm ofwatet, respectively. Some
tubing of 13-m.m outsido diameter (00). ne three aide acljustmenu in premues may be neeessuy. These ate made
SPOUIi are 4-mrn 00 glass tubing and are 12 mm in length. by chan&ina the depth ofimmersion of the manostat tubes.
The middle spout on vesacl , usually stoppered by a lias rod X4.4.' The odorintenlities In the olfactometer .UlbUizc
fitted with I flexible plastic aIecvc,· is used to introduce within 1S to 30 min after &lass vessel C haa been IUppUed
I-butanol into the veueJ. One JnUlllitte of I-butanol, added with I-butanol and stoppered, and after the pum.ps pave
to vessel C by meanJ or a syriqe, provides 2 10 3 h of usc been turned ODe

(5.2.2). X4,S Derlign /hlails:
N~I X6-ln ptICtice, 1he pump if penDined to IUD day aDd niabt X4.',.1 Details of th~ s~mulu.s Icne;mtor connections are

IiDc:e with ;ontiDUOI&S pump operation. the ayltClD it eui1y pursed or mown ID Faa. Xl-C. Similar connections U'C used for the
the I:butanol mDaiDiq Crom I previous ICIIioD. ThiI proccdun: .voida splitter bulkheads. Each stainless steel capillary always pro-
J POwblc ~raplioation wherein I-butanol tVapotIta ft'om YeacI C, trudea well into the brass tee or glass spout to which it is
coadeDtet ebewJu:re in the syItem. 104 then .vapotltca durilll the acxt connected and is held firmly in place by a sleeve made from
.nimq leGion let P~~ (aulty I-butanol concentrad0!U' It ~ two overlapping sizes offlexible pludc tubina.' ·The annular
prevents the ICQUmWauoD In &be .)'Item,of odor from ftexibJe pIu«C. space· betweeD the stainless steel capiUatY wall and· the
aod rubber PtrtL •.• . ~ surrounding brass or gJasa tubioa wall form. a dead air

X4.4.1.1 The~. a~ JUllction ~ and F are brass. In the pocket, across which odorant vapon can only slowly diffuse.
first tee, A, aur spliu Into two portions. One pan. 20" ofthe This effectively isolates the flexible plastic connector Crom
flow. papa through StairilClS steel capillary tubina B into the the mainstteam or 1l0w. As a cOnJequeDCC, any lou of,
heacfspace of vessel C, which contains 1.butIDol~ The other I-butanol from the gas stream by difTusioD and solution in
poniOD, which is 80 %ofthe air flow. soes throuah a bypass the plaatic connector produces a neglisible e1fcct on the
capillary, D. As the 20" portion of air passes over the mainstream concentration or I-butanol. By the same token,
f-butanolsurfaee, it becomes saturated with I.butanol vapor noticeable contamination or the mainstream VlpotS by
at the temperature of the vessel (Note X7). This saturated extranoous odorants releaaecl from the plastic connector is
vapor wts from veuel C throuah a atainleu steel capillary, avoided.
E, and in a brass tee F ?Dixes with the bypass ~ from D. X4.S.2 AU aWnless steel capillarica are 1.6 mm (1/&6 in.) in
This mixture, after passing throuah another sWDlou stcc:l outer diameter. The selection of in.aer diameters and lCDgths
capillary, G. enters the stimulus-flow splitter bulkhead, H is discussed in X4.7.
(Note XI). X4.5.3 SnUlins port dimensions are indicated in Fis.

Non X7-Tau with a hYdtoieo-ft4me iownoD detector have Xl-D. Each pon is made or glass and bas a flared. elliptical
ilMticated thJt 98 96 satumtion is acb1cvcd at airf10wI at up to 60 upper end. The PTFE spaghetti tubinl deliverins stimuli and
JDLlndn iD IUCh vauels. OVet-thc.aurtace ·air flow climiDlta the make-up alr are held in the lower, nurower tubins of the
pouibilitY ofdrop~t ~ttaiomentu4 tbe Deed ror ~tra~a. port by means ofa short piece of JIe,uble plastic tubing used
N~ X8-~es E ud G IeM to ..... biab linear n~w ~1et as I wedae. It is Unneccswy to completely seal the narrow

~:"IDd vapOr !D1XllU'eI mcS thus to ptCYCJlt vapor badc-diffiaaioG end (partially occupied by tubing). dnee the flow resistance
. . . here is much 1arJer than at the mouth of the port

-X4.4.2 Stimulus-Flow Splltttr Bulkhead--The stimulus X4 6 Calz'brat/on-The various flow rates are calibrated
flow splitt~r buUchead. H (Fis. Xl.B), is~e o~ slassand bym~ ofa soap bubble flowmeter••
has eight aide IPOUts of4-mm OD glass tubins. Stainless IteeJ
capillaries (1 throuah 8) arc attached to the spouts. These NOT! X9-The now resilunce &om other typeI of Ilowme~ ia
capillaries supply the I-butanol air mixture from the bulk. . uc:euive. Thetct'occ. theY will DOt yield sufllcitlltly .~te Bow rues.
head to eight piecet ofPTPE spaghetti tubing which. in tum, X4.6.1 Connecti~na to the flowmotcr must have 1arBe
terminate in eisht sniffins ports (&eO X4.S.3 for port desi&n openings in order to avoid dillOnioDlln the Row rate•• The
details), The diDlOnsioDS of the capi11ariet, that ia, the hsJide daht flows from the I-butanol Dow splitter, H, and the seven
diameter (10) and length, are luch that the hi&beat-nwn- flows from the make-up air splitter, I, ate mwured at the
bued port rca:ivcs 160 mL/min; the next~ 80 ends of the PTFE spaghetti tubina which terminate in the
mL/min; the next. 40 mL/min. ole. (see X4.7.5). snifJiq ports. 11lc flow rates used to determine the stimulus

X4.4.3 Gla.rs Splitt'1 BulkhttllJ-A second air supply leamter dilution ratio are obtained by di.sconncetina tee F
system is connected to a leVen-way alass.spJiner bul1ch*, J. and meuurina the Jlow rates rrom capillaries D and E. These
This bulkhead hu seven attached stainless steel capillaries of 17 flow measurements, which can be completed in SO to 20
appropriate aizeI (see X4.7.6). These supply mam-up air
throuah PTFB spqhctti tubiq to seven of the ci&ht suiftins
pons to assure that the total now from each or the pons fs
160 mL/rnin, just U from the port or hi&heat l-buumol
c:oncentration (No.8). (Note that stqe two of the l·butano1
vapor-air dilution sequence takes place in the sniffina poru.)

X4.4.4 Since the stimulUS splitter bulkhead. H. is supplied

21
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lenaths listed in the right hand column of Table X1 were .
. :caJc:ulated, usin. the standatd flow rate data from the lame •

table. Thb set of equivalent lengths served lIS an aid for the
construction at Table X2 fn which the reqWred capillary
JencthS for the stimulus and make-up airflow Ipllttcrs arc
li.necL The equivalent leqth data wen: also employed for the
computation of the lengths of the cspillariel used in the
stimulus aenerator (see X4.7.7). .
. X4.7.4 Since PI'FE lpagbetti tubil1& is used to coilncct the

splitter ends to the snitJins ports, ita flow resistance must be
taken into account when desianina the splitter capillaries. It.
convenient Jeqth tor the PTFE tubiq i. 400 mID. Its flow
IUistance caD be calculated with tho use of the appropriate
equivalent length value from Table XJ. This now rc:siatancc
is equivalent to (400/18.7) - 21 nun ofO.76.mm ID lcainle.u
tubins.

X4.7.5 The size requirements for the stimulus splitter
capillaries are determined in the followins manner. At the
starting point, the now path from the stimulus splitter, H
(Fia. Xl-B), to the pori of hlahest I-butanol concentration
(No.8) is cksignt=d to provide a flow reaiatance equal to that
ot 120 mm of 0.76-mm (0.03Q.in.) ID ltainlc:ss st.eel tubing. .
Since 400 mOl ofthe PTFE tubins is equivalent 10 21 mm of

. 0.76-mm ID stainless tubing. the actual lcnatb of 0.76-mm
ID stainless tubing required is 120 - 2J - 99 mm. The next
port (No.7) must r=ive a I-butanol concentration which Is.
by a fac:tor of t~. smaller than Cor port No. B. This flow
path. therefore. requirc:a a design leDJth with lWice the flow
resistance, fot example, 120 X 2 =- 240 mm ofO,76-mm ID
tubilllo Since the conncctillg PTFE tubins is apin equivalent
to 21 mm of 0.76-mm ID tubina. the requited !enath is
actually 240 - 21 - 219 mm or 0.76-mm ID tubiq. The
next PO" (No.6). sirrUJarly calculated, would require 459
mm of O.76-mm 10 tubina. It desired. this rna)' be replaced
by a shoner, more c~nvenient, 'lellgth of 0.4B·mm m
stainless steel tubiq of equa1 flow resistance. The calcula
tion. uana the appropriate equivalent length from Table Xl.
is 459 )( 0.20 • 92 mm of O.48.mm m tubing. Typical
lenath. of other stimulullplitter capillaria. all to b.e used in
aeries with 400 mm oC PTFE tubing. are listed in Table X2.

X4.7.6 Capillary sizes for me mUe-up iit splitter, 1. ate
cadculated as follows. Port No. 7 must receive make-up air at
the same rate (80 mL/min) at which the ltimulus-carrying air
is supplied. Hence. it uses the same aizc capilliuy, a 219-mm
lenath of O.76-mm ID tubiDl. connc:ctcd in &Cries with 400
mm ofPTFE tubing."This is a total equivaleDt clesisu value
or 240 mm or 0.76 mm ID tubiJll. The next port, No. 6.·
mUll tceeive 120 mLImiD ofmake-up air. The design !eDIth
for the line from the make-up air splitter to WI pan would
be 240 )( (BO/12O) IIiI\l 160 mm ofO,76-mm mtubiDs. (Note
that the faster now requires a aborter tubinS 1cnat!L) Since.
once qain, the 400 mm oCPTFE tubins is equivalent to 21
mm ofO.76..mm ID tubing, the actuallcngth ofO.76-mm ID
tubina~ is 160 - 21 - 139 mm, The Ic:qths for the
remainina make-up air splitter capilJaries. llstcd in Table X2,
are calculated Jimilarly.

X4.7.7 Stimulus pnerator capillaria D, E, and G (Fi&.
XI·B) are made of O.76-mm m ataiDlCSl steel tubing with .
lengths of 210, '0, aDd 120 mm. respectively. The size of
eapilWy B i. determined by the stimulus generator dcsisn
requiremcnts and abo by th~ sizes of capillaries D Ind E.

OE544

min, arc sufficient to check all calibrationll. Since actual flow
rates are used for the calculation of data. it is I1Qt DCCessarY,
that they correspond precisely to the flow rates specified' by
the dcaip (see X4.7). Flow rates within ±10 %ofdesign are
quite satisfactory. Ilnd additional refinements may be unnec
essarily timo-c:onsusninle

Narl XJO--VirtualJy the IUD' odor InteDl1ty f, expected rot lOy
conceDtration within thiI ;t I0 " ruse ~UIC inccJlai1Y i, Mt IeDliUve
to CODCGDtrltion chaqet Draa Uttle 1110 ".In ICDCral.lhc d~nlial
odor iDt.Daity threshold (odorant toDCeDUlUon cballlC requltecS to
produce ajusl DOticeable odor inCCt1Jity cUDse) 11 OD the otdct of 15 to
3O~. . .

X4.7 Selecl;on 01Capillaries-Capillary tubing is used to
control flow rates throusboUl the olfactometer system. At a
constant pressure drop the flow rate of a capilluy is
determined by its dimensions (internal diameter and !enIth).

Norr XII-At. liven preuun drop, the 40w ...te ot. piece of
capi!Wy 1Ubiq iI invencJy proportional to ill 1enItb aDd~y
c1im:t1y proportional to the fourth power of lu InWDIJ dJameter. Tbua.
• wall chaDae ill internal diameter iI conaiduably more iDfluential ha
~aa tbc now tlte tbu is • chaDp iD leDIdJ.

X4.7.1 Stainless steel tubing and PTFE spaahetti tubing of
the nominal sizea indicated in Table X1 can be used. In
practice. the inside diameter for capillary tubinl or the same
nominal size will vary from ont= lot to the Dext, Therefore. it
it necessary to calibrate eacb lot of tubil18 before use.

X4.7,2 Calibration of each size of capillaty tubina with
J'CJJ*t to fiow rate at a standard set of condition. yielda
informatioD which serves as an aid for cutting the tubing to
the rcqWrcd !eDItha. A convenient standard measure i. the
volumetric air flow rate, JJ: ca1i.brated in millilitrea per
minute. obWnab1e from a lOO-mm length oftubiDg (with no
other now restrictions of consequence) at a manoatat p~
sure or 100 mm HS of water. Example. of lOme ItaIldard
flow rata. obtained from actual samples otcapillary tubma.
are shown in Table Xl, . I

X4.7,3 II is possible to compute equivalent lenaths of
capillary tubing from the standard flow rata. (The utility of
these values will become evident later.) An equivalent lenath
oCcapillary tubins is that lenath of tubing ofa panicu1ar size
(10) which is equivaJent in flow resistance to one unit lenath
of tubing ofa different size. To compute the lenath oftubilll
of size N that wou1~ be equivalent in ita flow reaistance to a
lenstht L"" of tubing of aizc M, the followina equation il
used: .

10-30-1995 00:59

where:
L M - lensth of tubing of dzc M.
L ltl • lenph of tubina of size, N.
VAl = standard volumetric airflow rate for tubing atsize M,

and
Y;v =standard volumetric airflow rate for tubina oC size N.
If a 0.76-mm (O.03()"in.) ID capiUaly with a standard· flow
rate of 220 mL/min is chosen to be the reference capillary
(lo.76 - 1. Va.76 - 220). then the lensth of 0.48-mm
(0.019.in.) ID tubing which is equivalent in its flow resis
tance to one unit lenath of the O.76-mm tubins would be:

La.••• I X (43/220). 0.20

where the standard. flow rate fot the 0.48-mm tubina ia 43
mLjmin (VO•41 - 43). In the above manner t)1e equivalent
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The stimulus pnerator desisn· callI tor a f1ow-rate ratio or
(ait saturated with I-butanol vapor):(bypass air) • I:4. Thus,
ca~ B teqWra 1S8 mm of0.48..mm, 10 stainless .iecf
tubi~ calculated IS fellowa. Capi1Jarica B and E are
connected in aeries, and this combination is connected in
parallel with capillary D. In order to achieve the desired flow
rate ratio of I:4, the combinod flow resiIW1ce for capiJlariea
JJ and E must~ by a factor.of (our. iteater thaD that for D.
That is, the 110w raiatance fot the combination B plu. E
muat be equivileDt 10. x 210 - 840 mm orO.76-mm m
capillary tubiq. Since capillary E comprises .50 mm of thia
Icqth, the remainder, 840 - .50 = 790 mm or O.76-mm m
tub!Da. must be IUpp!ied by capillary B. JDI~, alhortcr
and more convenient lcqth of O,48-mm In tubiq i.
selected for capillary B. The calcuJation, wins the appro
priate equivalent lemath from Table Xl, i. 790)( 0.20 - IS.
mill orO.48-mm Qllpillary tubiq.

(1) Stille Prine/pill D/Sf1IJDfY EYoJIIIllIort.~MSTP 434. Am. Soa,
TCI1iQl MItI., J~8.

(2) Baker, R. A., "Odor Tcsdq Laboracory," Jounull of1M Wallf
PtJIlutlott CDIIlrol FttkrdtlDtr, JWPPA, Vol 35, J963, Po 1396.

(3) Witta, lust, lAd Turt, A., ·'The Selec:tioIl or Judpllor Odor
DilCrimiutioa .PIDcII," CQl'J't/alIDnl D/ SubjtctlVf-Obj«ltw
Mlthtxb III 1M Stud, ofOdor lind T,."... .arMSTP .uo, Am.

. Soc. Tadlll Mats., J968, Po 49.
(4). SChutz, H. a.. BattUe MtmorilllnItJtuce to U. S. Army QuItter

....Food IDd CoQ..uaer Jaai1\lte (or""Ai'mccl~ Repon
P-llJ.5·No. 8 CAul), Ccmtdct DAl9.12~m-I500, Decamblr
1961.

(5) Comgi1«Wn oJ 0tItJr tIIfI/ TAIl' TlamholtJ "mas DIIlilw ,,4S'tM
DS 48. Am. Soc. Tatilll Mm., 1973.

(6) Encycloptd/a 't1/ChtmlcaJ TtehnoltllY. Vol 3. Table 2. Po 823.

X4.7.8 After the stimwulgenerator and the Bow spUttt
ate ,assembled, the actual flow rates can be checked an-..

.. ~uatcd. uneccssary. To increase an individual flow rate, the
correapondiq capillary tubina may be shonened. To de
cn:uc aD individual flow rate, I lonaer piece or capiUary
tubilll may be UIed, or an additioDII piece may be attached
with the aid ofPTFE tub!na. or Iharp bcmda may be pwJc Us
the cxist1Da tubiq (Notes XII and XI2), To increuc or
decrease all orthe flow tatellimultancoudy, the presaura in
tho ~anoltata are chaa&ed (see X4.4.4).

Non XJ2-sta1DIcllICocI capilI.arieIan euiI"I cut to IcJlIth by u.
of the touowtDl ptOCCdurt. Hold tU tubiua ill • pUr ofltub-1lOIeCl pIim
lad. cloIC to tJao J...... file Ilharp (but ..~ 1loteh in
ODe aide. Qrup tbI potdoo or tubiDI be)'ODd the DOteb with tile he
UDd. ad while zumtlillml the pUen, pip wi1b Use otbct balld.
SlwpIy bea4 the tubiua It die D01Ch wbi1c aimulllDCOUily puWq tho
two MllMDts apart. TU 11M or dUI DI"OCIiId~ prcventa ratdction or
closute or the opemq Cmm ~D& such u bappcu wbcG uama
tubiaa auUen.

(7) Xatz, S. H., ~ Talben. E. I., BIn'fd1I tJ/ Milia 'l'«IutICQ/
NJ/iI:flliDtl480. U.s. Dept. orcommcroc. 15»30.

(I) StmDa. S. S., PI)lt1rDlOD .In/N, PSllVA, Vol 64, 1957, .p. 153.
(9) c.m. w. S..~l()ll andbychDIJh1slu. PEJISB. Vol. 6. 1969, P.

349.
(10) DraYD1ckl, At. Tappt, TAPPA, Vol 55, 1972, p. 737.
(11) DraYllicb. A., IDd t.atron. P., "PbYJicooQlemical Bull ot Quan

titative ucl Qualitative Odor DilcriudMtioD ill Humw, lD
Olttcdcm IJlCl TutI,"WLrJltUCIt. y~"lstlL mbH, f
Scbaeider, cd., SU'unpst. Val IV. 1972, Po IG. . \

(12) MoIkowit&, R Il, u.s. Army Natic:k a-rcb Laborac.oria.
NIt1cJc. MA. commu1lbtecJ 1J73.

(13) Motkowitr. H. I., Dnwicb, A., c.iu, W. s., and Turk. A.,
"StedatdiDd Procedlue Cot ElprtlIaiq Odor IDte1IIity,It CII,,,,.
ICtll SfIWI and F1awJr. Vol I, 1974, p. 235.
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propenies of the samples.
1.7 It is recop1zed that the degn:c of training received by

a panel with a particular substance may have a profound
influence on the threshold obtained with that lIubstance (1).2

1.8 Thresholds detennined by usin& ODO physical method
of presentation are not neccasariIy equivalent to values
obtained by another method.

2. Refereucecl Doc1unentl
2.1 ,,4STM Standards:
D 1292 Test Method for Odor in Watcr3
E 544 Practice for Rafmnciaa Supra1hreshold Odor

1z1lensltr
B J432 rr.cticc tor Defining and Ca1culatina Individual

aDd Group Sensory Thresholds from Forccd.choicc
Data Seta of Intermediate S1zc4

3. TermiGOIou
3.1 Dt/lnitloru:
3.1. ~ sQ11llJk-a material in any rom that mayor may

28

JNTRODUcnON

I

.Standard Practice for .
Determination of Odor and Taste Thresholds By a
Forced-Choice Ascending Concentration Series Method of
Limits'

"4Hft1 D.'ignation: E 871-11

The obtaininS ofodor and tutc thresholds requires the sensory responses ofa selected &rOup of
individuals called pane1isU. These thresholds may be determined in order to AOte the elTect of
various added IUbsWlCel 011 tho odor and taste of a medium. They mlY allO be detetmioed in
order to cbaraCterize and com~ the·odor or taste sensitivity of individuals or groupt. ..

It is recognized that ptecise threshold values for a JiveD substance do not exist in the same sense
that valua ofvapor PRllure exist. The ability to detect a substance by odor or taste is influenced
by physiolOlical (adon and criteria used in producina I responae by the panelist. The parameters
of sample presentation introduce fUrther variations. Thus, the ·t1owrate of a pseous. odorous
sample has 111 iDfluence 011~ dctcgt@ility of ID odor. However, a concentration mqe elilu
below which the odor or taste of a substance will not be detectable under any practical
circumstaDcel, and above which individuals with • normal sense of smell or taste would readily
detect the presence of the lubltlJlCe.

. Tho t.htesbold determined by this practice is DOC tbe CODventionalsroup tbreIhold (the stimulus
level detectable with a probabWJty of O,S by SO 9ri or the population) u obtained by Practice
E 1432, but rather a best estimate not far therefrom. The bias of the estimate depencll on the
QOnccntration·1ICa1e 8tepS chosen and OD the dearee to whicJt each paDelist's threshold is ccmtc:recl
within the ranp ofconcentrations he or abe receiva. The user alto needs to keep in mind the very
Iarp degree of random CITOr aaociated with atimatil1l the probability ofdetection from only SO
to 100 3-AFC presentations.

1. Scope .
1.1 This practice dc.cribel a rapid teat fot determinina

senSory thresholds of any substance in any medium.
1.2 It prescribes an o~eraU desian of sample preparation

and a procedure for calculauq tho results.
1.3 The threshold may be characterized as beiq either (a)

only d"eetion (awareness) that a very small amount ofadded
substance it present but DOC necessarily recogni7.8ble. or (b)
r«Ol"ttton of the nature or the added substance.

1.4 The medium may be a au. iuch u air. I liquid, such
as water or lOme beverqe. or a solid form, of matter. The
medium IQay be odor1cu or taatelaa. or' may oxbibit •
clw'acteriltic odor or tane per set

1.5 This pradice describes the use of a multiple forced
choice sample prcsentation method in an asceDdiD& conccn..
tratioD .mcs, similar to the method of limits.

1.6 PhyliCIJ lXlethodl ofsample prcaentation for thrahold
determinatioD ate not a part ofthis pcaetice. and will depend
OD the physical .tate, me, shape. av.uability, and other

10-30-1995 00:49
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not exhibit an odor or taste, dependins on the amount or
odorous or sapid components that it may ~ontain. . .

3.1.2 medium-any matcrl.a1 used to disaOlve, disperse, or
sorb odorous or sapid material whose threshold is to be
measured.

3.1.3 blanksample-a quantity orEbe medium containing
no added odorous or sapid material. .

3.1.4 t,st sample-the medium to which an odorous or
sapid material baa been added at a ~own concentration.

3.1.5 detlet/on threshold-the lowest concentration ot a
sub.stance in a medium n:latiDl to the lowest physical
intensity at which a stimulus is detected as determined by the
best-esrimate criteri011.

3.1.6 reco",ilion threshold-the lowest concentration ofa
aubstancx; in a medium rclatina to· the lowest physical
intensity at which a stimulus is ucognJztd as determined by
the best-atimate criterion.

3.1.7 ~sl·e91I'mat' enttrion-an inte~ted conceDtra
tion value, but not n~ly the concentration value that
was a<:tuaUy presented. In this practice it is the aeometric
~ean of the 1asl missed concentration and the next (ad·
jacent) higher concentration. '

3.1.8 panel/slot-individuals whose odor or taste thresh
olds are being eValuated. or who are utilized to determine the
odor or taste threshold of the substanco of interest.

3.1.9 .tLrcen4iltg scale 01 concenlralions-a series or in
crc.uina concentrations ofan odorous or sapid substance In a
<:hosen medium.

3.1.10 sCQle Slep.r-diactete concentm~on levels ofa sui).
stance in a mediu,m, with corn:entrationl increased by the
same factor per step throqhout the sca1e.

3.1.11 J-aJternalivefOrced cholcI (J·AFC) pres~ntation-a
set consisting of one test sample and 1WO blank samples (as
applied to this practice).

3.1.12 gtometric mean-the nth root of the product of
terms. In this method. the tenns are concentration ~ues.

I

4. Summary ot Practic:e
4.1 A series of test samples is prepared by dispersing the

substance whose threshold is to be determined in the
medium ofinterest. This concentration scale should increase
in geometric incremenulIO that any two ldjaccnt conCentra·

'tion steps are separated by a cODSUDt factor. At each
concentration step, WlO blank aamplea c:onaistiq of the
medium only arc made available to the panelist. The blank
and test samples ate eDCOdcd 10 that there is DO visua1.
audible, tactile, or thermal dUl'ercncc between the IImples
other thaD code deaipaton (2).

4.2 The panelist starts at the lowest conceuuatioll step,
which sbould be two or three concentration steps below the
estimated threshold. Each sample within the set of three is
QOmpared with the other two. _

4.3 The panelist indicaus whigh of the three samples is
different from the othel' two. A choice must be made, even if
no difference is noted, so that all data can be utilized.

4.4 Individual best-estimatc values of threshold are de
rived from the pattern of c:c~incom:ct responses pro
duced separately by each panelbt. Group thresholds are
derived by &comctrical avcraains of the individual best
esumate thresholds.

29

s. SJgWlicance ad V••
I': :~.,I Sensory thresholds arc used to determine the potential
of substancea at low concentrations to impart odor, taste.
skinfceJ. etc. to SOUle form otmatter.

5,2 Thresholds are used, for example, in settina limits for
air pollution, in noise abatement, in water treatment, and in
rood science and techn~lolY.

5.3 ThreahoJd& arc used to characteri2e and compare the
sensitivity ot individual or aroups to liven stirnuU. for
example, in medicine. in ethnic studies. and in the study of
animal apeciQ.

6. Preparatioll of Ccmceatradoa Scale
6.1 The concentration levels at the test substance in a

medium &bould begin well below the level at which the most
sensitive panc1bt is able to detect or recognize the added
substance, and end at (or above) the concentration at which
all panelists live a correct rapoose.

6.2 The increue in con<:entration ofthe test substance per
scale step shou1~ be by a CODstant Cactor. It is desirable to
obtain a scale step factor that will allow the correct responses
of a aroup oC nine panelists to ciUtributc over three to four
concentration steps (see Appendix Xl). This will aJJOW more
accuracy in dctcrminiq the threshold value based on the
geometric mean of tbe individual panelists.

6.3 Good JuetsmeDt is required by the person in charp in
order to determine the appropriate scale step ranse for a
particular lubatance. This miJht involve the preparation of.
an approximate threshold conCCllU'atiOD of the odorous ot'
sapid substance in the medium orchoice. The coDCel1trition
of the iubstance may be increaed two to three times for
odota11ts or 1.5 to 2.5 times fot sapid substances dependinJ
on bow the perceived Intensity or odor or taste varies with
the concentration of the substance providing the lensory
response. Thus. if x represents an approximate odor
threshold concentration, then a series ofconcentration steps
would appeu- as foUowa if a step factor of"3" were~

••• x/27, x/9, xl3, x. 3x. Px, 27x •••
6.4 In actual practice, the variOUI concentratioM are

obtained by startinl at the hishest concentration'and di1utma
tbtee dmcs per Slep, thus Jm)Yidina a series of dilution
facton. "yt being the initial volume:

••• 729 YI- 243VIt 81 YII 27VII 9Y" 3YII Ylt •••

6.5 At each aeleCted concentration or dilution, a 3-AFC
sample set conlistina of One test and two blank amp1ea ia
presented to panelists in indistinguishable fashion (3), It is
desirable to have all samples prepared aDd ready for judgina
before the evaluation session belin•• (Reference (2) contains
lOund practices for codiul the samples. totatil1l the PQlitiODS
of these test and blank samples as the test proceeds, etc.)

6.6 Utile samples are attaDIed in a left.<:enter-riaht. or an
above-center-beloworder, care must be tUen that the teat
sample is prnentcd in one third. of the prcseDtatiODI U1 dte
left (top) position, one third in the center position, and one
third in the rlsht (bottom) position to eliminate positional
bdL .

6.7 IC only onc sample at a time it available. the teat and
blank samples may be presented one after anodler in uniu of
three presentations. with the teat sample bcins randomized
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to be the tirat. the second. and the third, and requestins the
response after aD three: samples in the'~t ~ve been
presented. Better results, however, are obtained if the. test
and the two blank samples are available tor a direot
comparison, 10 that the panelist may miff'or tate back and
ronh at we until a decision is reached.

7. JudRJDIDt ProcedUl'll
7.1 The panelist begins judging with that set which

containl the test sample with the lowest concentration
(hiahelt dilution) of the odorous or sapid lublcance. 1akea the
time needed to make a 5OIGCiioft. and proceeds I)'stematica1ly
toward the hishcr concentrations.

7.2 Within each set, the panelist indicates that sample
whiQh is different from the two others (detection threshold)
or which exhibits a recognizable odor or taste or the
substance (recopition threab.old). If the panelist caDDot
readily diacriminate, a IUCII must be made·so that aU data
may be utilized.

7.3 The judgments are completed when the paneliat dd1er
(J)cornpletes the evaluation or alIscts of the scale, or (2)
reaches a set wherein the, test sample is correctly identified,
then continue. to choose QcnrcoUy in higher concentration
test sample sets.

8. Data Evaluatioa
8.1 The series of each panelist's judaments may be ex

pressed by writing a scquen~ col1wDins (0) for an incorrect
choice or (+) for a correct choice arranpd in the order of
judplents of uc:cndina concentrations of the added sub
stance.

8.2 If the conc;entration ranse hu been correctly selected,
all panelilts should judic conwt1y within the nnp of
conQcntnluon steps provided. Thul. the representation ofthe
pane1iltS~ Judaments u in 8.1 should terminate with two or
more consecutive plussel (+). '

8.3 Because there is 'a finite probability that a correct
answer will occur by chance alone, it is important that a
panelist continues to take the test untU there is no doubt by
that person of the correctness of the Qhoice.

8.4 The best-cstimate threshold COl1QCntradon for the
panelist iI then the geometric mean of that concentration at
which the last miss (0) occ:urrcd and the next hisher
ooncentmtioD designated by a (+).

8.~ The pan¢! Uu'cshold it the geometric mean of the
~t-estimatc thresholds of the individual paDWU. Ifa more
~uratc threshold value at an individual puelist is desired.
it may be obtained by caIcuJatina the ICOll\etnc mean ofthe
bc:It-estimate threaho~ of all serle. administcn:d to that
person.

9. Report .
9.1 Succcufill completion of the roresoins prweclurc

providca either the detection or reco&nition thlUhold of the

P.04

substance in the medium or interest in accordance with this
, practi~ • . . dil tit

9.2 Thc threshold value 11 1n concentration or u on
units appropriate fot the substance tested (4).

9.3 For enhanced understandinS of the lhreshold results,
the foUowil2& information is ~mrneDded:

1'brf::eboW or:
Prcoflcbll't: ASTM~ E679 (RIJNd Method)
PraelUldoD:
Number orale ItepI:
DiI~~IJW_:
Tems-ncuN orampla:
PaaIliI1I111cdoa:
Number at times "Jiwa: '
~ of threIhOId (dececdoll ot teq4itiao):
Jlat.adu..~

IIldlYldI&ll:
Platt

9.4 Refer to Appendix Xl for an example or the: calcula
tion required and reporting.

10. Prec:IeIoo and Biu
10.1 Because sensory threshold values arc funeUons of

sample presentation variables and of individual sensitivities.
interlaboratory testa cannot' be interpreted statistically in the
usual way, and a sencnl statement resardinI preclJion and
bias of thresholds obtamcd by this practice cannot be made.
However. certain comparisoDi made under particular oir-

, cumltaDccs are offnm'eSl and ate detailed below.
10.2 When 4· paneb of 23 to 35 members enluated

butanol in air (5). tho ratio of the hi&hest to the lowest pancl
,thrcehold was 2.7 to 1; when the lime panel repeated the
determination on 4 days, the ratio was 2.4 to I. For 10 panels
or9 mcmbers evaluauna hexylamine in air, the ratio wu2.1
'to 1.

JO.3 When 26 purified compoundJ were tested for
threJhold by addition to simi1at beers by 20 brcwCI)' labora
tories (each compound was tested by 2 to 8 laboratories), the
ratios ofthe hi&hest to the lowest panel thrc&hold varied from
less tbaa 2.0 to I, to 7.0 to I or morc (6). The lowest
variability was found with simple compouncU of high
threshold (lugar, WI, ethanol), and the highest with complex
compounds of low thn::ahold (cuscnol. hop oil, 8CQSIDin).

10.4 When 14 laboratoric;s determined the threshold of
purified hydrogcn sulfide in odorlcss air (7), the ratio of the
hishest to the lowest laboratory threshold wu 20 to 1.
Interlaboratory tests with dibutylamine, isoamyl alcohol,
methyl acrylate and a spray thinner for automobile paint
gave somewhat lower ratios. Althoush the methods used vary
somewhat from this piacticc. the results arc comparable.

10.' A discuasion of the likely big of results by this
practice compared to a true threshold can be found in
references (S), (8) and (9)'-

11. Keyworda
11.1 air pollution; ucendina method of limits; ~

panel; sensory evaluation; wte. t~old; water polJuuon
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X1.1 The odor threshold ofan odorous air ample was to
be determined,

Xl,2 Six different concentrations of d1e odorous sample
in air were pteJ)ared. Each of these was prtacnted in
conjunction with two lamples of nonodoroul air. The
concentrations were increased by a factor of three· pet
concentration step. Nine randolJ1Jy selected panelista partic
ipated. Each proceeded from the lower to hi&b.et concentra
tionl. At each ~n~ntratioD level, paneliJta compand the
three: samples-two blanks and one diluted odorous l1li1
p]e-and indicated which IlUDplc was cWTerent from the
other two. ",

Xl.3 The (aOowin. mullS were oJ>tained (sec Table
Xl. I):

X1.4 Details of calwIaUon arc as foDows: '
X1.4.1 For Panelist I, the best-eatimate threshold is

J135 )( 45 • 78, or at a dilution by a factor of 78 (one
volume or lIle odorous air sample diluted with Donodorous
air to occupy 78 volumes jQ total). For Panelist 2, the
threshold i. at J1215 )( 405 • 701.

X1.4.2 Panelist 4 missed at the highest concentration,
where the dilution is omy by a factor of IS. It i. aasum~ that

TAIL! X1.1 ......DfOClar~
NoTi-~uampIa hit bean IIlIatId fa ....... 00tn.~. PIt1IIIt 4

mIMed even at tM hIghIIt COIIOIftIradcIn P.,.. I wu oarrect .....t '"
IawNl t:IOfICenUaOh Ind contWlUld to be c:arreat It III IUbHquInt tl\ghlr
CClnOIfttrICIant.

Judgmlnta·

DIIudon Fectorl Bett-EItlmI..
Pll'llllltl ~(IET)

(QQlICIMIrliIb. Nr.- ....) loo1oDf
~ 1215 40S 1. 45 15 VIIUI VlIIua

1 0 + + a + + 7. 1.•
2 + 0 + + + + 701 2.15
3 0 + 0 0 + + 7. 1.M
4 0 0 0 0 + 0 It 0.8'
II + 0 0 + + + 234 1.17

• + + + + + + 8313 . 3.10
7 0 + + 0 + + 71 1M
S + 0 0 + + + 234 2.37
sa + 0 + + + + 701 2.85

IIIog,O.. 10.-
201 - 2.32

~~ . 0.8'

• -0- IndIaafM that ttw pMIIItlllllcNd Iha wrona 11m. at Iha lie of trna. '.+-~tH 0.. the PI"l*t~ the cxmct IImIlIlt.

(1) BtoWD, D. G. W., at aL, Joumtzl qftMAmtrlt:flfl SOC;C'lY0/Ifnii",
ChmliCll1s. Vol 3~. No. 73, 19'1.

(Z) MtUtU4I 011 StrUOry Tntl", MtlhtHb, ASTM STP 4.14. Am. Soo.
Tes1iq Maa. p. II, IeCtiml (0) fbr aodiaa progedun:s.

(3) ~. R. At,.4Mal.r o/Ntw York Acadlmy o/SClftlCtt. VDlll6. p.
~95, 1964.

he would have been correct at a lUsher coDCeDtradoD level.
where: the dilution would have been a factor 1.5/3 • 5.

X1.4.3 Couequently, an estimate of his thn:ahold is
J'iJX""S • 9. The underlyilll usumpiioD is that sineo the
thresholds of the other pauelilts were within the presented
acale 1'Iqe, hiJ threshold Ibould not be far away fi'om the
nap ithe belODp Wthe ame ItatiJtic:al popula~OD. If the
test wc= to catabUtb the aeDJitivity of the puelisu. this
panclilt would have been mcstcd, with a scale range
extended to the 1i&ht of the resultl in Table'XI.t.

Xl.4.4 'Pane1iat 6 re~nta the oppoaite extreme, Tho
estimate il based on the assumption that a miss would have

, occurred. at • dilution of 3 )( 364$ a: 10 935; the best
estimate threshold is then JI0 93S )( 364.5 • 6313.

X1.4..5 In Table X1.1. dUudoDl clwsp exac:t1y by afactor
ofthrce per ICI1e step. Experimentally, small deviations ftom
such equal spacins OCC1lt. anc:l the ac:tv..-l dilUUoDS or .
concentratioDS should be used in calcuIatiQI the best~ .,
estimate thresholds from two acijaccnt ~Uct in the table.

X I.S Repon-The report aha1l include the foUowil1l in
fOnDlnion:
Odor thrahold: Odoroua Air Sample XX
~urc: ASTM PracticI E 67~

Pretentadoa: at Soo ml/min (dynamic dilutioD olfactometer)
Number or ICa1e IteI*6' .
Dilution f'actor per .tep: 3
Temperature: 2Jee (room and samples)
PlIle1ist tdectioll: nndom
Number at panelists: ~
Type of threIhoId: detection
Bat-atimatc thmbold:

ZO£. 209
)0110 Zm. -= 2.32

Standard. loa aviation • 0,81

NOTE-The Iymbol Z ~Iltl • dUudoD factor PfOPOIid to
desi&;date • dimemioalaa meaaura of sample dilution DCCclcd to reach
lOme waet eff'ect (10).' For thresbolcI work, ~ aubleript "OL·
rcpl'ClCDCI the diJUtioll It 'which the odor I'RClba • limit that corte
apolMil to the bcIt~mato thRlshold.

X1.6 Addlti01U2l ~xample.J-~rercnr:eJ (11-20) coDtain
examples of~plda determined accordinl to this practice
or by equivalent method&.

(..) CompillltiOil qfOdor flM Tillie' ThraluHd Yt.rlw, DlJltl, ASTMDS
4/lA, Am. Soc. Teaiaa Mau., 19'1. .

(5) Dtay~ A... SChmidCIdortr, W,. aDd MciJpud. MOl Jt1U1tUIl of
1M Air PolluliOlt COltlTOl A.rMJdlJliOft, Vo13tS, Po 900, 1986.

(6) Meilaurd. Me C.• Reid, D f S., aDd wybonki. K, A•• JOUf7IGI q/th,
AmnlC4lt S«itty rJ/8m1;'" Chtml~tJ. VoI.fO. P. 119, 1982.
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'11M NnerloM SooI«y tot 7'IItttJg w IMletIIJt tlkN no potItJon~ ",. VfI/tJIt'I 01 Illy,..",,.8IHff.«I", eotHrect#ott
with any Item mentioned In tNllttndMd. u.... d thilltandtlrtJ .,. pptelMy MJvIHd thIf~ of Iht VDIJdIty 01-v IUGh
patMt r/glrt" IItd the r#Ik oIlrJ1rtngetnn rA ,udf r_, 1ft entJNI their OW!' fNPOtIIlbIIIty.

ThIIIlMdIItd" IUbjtCt 10 f8VitJon IlI1JY time by ,he~ IfCMIaaJ cotrHnirM and nrtRI be r8VItWfd tWJ1'Il'IVe pan Md"nat ffNIUtJ, t/ttttI fNIJPltMd orwlthdrrNn. 'fQUI~.. IIW/tld1ItJw""",ilion oJ thi.1tfndtItd or lot1tIdk#onM"",.,.
tnd InouId I» IlddraNd fa ASTM~. 'fDlJt oamnNItItI will trK:Iw. t:IM1frJI CGfIIIId«MJGn If • ",.."", fJI ",. fHPOMIbIe
IIGIJnJAJ comnrIIfw, wIJk;h you "..Ifttnd. It YClU fell that your~ ,.,.. IIDI reoWifId I tilt hNtIng you aJIo4IId".. ytJlJI
vlewt kMwn to lilt ASr", CommMtH on sr.trcIM1I. 1811 Rect Sf..~, M 18103.

(13) Hertz, J.. Cain. W. S., Banoahuk, 1. M., and Dahm. T. F••
Physlol0D and BthaviOf'. Vol 14, p. 89, 1975. (duaboldl in WIICl'

. lOIutiOD)
(J~) DnvDicb, A., Annall ofNtw Yorlc Actld""yofSCitlll:D, Vol 237,

p. l~, 1974, (thmhoJdl inair)' ,
(15) [mVDieb, A.. and Prokop, JoumaJ D/ thl At, PcJllw;OII Control

A.rsociQtiOlf. Vol2S, p. 28. 1975. •
(16) Eqcn. T.• PlfCtptual QIId MOlDf SkiJl1, VallO. p. 195. 1960.
(11) JOICI, F. N., dmlfita1t JountiU qf P~ho/tJfY, Vol 69, P. 672.

19'6. (acncnI)
(18) CcdetI6t.Il, Edron. M. L. Friberg. L, aDd UDdYlll, T., Journal 0/

tiel Tt!drlfltal d'l«latlDlf Dj'th, Pulp IUIIl PlJpfr r"thutl'jl. Vol 48.
. Po 40', 1965. (thrcabo!da lA .id

(I') MeilaWd. M. c., T«IutItaI Qua,,8'Iy. Mtufn Bmvu'l blOC/fl
lima ""ht bftrltal, Vol 12. p•• '1, 1975. (thraho1cb iD beer)

(20) SIlo, P., Nyklacn. L. anc! Suomalainellt H., JOIl1Ml D/ FMd
Sdtntl, Vol 37, P. 394, 197%. (UlrelholdslD alc:oboI-watcr mixture)

P.06...

~1Dt E 878

(7) Ottman S1aDdard VOl 3881. hrt 1. OU'lJClometry. Odtnlf
TI,nJhold Dtt"",intU;on FundQmi1UtdJ. Vctein Dcuu.cher

, IqeDieure, VDI.Verlq GmbH. DOaIcIdorf, 1986, pp. 25-21.
(8) MorriIOo, O. RI' Journal of'''' lMI;lll" ofBrrNint., Vol 88, WI

167 aDd 170. 1982.
(t) PoIta, R. C., and Jacobson. R. 1.., (MatropoUtan Waste Coauol

Commiuio'a. MiDneapo1iI/St. Paul). Letter'to It.. OraYllieb, May
19, 1986, on tile with SUbcommlnee £11.04.25.

(10) Turk. A.. IlExprcuiaaa of GaMoua C~UJdon lad Dilutioa
Radol.· JClmDlPhfrlc E"vlf(llfmtnt, Vol 7. p. 967, 1973.

(11) Amoore. J. B., VenmolD. D•• IDd Devil, A. .R..~ and
Motor Skills, Vol26. p. 143. 1961. (tluaboldl in solutio,..)

(12) Ciuadapi, D. G.. Buttery. R. 0 .. aDd OkaDa, S•• Journal of lht
Sci,,," Q/Food IUfd AlricuJturt, Vol 14, p. 761, 1963. (thmholdl
~ IOlUtiolll)
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REGULATION 7

ODOROUS SUBSTANCES

7·100 GENERAL

7·101 Description: This Regulation places general limitations on odorous substances and
specific emission limitations on certain odorous compounds. A person must meet all
limitations of this Regulation. but meeting' such limitations shall not exempt such person
from any other requirements of the District, state or federal law. See also Rule 1. Sulfur
Dioxide and Rule 2. Hydrogen Sulfide. of Regulation 9. Inorganic Gaseous Pollutants.

7·102 Citizen Complaints: The limitations of this Regulation shall not be applicable until the
APCD .receives odor complaints from ten or more complainants WIthin a SO-day penod.
alleging that a person has caused odors perceived at or beyond the property line of such
person and deemed.to be objectionable by the complainants in the normal course of theIr
work, travel or residence. When the limits of this regulation become effective as a result of
citizen complaints describeqabove. the limits shalrremain effective until such time as no
citizen'complaints have been received by the APCD for 1 year. The limits of this Regulation
shall become appli'cable again when the APCD receives odor complaints from five or more
complainants within aSO-day period. . I.~,"ended .\fa~·! I. 1980/

7·110 exemptions: The follOWing buildings. materials and operations are exempted from thiS
Regulation:' , .
110.1 Single family dwellings.
110.2 Restaurants and other establishments for the purpose of preparing food for human

consumption employing less than 5 persons. '
110.3 Materials odorized for safety purposes.
110.4 Materials possessing strong odors for reasons of public health and welfare. and

where no suitable substitute is available and where best modern prac.tices are
employed. ,

110.5 Agricultural operations as described in the California Health and Safety Code.
Section 41705.

7-200 DEFINITIONS

7·201 Odor Free Air: Air which has been passed through a drying agent followed by two suc-
cessive beds of activated carbon. ' .

7·202 Kraft Pulp Mill: Any combination of industrial operations which converts wood to pulp. and
which uses in the pulping process an aikaline sulfide cooking liquor containing sodIum
hydroxide and sodium sulfide.

TABLE I

DILUTION RATES

EJevation of
Emission Point above Grade

In Meters (Feet)

Less than 9 (30)
9 to 18 (30 to 60)

18 to 30 (60 to'1oo) .
30 to 55 (100 to 180)

greater than 55 (180)

\ 7-3

Dilution Rate
(Volumes of odor·free air

per volume of source sample)

1.000
3.000
9.000

30.000
50.000

May 21.1980



7·300 STANDARDS

7·301 General Limit on Odorous Substances: A person shall not discharge any Odorous
substance whicn remains odorous after dilution with odor·free air as specified In Table I.
Samples shall be collected and analyzed as prescribed in Section 7·400.

7·302 Limit on Odorous Substances at or Beyond Property Line: A person shall not discharge any
odorous substance which causes t~e ambient a.ir at or beyond ~he property line of such per·
son to be odorous and to remain odorous after dilution with four parts of odor·free air.

7·303 Limit on,Odorous Compounds: A pers'on shall not discharge concentrations of odorous
compounds in excess of those specified in Table II, except that this Section snail not apply
to kraft mills.' ,

TABLE II

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE EMISSION CONCENTRATIONS IN PPM

Compound or Type A Type B
Family of Compounds Emission Point Emission Point

Dimethylsulfide (CH3)2S 0.1 0.05
AmmOnia NH3 5000 2500
Mercaptans calculated as

methylmercaptan CH3SH 0.2 0.1
Phenolic compounds calculated

as phenol C.HsOH 5.0 2.5
Trimethylamine (CH3)3N 0.02 0.02

.'

7·400

7·401

7·402

7·403

7·404

7·405

ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS

Collection of Samples: Samples shall be taken and transported in a manner which
minimizes alteration of the samples either by contamination or loss of odorous material.
Analysis of Samples: All samples shall be evaluated as soon after collection as possible in
accordance with the procedures set forth in Sections 7-403, 7-404 and 7-405.
Evaluation Apparatus: The evaluation apparatus consists of a dynamic olfactometer
(variable dilution device) which accepts a field sample. dilutes it with odor·free air and con·
ducts it to an inhalation mask at a flow rate of approximately 14 liters/minute (0.5 cfm). '
Evaluation Procedure: Three subjects. selected by the APeO. are seated out·ot·sight of the
evaluat,ion app.aratus and fitted with the inhalation mask. The subjects shall be selected in
accordance with procedures approved by the APeO and which are designed to eliminate
prospective subjects who have olfactory sensitivity deemed by the APCO to be unduly sen·
sitive or unsensitive at the time of the test. A signal lamp and a signal switch are'in front of
each sUbject. The subjects are given 20 presentations, each of 5 seconds duration and 10
seconds apart. for appraisal. Half the presentations (10) are diluted field sample. and half
(10) consist only of odor·free air. The presentations of sample and odor·free air are given in
random order. At the time each presentation is made. each subject's response is solicited by
lighting the subject's signal lamp. If the subject can detect any odor, he responds by press·
ing his signal switch. The operator records each subject's affirmative or negative response.
If the presentation of a sample elicits an affirmative response in less than 5 seconds, odor·
free air is substituted for the remainder of the 5 second presentation period. During the 10
second relaxation period between presentations, odor·free air is supplied to the mask.
Evaluation Analysis: For the purpose of this Regulation, a diluted sample shall be deemed
Odorous if during evaluation as prescribed in Section 7-404 at least two of the subjects
ga've negative responses to at least 8 of the 10 odor·free or "blank" presentations and affir·
matlve reponses to at least 8 of the 10 sample presentations. 'Samples deemed to be
odorous in accordance with the evaluation analysis described in this Section shall be
deerped to be a 'violation of the limits e,stabli~hed in Sections 7·301 and 7·302.

7-4 May 21. 1980



7·600

·7·601

7·602

MANUAL OF PROCEDURES

Collection of Samples: Samples of odorous compounds soecified in Section 7·303. Table
II. shall be collected as prescribed in the Manual of Procedures. Volume IV. ST.1. ST.a.
ST·11. ST·16.ST·22.. fAmenaed.',farch I':'. /982/
Sampling Equipment and Techniques for Collection: Sampling equipment and techniques
for collection purposes in Section 7·401 are prescribed in the Manual of Procedures.
Volume IV.. IAmended Jfarch /7'. /981)

7·5 March 17. 1982
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(g) Any person who is required to undertake an investigation·1.. Jmcdia~· ~
lion pursuant to this section shall assure that all samples and measurement.s t";
taken in any investigation and remediation are representative of the actiy- ~
ity required to be sampled. In calculating ambient air quality impacts, such ~
person shall nse applicable air quality models, data basesor other techniques
approved in writing by the commissioner for the subject source and any other ~
source which is included. in the analysis. . ~

(h) Notwithstanding' the provisions of subsection 22a-114-3 (e) of tbe Regu,. ~
lations of Connecticut State Agencies, in acting on an application for a. per-
mit to construct. the commissioner need not perform 01' review modeling
to determine that a proposed source v.rill operate in compliance with subsec- ~
tion (c) of this section. to,)

(i) Nothing in this seetion Bhall permit emission ofany pollntant in viola- ~
tion of any other section, and compliance with any other section shall not t,)

const.itute compliance with this seetion.' ~
(l) An argicullural or farming operation shall be exempt from the pro\'i- en

sions of this seetion to the extent provided by Section 19a":S41 of the Gen- ~
~S~~ 0 0

(k) The provisions of this section shall not BIJply to nlobile sources or st.ruc-
lures wlrleh are occupied solely as a dwelling and contain six or fewer dwell-
ing units.

22:\- i J ;~<GJ ~,;~j::Ji;~~,)"::\i~=:.:...::.:...: _

Sec. 22a-174-23. Control of odors
(a) (1) No person shall cause or permit the elnissioll of any substallce or

combination of substances which creates or contributes to 311 odor, in the
ambient air, that constitutes a nuisance. '

(2) An odor constitutes a nuisance ifpresent with such intensity, charac
teristics, frequency and duration that:

(A) It is, or can reasonably be expected to be, injurious to public health
or welfare, or
. (B) It unreasonably interferes with the enjoYlnent oflife orthe use ofprop
erly, considering the character and degree of injury to, or intelierence with,
the health, general welfare, property, or use of property of the people 0

affected, and the location of the pollution source and character of the area
or neighborhood affeeted. Whether the source of the emissions was present
in the loca.tion first shall not be a consideration. .

(3) Except as provided in subsection (b) of this section, in determining
whether an odor constitutes a nuisance the commissioner shall review infor
mation gathered from any source of infonnation. including but not limited
to citizen complaints and site inspections or surveys.

(b) Odor in the ambient air shall be deemed. to constitute a nuisance if a.
representative of the commissioner or at least fifty percent of any group
of representatives of the commissionerdetermines, based upon at least three
samples or observations in a one hour period, that after a. dilution of seven
parts clean air to one part sampled air I the odor is equal to or greater than
the odor detection threshold. Each of the three or mOl·e samples or observa
tions shaD be separated by at least fifteen minutes. The burden of rebutting
the presumption ofnuisance created b)' tws subsection shall be on the owner
or operator of the source. 0 ,

(c) Odor in the ambient air shall be deemed to constitute a nuisance ifany
subStance or combination ofsubstances is present at a concentration in excess
of any concentration stated inTable2B-l oftbis section. The burden ofrebut
ting the presumption of nuisance created by this subsection shall be on the
owner or operator of the source.

(d) The commissionermay determine that an ambient odor which does not
exceed the limits set forth in subsections'(b) or (e) of this section neverthe
le.9s.constitutes a violation of Bu~ction (a) of ibis section.

(e) If the commissioner finds that a violation of this section has occurred
and reasonabljF suspects that a eertain source has caused or contributed to
such violation, the commissioner may issue an order requiring the owner
andlor operator of such source to investigate whether it has caused or con
tributed to such violation. The commissioner may reasonably suspect that
a source has caused. or contributed to a violation based u!)on one (1) or more
ofthe following: citizen complaints; comparisons of odors upwind and down
wind of the source; material handling and storage practices; methods of oper
ation; site inspections; surveys; information gathered from any other source;
or actual or estimated stack emissions, fugitive emi5sions or ambient pollu- '
tant~!)ncentr~tio!ls. 0

(±1 Th~ commissioner may use ~ir quality mode.1in$ techniques to calc,!-
late ambIent. pollutant concentrations. The comIDlSSloner shall not use aIr
~ua1ity modeling result~ as the sole basis for finding a violation of this Bee
tlon, unless the commissioner has received ten or more written complaints
wit.hin ninety (90) consecutive days from seJ)arate houSeholds.

o Table 23-1
Odor Limit Value in parts per million, fifteen-minute averctge

Compound Ccnwent-roJwn
Chlorine 0.0240
Ethyl acrylate 0.00037 0

Ethyl mereaptan 0.00040
Formaldehyde 2.49
Hydrogen· sulfide {).0045
P"rethyl ethyl ketone 17.0
:Methyl mercaptan 0.0010
:Mcthyl methacrylate 0.34
Perchloroeth}'lene 71.0
P~n~ O~2
Styrere . 0.15
Toluene 11.0

(.Effective October 1, 1990)
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Source Emission Odor Measurement by
A Dynamic Forced-Choice Tr.iangle Olfactometer

And rew Dravnieks
Odor Sciences Center, liT Research Institute, Chicago, Illinois

and

William H. Prokop
National Renderers Association, Des Plaines, Illinois

Current odor emission control regulations specify a syringe
dilution technique to determine odor concentration leve" of
exhaust stack emissions. This procedure in practice ·is
cumbersome, slow, and subiect to improvisations., Further,
there is no satisfactory provision to check reliability of
positive-negative responses of panel. An approach is
desired where the diluted odor sample is presented to the
panel for discrimination from samples of non-odorous air
and results can be related to statistically significant confi- :
dence levels.

An olfactometer based upon forced-choice triangle
statistical design was designed and constructed. One di
luted odor sample and two non-odorous air blanks are pre
sented dynpmically at each dilution level. Ea~h panelist is
required to judge which of three ports is odorous and to
signal a choice. The three ports are arranged in a circular
symmetrical pattern to achieve a double-blind sample
presentation since neither panelists nor panel I~ader know
the correct choice until after the judgment ~s'made. Dy
namically diluted stimuli are presented at constant flow in
ascending concentration order, increasing by a factor of 3
per step. Thr.ee odor dilution steps are .availab/e on a
continuous basis during the evaluation. Evaluation of one
sample is routinely compl.eted by a panel of 9 within less
than 15 minutes. Statistical data compilation is achieved by
ranking procedures to obtain the average panel odor
threshold for each sampl,e. Testing of rendering plant odor
emissions resulted in a satisfactory correlation between the
dynamic olfactometer and syringe dilution methods.

Dr. Drllvnieks is in Odor Rcicnce Ccnter, IlT Uesearch
Inlititute, Uhicngo, lL 00010. Mr. Prokop iii with the
NaUonal Renderers Association, Des Plaines, IL 00018.,
This wa~ PIlIJCr 7a-270 Ill'CHented Ilt t.110 (jOI h ,Annual
Meeling of Al'CA in June 1963. .

28

Needs exist for a fost, convenient proc~dure for measuring tho
odor dilution thresholds of odorous emissions from various sources
including rendering plants'. Various regulations establi~h the
compliance limit, usually in terms of ASTM odor' units. When
<lv(!r regulatiol1sl1pply to am~ielltodors only, the industrial plant
needs a measuring device· to determine the odor level in stack
emis.qions, particularly where adjustments are required in t.he
plant operation to compensate for a change in atmospheric condi
lionli that could influen~e. compliance with the' ambient odor
standard. Odpr control devices need monitoring to determine
their performance to the mutual satisfaction of both purchaser
and vendor. . .

Although the syringe dilution test! or its variants2 - i ·are exten
sively used for these purposes, they are subject to improvisation,
espccinlly in selectinp; the order of the dilution presentations.
Whenever such procedur~ are used routinely, there is iI. tendency
to expedite the test and minimize the number of the sample pre
sentations. DatIL obtnined under these condition!:) are of question-
able value. . !

A study wns conducted to alleviate this problem. Principles of
. sensory ev.aluation were reviewed. Those whic~ held promise

for lL practical odor evaluation procedure wero selected and l\tl

olfactometer was built for their convenient implementation.
Tests were conducted to compare the new method with an up
dated venlion of the ASTl\1 syringe dilution test.; A compatible
soUrce emission sainpling technique was also evolv~d.

General Considerations i
The simple notion that the odor threshold of ~ substance is a

constant which is measurable as confidently as its melting point
has been dissipated by the psychophysical signal detection
theory.'-7 The threshold value varies. with the 'method of the
panelist's exposure to the odor stimulus, with the type of the
response requested and with the judgment criteria used by the
panelist to arrive at his decisions which depend on his motives
and on the consequences of the judgment., The number of
measurements needed to account for all such efl'ects-io the satis
faction of current threshold theory is too large for routine use.

Since the panel-determined odor threshold is a ~unction of the
method ~ed, it docs not directly measure thei odor detect ability
in the ambient air but merely relat~ to it in some way. There
fore the laboratory values of the odor thresholds by any technique
UfO cxpctljeuttJ tJubject to interpretation. The tlesirnblo tech
niques are those which are least arbitrary, more· reproducible, and
require the Jenst effort. I'

JOi.Jr~al of the Air Pollution Control Association

I
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Principle•. A requirement that one. vo~ume of ~he effluent
diluted to X volumes by air should result In an odor below the
threshold can be restated. The target is an odorless air. Will one
volume of the effluent diluted to X volumes by air be indistin
guishablo from this tarKot at somd' prc.'1cribed statistical signifi
cance level? Such comparisons with a target are common in
industrial quality control and are u.cmally solved by multiple
choice methods.

Thus, in the triangle method, two target samples and the un
known are presented. The panelist must indicate the odd sam
ple-that which is different from the other two.' Such a test
would establish whether the subject can reliably detect odor at a
selected concentration.

Elimination of Sources of Variability. Odors above the thresh- .
old canse a temporary desensitization which requires imposition
of certain timing in tests. Ascending order of presentation (with
a multiple choice at each dilnHon) proceeding frum tho more di
lute to more concentrated mixtures of effiuent with air circum
vents this difficulty. The consistency of response is r(,ro~nh:ed
by the correct choices. .

If the panel leader knows the correct choice, he can uncon
sciously influence the panelist through clues such as gestures,
intonations, sample codes, and positipn~.. A do.uble-bJind pro
cedure, in which neither the lender nor the pnnelist knows the
correct choice until after the judgment, eliminates the leader/
panelist interaction. Positional prelcrencc.~ (e.g., preference of
the center sample over the left or the right) may be reduced by a
:;ymmetri(~nl design. Clucs in the snmple code (~nn be prevented
by not coding at all.

Speed. Time is wasted when the panelists wait for thE" prepa
rnl ion of dilutions. All needed dilutions must be ready for pre
sentation before the test and should remain constant during the
1 est. This is possible if several odor levels are simultaneously
~cnerated by dynamically diluting t.he efiluent wH.h air. A
system 'iIi which the leader records panelists' judgments also saves
time.

PII!/sical DtmCIl3io1l3. Fast flow rl\tes of diluted emuent~have
been known to produce lower dilution thresholds (higher number
of odor units) and arc assumed therefore to be more "correct";
the question remains whether a combination of an odor stimulus
nnd n Mt·imulation of noso by hi~h air flow remIts in a lower odor
threshold.' High flow rates require lnrge ellluClit samples, special
vent Bation systems, etc. The ventilation and space requirem('nts
for the odor· evaluation room should be minimized. Portability
of t.he olfactometer is an asset.

Currently, efJIuent samples are taken in a variety of plastic
hn~:-;. For routine samplinK, smaller and inexpensive ba~ are
preferred. Although an immediate evaluat.ion is d.esirnble, it is
often not fcn..~ible. Therefore, the snmples may neC<l t.o he st.ored
for 1-2 days and should not significantly deteriorate in storage. .

Data Evalualioll. Sinco panels of 10 subjects 01' less arc a rule
rather than an e.'Cception in industry, the mathematics of the data
evaluation should be suitable. An e.'Cact calculation, ll.'J an aIt.er
native to ploiting, should assist in avoiding arguments as to the
"best straight line."

Correlation with Syringe Dilution:Method. Much of t.he existing
odor control technolog)' has been based on odor data obtained by
the syringe dilution method. A correlation between the de
veloped method and the ASTM method should exist. This may
be in a form of a proportion or a more complex relation. How-

•ever, for a given ASTl\1 value the corresponding value by the new
method should be established. .

StandardizaUon oj PaneU~ts. A prOVISion for testing Ute
panelists" sensit.ivity with some known odorant is desirnble to
avoid panelists who e.'Chibit an abnormal seuse of smell at the
time of the test.

Experimental

Odor Sampling and Evaluation Methods

Figure 1 shows the sampling'method where a peristaltic pump
(P) ext-racts the emuent and delivers it into container (B). The
container is.a thick-wall (0.020 in. plus) linnd-(~ollapsil.>lo 18 liter
(fi gal) polyethylene container available routinely in commerce
with a polyethylene faucet vnlve. The sampling rate il-t s:= 1400
mlfmin. The pumping element is a length of:l discardable Tygon

EFFLUENT DUCT

Figure 1. Sampling.

tuuin~ (low-odor grade, for food) which iii rapidly umilked" by the
pump rollers. The sampling tubing is firMt equilibrated by pump- .
ing nlia vf.'nt.ing t.he cmuent. The bag iM then flushed with a few
liters of the eInuent, disconnected, and collapsed by hand to expel
this prefluHh. Finnlly, the bag is filled with the effluent sample.

Figure 2 depicts the olfactometric evaluation. Figure 3 shows
the internal connections in more detail. A similar peristaltic
pump (P), but pumping at a rate of 30 mI/min, delivers the sam
ple from baK n into the splitter of the olfactometer. The splitter
consist:.; of adifferent lengths of 316 in. o.d. 0.010 in. i.d. stainless
steel capillary tubing and produces effluent flows of 1, 3, and 9
ml/min (L, T, II in Figure 3). Dump tubing is provided to divert
the cxccs.'1 eHluent into a smnll active carbon absorber (not
shown).

A carbon vane pump (A) delivers room air through an active
carbon adsorber (F) to a primitive manostat (M). This consists
of a plilst,ic standpipe immersed to an adjustable depth in w,ter.
AM Inn/( 11.'< the excel''\ air huhhlcli at t.he lower end of the standpipe,
the air pressure in the tce (T) is approximlltely constant. From
T, tho nil' is distrihuted through 0.0:30 in. Lel. st.ainle:;s steel capil
laries at 600 mI/min to each sniffing port. There are 9 ports
mOl/nted in Rymmr.t.ricnl circular arrangement in groups of 3 in 3
plnst.ic t.umblerH.

The con nC(~t ions to the portR con:-;ist of Awe 16 Teflon tubing.
An electrical pushbuUon Rwitch is mounted below cach port .on
the tumbleI'M. The hlhinp; lincl-t and t.he wires pn.o;.~ from the tum
bler to the main apparatus through a flexible neoprene tube which

Figure 2. Sample evaluation in the dynamic dilution forced·choice tri
angle olfactometer.
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Figure 3. Flows and connections IIJ the olfactometer.
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43

1.13

Dilution ltevels

2

1.57

log (Dilution Factor)

1

2.02

log (Tolerance levels) = Y

2.24 1.80 1.35 0.91

Panelists
1 (+(1)
2 c+ +
3 c+ +
4 (+ +
5 + (+(!)
6 (+(1)
7 (+ +
8 - - (+(1)
9 c+ +.

Frequency of
1Thresholds 1 4 3

Table I. Raw data.

Odor Value Calculation

Two questions arise in determining the odor threshold of the
panel: how to derive each panelist's threshold and how to com
bine the panelists' thresholds into a group threshold. It was felt
that instead of adhering to tho simple cumulativo plotting on the
logarithmic vs. percentage probability paper, a fresh look should
be tnken and the best suitable procedure adopted.

Detection Criterion. The experimental design used is known in
psychophysics 1LS the l\SC611ding method of limits.lo,u A correct
response (indicating the correct stimulus in a choice between
blanks and the stimulus) at several consecutive ascending stim
ulus strength levels is taken to indicate that the lowest strength
stimulus ill the series has not been selected by chance.

In the ascending forced-choice triangle- method used here, a
correct choico at two 'consecutive odor concentration levels can
occur by chance in one attempt out of nine. Usually, with an
increase in odor concentration by a factor of 3 per step, the panel
ist is then already positive that he judged correctly. Thus, for
example, a panelist missed at 1800 dilutions, but made a correct
choice at 600 and again at 200 dilutions. This indicates that the
panelist began to detect consistently at 600 dilutions.

Furthermore, it is statistically valid to consider that this
ability to detect could have started somewhere between 1800 and
600 dilutions. The overall error is minimized if it is assumed that
the ability began at the geometrical mean (1800·600)';. = 1040
dilutions. In practice, logarithms are used and the arithmetical
mean of the logarithms represents this intermediate level. A
term "tolerance l~vel" has been applied to such intermediate
value.l~ It is ret,ained here to stress its specific meaning.

Calcul~iin9 Group Threshold. Within panels of 10 or less
subjects, a normal distribution of the individual sensitivities can
not be expected to occur systematically. Ranking procedures
are advised in such casesU before the conversion to the probability
plot coordinates.14 :

Table A in the Appendix simplifies the calculation. Itproduces
plotting values which can be used to enter data on regular rectan
gular graph paper or to calculate the least squares fit straight line,
c/. Cormuln ill the Appendix. Exact calculations elimiut\te argu
ments on the position of the best line.

Example Calculation. Table I shows typical raw data. The
log (tolernnce level) value is tho ari~,hmetical mean of the log
arithm of the dilution factor that applies to the given stimulus
and of the logarithm of the dilution factor that applies to the next
more diluted.stimulus. The bottom line summarizes the number
of the pnllclists beginning to detect odor "consistently'·' 'l\~ the
respective tole~ance levels.

Notes: .'+ panelist made a correct choice of port.
(!) panelist very positive that his choice Is correct.
(7) this level was not actually presented, but It would not make any

difference after ranking, since It will be occupied by the last
rank. :
the lowest "consistently detected" level for the particular
panelist, per criterion In the text.

PERISTALTIC
.PUMP

Q
~ PUSHBUTIONVA C\) - SWITCH

~,
A ~~ PORTS

ARRANGED CIRCULARLY

EFFLUENT

I

SAMPLIE

SIGNAL BULBS

A B~bAm~~TOR· I
LI _H '.~ , ,

DUMP"- D / .

CARBON /
ATTENUATOR

M

DILUTION

AIR t

permits a limited rotation of the tumbler. EfIluent, e.g., from the
middle splitter flow line at 3 ml/min, can be channeled to any
port in the same tumbler, but to only one port at a time. The
two other ports hold spare idle Teflon Jines.

In ench tumbler the pnncliat Hm(lllH nIl throc portH nnd mURt
...:....nnl his decision by depressing the button corresponding to that

I ~ which is judged to be odorous-"diffcrent" from th('ot.her
",:: .... 0 in the same tumbler. The panel leader observes the signal

, panel. He knows which line delivers the efIlucmt from tho flpm
ter, but does not know to which port this line goes. ~ignal

lamps (L) indicate the panelist's choice. This implementR the
double-blind feature: neither the panelist nor the lender knows
t.he correct choice, which becomes known to the leuder only after
the judgment. Provision could be made to record the judgments.
The same panelist can repent a. judgment provid<.'<! that the
t.umbler is rotated back and Corth beCore tho judgment is repeated.

For example, the middle tumbler ma.y supply a nominal dilution
of 1: 200. The other two tumblers supply dilutions of 1: 68 and
1: 60o-varying by a factor of 3 from the middle concentration.
The actual flow rates to be used in the dilution calculations are
checked before the test by a conventional soap film flowmeter,
shown in the insert of Figure 2. The range can be extended to
higher concentrations (lower odor units) by' changing'the peri
staltic pump head. The range can be extended to lower conceu
trations (more odor units) by inserting one or more attenuators,
c/. Figure 3. The attenuator is a 1:27 splitter, with 26/27 of
flow passing through a small carbon adsorber, and 1/27 of th~
e(fiuent bypassing. The two flows-the deodorized 26/27 and
the odorous 1/27-mix again after the attenuator so that the
initial flow rate of the effluent is maintained. With the attenu
ator in the Teflon line between the pump and the splitter, the
dilutions increase by a factor of 27, to 1800, 5400, and 16,200 odor
units. Additional attenuators, not shown, permit more dilutions.
If intermediate dilution levels nre required, appropriate attenu
ntors can be used to supply finer adjustments, e.g., raising the
dilutions by a certain percentage.

A reference odorant vapor generator (It) can be inserted into
the line between pump P and the splitter to evaluate the sensitiv
ity of the panelists to known odorallbJ.

The 'apparatus of Figure 2 was intended to explore the method
1 to compare its odor values with those obtained by the syringe

method. The dilution in the middle tumbler could be adjusted to
any selected target value. The two other tumblers have their
dilutions set at levels above and below the target value. By
obtaining panel judgments at these :3 dilution levels, the degree of
meeting the target value is evaluated. ' , ,
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Procedllre Used. On the bo.sis of t.he above and in anticipation
of the probable clarifications in the D1391 text, the following
pro~edure was used. Each panelist was presented individually
with ascending odor concentration samples from syringes. At
each concentration, a companion blank syringe was also supplied.
The panclist judged both and indicated the odorous syringe. The
panel leader monitored the use of the syringes by noting the
mnnufacturer's identification numbers. The leader prepared- the
dilutions in the panelist's syringe and filled the blank syringe with
air behind a screen. The odor concentrations were increased by
a factor of 2 per step.. When the panelist made the correct
choice at 3 consecutive levels, or was positive and correct at the
second level, he was excused from further judgments on the same
sample. This accelerated the test.

The procedure d~cribed wo.s regularly ~ompleted on one
elUuent sample by a panel of nine in less than 50 minutes. The
lowest of the correct.ly selected consecutive odor concentrations
wos considered n.<J the panelist.'s threshold. The logarithms of the
))/lI1eli:-;tK' thl'(':dwldli wore avol'l\jI;c(1 arit.hmetically. The anti
1<lgarithm oC this avcmKe ilo\ tho geometric mcan of the thresholds
Ilnd ili.oquivll)ont to the odor units.

Experiment,'. COl/ell/ricd. Odor emissions were obtained from
rClldm'injl; plulltl'l in Illilloil'l nlld :Mn~Slldllll'lctt.'J using tho sampling
system described. The sample evaluation was conducted at the
Sensory Hcseal'(:h FlLcility of IIT He:;carch Institute in Park
Forest., near Chicnp;o, Ill. One snmple Wl\8 taken and evaluated
hy Il 1m':!) pllll('lllt ~t. Pllul, Minn.

For the coinpnrison of the dynamio triangle t~twith the ASTM
t(':-;I., clU'h tlample wnH oVllhmted by both methods by the same
p~nelists in the same session. A few samples of the stronger
odol'R were diluted ill bngR and evaluated to provide additional
odor levels.

RlUnpl('~~ of t-butanol and n-pentanal (valeraldehyde) vapors
were also dynamically diluted and .pumped into similar bags, for
the (!ompnri:-:on hy both inethods. This dilution system provided
a source Cor a direct sampling either by the syringe or by the
dynamic triangle olfactometer. .

SevernI samples were stored in bags to evaluate the storability
of the odors in the thick-wall polyethylene bags used. The same
panelists were llsed os much as possible for the repeated evalua
tions.

Results and Discussion

Comparison with ASTM Test

Correlatioll. Figure 5 shows the correlation of the ED60 values
ohtained by the dynnmic dilution forced-choice triangle method
I\nd hy tlw AHTM /olyringc dilution method. Each point is based
on evaluating the snme sample by the sa.me panel at the same
1'('S.'{ion; the plotted point rcpresent:itheir geom~tric avera.ge..

The open circles represent data obtained USlDg the asc~ndlDg
pr«'.'i('ntnt,ion wit.h a ~t.im\lhll'l nnd 1\ blank at each level lD the
AST.M test.. 'rhe filled circles represent data obtained by
n.c;ccndinp; odor concentration series without blanks using ~n

e,"perienced panel tmineu to be consistent. Here the odor umts
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Figure 4.

Plotting
Log Frequency of Average rank value from

(Tolerance level) threshold of tolerance Table A in
=y distribution . levels Appendix = X

2.2,4 1 1 -1.28
1.80 . 4 3.5 -0.39
1.35 3 7 +0.58
0.91 1 9 +1.28

Table II co~verts these values to plotting values. The first
column repeats .the tolerance levels (Y). Th~ second column
trnnscribes the last line from Table I. The third column rnnks
the tolerance levels as follows. At the lowest odor concentration,
onl,Yone panelist began to detect; he occupies rank 1. At the
next odor concentra.tion, 4 more began to detect; they occupy
rnnks ~, 3,4, and 5, with an average rank of 3.5. At n still higher
level, 3 more panelists began to detect, occupying t.he ranks 6, 7,
and 8, or an average rank of 7; etc.

The average ranks are converted to the probability-related
plotting values (X) shown in the last column, using the' table in
Appendix; for information, these nre equal to (probits - 0).11
Here we use the column for 9 panelists. TheY values are plotted
vs. tho X values on a rectangular graph paper, Figure 4, left and
bottom scales. ; The upper and the rig~t-hnndscales illustrate the
corresponding log probability pnper coordinates. The st.raight
line plot intercepts the X = 0 coordinate at the level of the group
threshold, log ED60. . .'

For the exact calculation of the intercept value, refer to the
example in Appendix•

.Nomenclature. To distinguish the dynamically obtained group
threshold values from the ASTM odor units, the term E])~ is
used.ll,lt This term is ,a traditional concept and denotes the
"Effective Dose at 50% leve!." ED~ is 'defined as that odor
concentration at which half of the panelists would begin to det~ct
odor in the dynamic test.

Table II. Conversion to plotting values.

• Lindvall ll states: "randomized order •• '. makes it almost imposlIible ade
quo.tel)' to e\'aluo.te odor threshold,.... lie advocates an IIsct'n.linJ( d~'

namic method of limits, with a blank and a stimulus at each odor level.n

ASTM Syringe Dilution Test

Comll·dcratioJls. The text of the ASTM n 13nt method is
illlpl'el'i:-;(f rcgurdillg certain points. Thesc indud(, the order of
~Iimllii prcs('ntntion, definition as te.> when consistency hM been
renched, nnd the method of threshold averaging. It iN uudcl'
~tood that clarifications may be made in. its scheduled 1973 re
confirmation.

The basic intent is to maintain a fundamental .trend in the
ordcr of prC$entation and to pre'vent a predictable sequenco by
frequent. presentation of out-of-order stimuli. Convincing
l'videnco'existM10 ,te-20 thnt nn ascending order of ronccnt.rntionR iR
better and inore practical than a descending or one completely
rnndomized.· It reduces t.he effects of the tempornry olfactory
fatigue (adaptation). It also eliminates a carry-over of stronger
odors in the equipment. The effect of predictable order is
avoided if the panelist must choose between nn odor-contnining
nnd 1\ blank syringe, presented to him in a randomized order
(blnnk either on the left or on the right).

The AST:\1 test further requires that a consistency in the
panelist's judgment is to be reached. Occo.sional reports of odor
in blanks, termed "false alarms" in the signal detection theory in
ps~'chophysics, are a normal part of the judgment matrix.'"
Following the statistico.1 reasoning of the method of limits, a.
simple criterion is available: three correct choices at three
consecutively incrensed odor concentrations indicate that the
panelist's odor threshold has been approximately reached at the
lowest of these levels. This can occur by change in one case out
of 8, or t)'pico.1ly once for each panel evaluation, which is of small
consequence after averaging the panelists' data.

The AST:\I test prescribes averaging the panelists' thresholds.
In the geometric presentation series, a geometric avernging is
tl,:tditionnl.

These clarifications are within the possible interpretation of the
·A~T:\[ text and arc in· accord wit.h sound aensory ovnluntion
practices.

I
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cter wns evnluated by pnnel tests. Jud~?nts.stabilizecl.withi,n
)C&J thun 10 min provided the Tygon tublllK III the pcrtNtnlt.lc
pump WM replnced., , .

Odors from the olfnctometer did not accumulate in rcusonnbly
ventilated rooms. However, the pump Kenerated an odor and
was kept in a ventilated, pnssage. The pump selection needs
l'eview.

'fhe olfactometer was portlLble and durable ~ince it ~IL"I c~urried

hy one person and remained operable after four plane trtp.'4. !

Storage·.Experlments ,j,
Tho Htnbilit.y in ~amnlinp; W8:3 explored only with lL vnlcrnldc,- ·1

hyde/uir mixture. A continuously dynamically genernted stimu- i
Ius w~ evnluated by direct introduction into the olfactometer and
nlso from the bag immediately after filling it from this sourre. I
The 1m,; HlLmp)c WI\,-; ovnhtnt.cd l\p;nin nftcr n 48 hI' stornge in th~ I

bag. The values, using the same panelists, were:

log EO~ from the source 3.83 (~6S00 o.u.)
from the bag at once 3,70,(~5000 o,u.)
from the bag aHer
48 hr 3.67 (~4700O,ll.)

The slight decrense observed WILe; found insufficient to re~ch ,n
titntisticnl significance by the t-Test-by-Diffcl'ences on the mdl-
~~~~~es. '

Two rendel'inl( plnnt cflhtent ~l\Inp1<'S were stored in tho hngs
und evalunted 3, 27, llnd ns hI' afler sampling.' The resultti in log
(EO;;o) units were :\,-; foll()w~:

w 5 ~...J /C)

EQUIVALENCY L1NE~ // •Z
~

0:
~ 4- /./
U ":..
~ ~\ \~ / Vz

3 /J/ 8>-
0

-0 0,/
0

10 ./
W 2f- Or

/
/0

C) /
0 [// ....J

II 2 3 4 5
LpG (ODOR UNITS, ASTM)

Figure 5. Correlation between the dynamic trio .
angle and ASTM test.

were calculated by utilizing a cUll1ulnt ive posit ivo r('Spon~e per
centage plot in 101( pl'ohahility ('ool'diJl:.ltc...;: this is frequt'ntlr
practiced nlthoul(h 1I0t within t1w Dl:ml lexl.,2 Tho hullUHlI (B)
and the vnlernldl'hydc (V) }loints mo also ~hown.· The iru.liC':ltl'<1
din~()llnllille would re£1c(:l lL }:} eqllival'lrwy.

The actual correlatioll bnlwcell the two sets ·of values wa.";
evaluated by a computcr. The rol1owi/l~ l'('~I'(~"\,-;i()n 1!<JIIllt iUII WI\.-;

obtained:

Log (EDro) = 0.20 + 0.n4 101( (odor ullits)

ITouJ1ol
After

Rampling
3

27
98

Sample I
(chlorine

free)
3.,53

3.63; 3.60 (2 tests)
a.77; 3.77; 3.83 (3 testM) ,

Sample II
(cont/lined
chlorine)
.3.0i>
3.60
3.80

Since the correlation coeffidl·llt. Wll,-; o,ns 1111<1 thn l'Itl\tistic'l\l
F-rat.iOS was:31i> the pl'Ouabilily tlml. slleh (:ol'l'eI:LliHn wOllld
occur by chnnce is much I('~'l.-; t.hnll O,()OJ (I:Ollfidc!IIC'C! InvCll hil(hm'
than 00,0%).

The equntion yields EJ):.o vllhwH whi(:h 1lI'(! hi~lwi' t tUUl till'
AHTM odor unit, vnhws: ILt J()OO H,II. lOYd, by ii':;.; at. IOU o.u.,
20%; at 20 O.ll., by 33%. '

Evaluation of another dynnmic met!lml (lIemeHIl ()c10I'
l'vIeter}21 vs. the ASTM test c!:;ewhCl'e,u indieatcH n similar trend
where differences increase at low(~r coneent rntiolls. IIo\\,tlv('r, the
degree of difference WIlS considcrnhly lc.'ls in this l'tlld.v C0Il11>lu'ed
to the Hemeon ~lll<ly.

RcproducibiUty. Ten eHluent, smnplcs from l'cndedlll( pl:mtH
were evaluated two or more times by the dynami(~ tl'illn~le

method. Five of these were eVlLluntl.!d twice h)' the syringe
method. The average stnndard deviation of the dynamic 101(

(ED;,o) valucs was 0.10 log units, and of the HYl'in~o IH~ (O<!OI'
units), 0.11 lo~ units. This corresponds to approximntely aO%
in the odol' unit vallie. Thus, the vadabilil.y'iH'ximilur IllthOllgh
the odor concentrations were increased by a fa,etol' of 2 per. ~tep
in the syringe test and by a higher factor of ;3 in the dynnmie test.
This is in agreement with practice in some indul:itrial sensory

"evaluations where lL factor of a ]leI' Htop is fOllnd to gencrntc )<!:-i.'i

boredom and to rClillh in data jll:;t ns l'l.\pl'oducible.
Common t-Testa indicnt(.'(1 nOlitnt.iHt.icnlly l:ii~nificant difTeren('cs

between the two sets of data fm' thm;e cases where multiple
determinations on t.he same sample were conducted.

COlwenient:c lllHl Speed. Tho }Jl\Il('lisls found the l':~'1'in~c

method to be inconvcnient·. Undm·Ic.-:s sUpCI'ViHioll, the pnnelists
would be Jc."l.~ l'i~()r(Hlsly llcIJwl'ill~ 10 Ihe 1'111(':'1. Ttl(\ }>:tIll.'lish4
preferred the dynlllnic triangle method since they cOl1ld recheck
their rCfiponse to Mch pUl'l nnll I'C·illfol'C'(! I )wil' ul'i~ill:l) j\ld~men
before signallinl( their c~h()ice.

Under the SlUlle c~ondili()ns, the uylllunin ll'iall~lc! 'I ('HI. with n
panelists was routinely completed in )c~'{ than I;') milluteli-:-more
than thl'ce times fllSICl' thnn ifill sVI'iIlJ,l;1l I<':it., 1'lw OIfIWluIIWhll',
once connected to the liample bn~: supplied the stimuli for $evernl
hours. This is nn ;u)vlml np;C\ Wh('I'1l plllwlisls' j\Jd~lllt'lIls ('lUI bel
collecteu at their convenience without lulditiollllllll'Cl'aratioll::l b)'
the operator.

The time needed tostllbiJi7.o lhe coneenlml,iolls in the olfllctom-

32

'rh('l'le dn,tn dn not indicl\tc n. l'Iignif1cant. c)umgo of tht~ ()elM in
Htorn~e. '.

Til ILII onl'l illl' (~xpcl\'ill1ellt. wit h 1\ l'Iimplcr u)f'lC'(nU\ol cr, n 11IIX I 111'1'

of ii,;') ppm (vol) rif hydrogen sulfide ~nd air w~"1 evnlunted b)~ the
l'lUllO plulCll imllw<1intcl.v nftor fillin~ tho bug nnu nfll\r IL ·1~ hi'
stornge. The J~J):.o increnscd slightly but, the change was
stal.isticnl1y inHi~nificlmt.. . '

Thus, odors seem to be adequately storable for at. least a day
in the thick-wnII polyethylene bnKS n:;;ed.

Application as Compliance Method " "...

'rhe dynamic dilution forced-choice triangle method could he
IIs('tl for (~oll1}l1il\lwe by performinl( n onc-dilut ion Icw('1 I ('~t.
As.-:U1ne that a complinnce level of X dilution units is specified in
tho I'ogulnt.ionldor a slnck emilol.'lioll. Thil'l would requil'e thnl onn
volume of Rtack sample he diluted to X volumCtl with nOIl-odorouH
nil' nnd thnt tltis diluted odor st.imulus be statisticnl1y indistin
l(uil:ihl1hlc from non-odorous air.
. 'rhe tcst then conHisls of presentin~ to the pnneJiHtti an I\.'l..'lcmhly

, of three sniffing portl:i where one port delivers the diluted od.or
stimulus and the other two deliver non-odoroll.'~ nil'. The pnnehst.
must indicate which of the ports delivers the odor. If a stlltisti
rally significnnt. frnction of the panel identifies the odorous port
('OJ'rectly, n()n-compJinnce is indicated.

To estnhli~h 1\ violation at n 0.05 probabilit!/ of error II!! c/uwce
(IJ{j percent confidence lel:el), the following number of pancli~tli

must indicate the correct port: '

1) in' a panel of 7 panelists
6 in a panel of R or {) panclistl'l
7 in a panel of 10 panelists

'1'0 cstabli$h a violntion at a 0.01 probability of error by cham:e
(!J!) percent cO/~fidellce level), the following number of pl\nE'liHtl'l
must indkatc the correct port:

oin a pUlwl of 7 pnnclists
7 in R panel of S or 9 pnnelists
S i1\ l\ pl\nel of J0 pl\nclists

"
Thil'l 1l'.04t would ho tlimplo to pl'I'fol'nl I\nd would CI\lic'I<1~' ('I'll nil.

lish the proximity to being in compliance, Hqwevcr, if n critical
det crminntion of compliance is required, it i~ proposed that a
thrce-dilution-l~vel test be made. Thi~ requi~cs the use of three
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o.~~mblies of triangular sniffing ports. The odor stimulus port
for 'one l1SSembly ho.q its dilution set at t.h~ complinnco limit. or
middle level. 'I'ho odor stimulus ports for the other two n~'Wm
blies have their dilutions set at the upper and lower levels with
the~ compliance level being in between. For e.''(nmple, if X dilu
tion units coincides with the compliance limit, the lower dilution

,level is X/3 and the upper level is 3 X. By this approach, the
dilution level detected by a statisticaUy significant fraction or the
}>nnel could be numerically defined. Thus, the magnitude of
variation in being either above or below the compliance level is
dOILl'ly oslablishcd.

The procedure for selecting the panel members should be de
fined in the compliance method. Panel select.ion wn.q not con
sidered to be within the scope of this study.

I '
!
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Appendix
Aids for Calculation of EDso Values in Olfactometry

Table A. Plotting values for the best fit ("least squares") straight
line. '

Explanation: the equation for the straight line is:

Y =:: b + mX'

Yis log (tolerance level), see text of the paper, Table I
X =plotting value, for the corresponding number of panelists in the

panel and the average rank assigned to the respective tolerance
level, see text of the paper, Table"

b = intercept on Y at X =O. It is equivalent to log (£050)

Number of Panelists

Average Rank 6 7 8 9 10

1.0 -1.•07 -1.15 -1.22 -1.28 '-1.33
1.5 -0.79 -0.89 -0.97 -1.04 -1.10
2.0 -0.57 -0.67 -0.77 -0.84 -0.81
2.5 -0.37 -0.49 -0.59 -0.67 -0.75
3.0 -0.1~ -0.32 -0.43 -0.52 -0.60
3.5 0 -0.16 -0.28 -0.39 -0.47
4.0 +0.18 0 -0.14 -0.25 -0.35
4.5 +0.37 +0.16 0 -0.13 -0.23
5.0 +0.57 +0.32 +0.14 0 -0.13
5.5 +0.79 +0.49 +0.28 +0.13 0
6.0 +1.07 +0.67 +0.43 +0.25" +0.11
6.5 +0.89 +0.59 +0.39 +0.23
7.0 +1.15 +0.77 +0.58 +0.35
7.5 +0.97 +0.67 +0.47
8.0 +1.22 +0.84 +0.60
8.5 +1.04 +0.75
9.0 +1.28 +0.91
9.5 +1.10

10.0 +1.33

Formula for Exact Calculation

of log (EO:.n) Value from ,.. = Log (tolerance level) and X = Plotting
Value from the Preceding Tablc A.

}
;; {'Y ~(X.n-N•.r.Y

Lop-(EO:.,,) = . - (.\) ,- '" ..-- .--
, ~(X2) -l\'(X)~

Here:
), = mean value of r for the data
J! = mean value of X for the data

~(X. )') = sum of products of eachXwith the corresponding Y
!(X2) = sum of squares of X values

.V = number of plotting points

Example of Calculation for Data in Table II of the Paper

Rank Plotting
log Value from

(Tolerance) Table A Number of points =N = 4

F X X.Y X'

2.24 -1.28 -2.8672 1.6384
1. 78 -0.39. -0.6942 0.1521
1.35 +0.58 +0.783 0.3364
0.91 +1.28 +1.1648 1.6384

~r=6.28 !X = +0.19 ~(X.l')= -1.6136 I(X') = 3.7653

" = ~.2~, \' 0.19
I 4 .\, = T

= 1.57 = 0.0475,
", -1.6136 - (4) (0.0475) (1.57)

l,og(EO~tt) = 1.57 - (0.0475) ---i7653-- 4(0.0475)2 '

= 1.59
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This method of comp:u'ison shows that there is markC(~ dis
n~recment nmong panclists. The disagreement. resembles that
t)' "i('lll uf thn s)' l·i 111(0 motholl. Tho Ht nt iHI it,ltl lI'ellt nH!1I t of thu
dntn. t.he ntlthUl'M ndopted is also employed in the treatment. uf
AHTM Myriul(o dutn. hccauHe of the diffi('ulty in estnbli:.;hiuJ!: nn
llb$olute detection level.

Tho ngl'<,c\l\('\ll nmung pllncliNtK po~.,ihle with thc'high volume
systcms leads us to the conclusion that the differences among the
JlllncliHIM di~plll.rnd in t,he atable nbovc, do not. l'OOcct. differCIW('H
in individual sensitivity. We feel it must be a consequence of the
plll·t ieull\r t~ha1'llcl cristi<~ of their syst em.

Reference

1. "Technique nnd apparatus for quantitative measurement of
odor emissions," W. C. L. Hemeon. ' J. A ir Poll. Control.
..4880C. 18: lUO (~Inn'h 1908). .

Discussion
Howard E. Hesketh
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale

The development of this forced choice dynamic olfactometer can
certainly be another step towar~ obtainin~ improved odor clnta.
There is no doubt in my mind that portable, dynamic systems
such ns this can be reliable and consistent; however, I am con
cerned about the low air flow rate supplied to the panelists b~' the
olfactometer.

Studies at Southern Illinois University at Carbondale show thnt
healthy male adults have a ventilation rate of about 8 litcrN per
minuto (lpm) of inspirod air when at fest and anywhere from·tO tQ
80 Ipm after a brisk walk when the pulse rate is 150 beats per
minute. Tho 0.0 Ipm supplied by tho olfnctomct(\r mWfl lund to
dilution errors under even the most ideal conditions.

Most of my odor studies are performed using the dynamic
"odor ineter" which by contrast produces about 30 Ipm to ench
panelist. This amount of air flow eliminates the possibility of
dilution errors when panelists are used to detect odors while at,
rc.-.t.llnd when instruct.ed not to bl'cnthc excessively 11l1'gO gul]>1i of
air. Air movement across the face of a panelist can create a

different methods. This new method yields results in agreement
with the ASTlVI syringe method according to the authors, but the
latter commonly understates concentrations of odor by a factor of
5 or 6 to one when compared to results by the high volume dy-_
namic odormeter. '

.Unfortunately this is a low volume device 0.02 cfm, 0.6l/min),
as is the ASTl\I method, which provides only a small fraction of
air im;pirated during a 8niff. This would perm~t unmcllSured
dilution at the nostril entrance fully sufficient to account for its
agreement with the low values of odor concentration that are
given by the syringe method. '

The principle of the forced-choice feature Cor refining the deriva
tion of threshold odor values has merit in our opinion. Although
difTel'ent, it is comparable, as to its ultimate result, to the prO:
cedures we employ for this purpose.

In order to understand better tho typical rcsti1ts given by the'
authors, we have translated and rearranged the data in their
Table I so that t her would conform to our system of data record
ing and handling, and thereby permit comparison. In doing
this, we changed the "log (dilution factor)" to the number itself,
Le. dilution ratio, and transformed 'the authors' symbols to our
system of 0-1-2-3, as follows:

- = 0 (Odor not det.ected)
(+ = 1 (Very fnint-, or doubtful)
+ = 2 (Perceptibly stronger than 1)

(+ (1) = 3 (P<'I'cepHhly stronger than 2)

Usin~ these transformed data, and rearranging them fig Rhown,
lIluk(!s them t~()mpnrable to our ~ystem for displaying rnw tcst
datn (Table IA).

Table IA. Raw test data.

i
i
t'
'j

I
i
i

'1
:

I

9

o
1
2

7 8

o . 0
1 0
2 0

5 6

2 ' 0
o 0
3 3

Panelists:

4

o
1
2

3

o
1
2

1
2

2

o
o
3

105
37
11

Dilution
ratio

Discussion

R. F-. NIsbet
A. E. Staley Manufacturing Company
Decatur, illinoIs

1. We are definite proponcnhJ of the dYfllllllic method, but we
feel that the olfactometer designed by Dr. Dl'avnieks is too
complicated and probably too c:<pensive for general \Ise.

2. 'Ve feel tho seeking of tho uultimate" threshold iH probably
not justified by the objective we are pursuing. Our concern is for
annoyance of our neighbors. At any level where the panelist
questions whether or not he can dctect the odor, it il:J surely at a
level below annoyance and we arc not overly cnrwernco beyond
this point. The triungle apPl'Oach introduces I>liychologi(~al

aspects which we feel do more hllrlll than good to the decision
making'proccli.'l.

3. 'Ve concur in Dmvnieks' conclul'liolllLbout th(l keeping {(unlit)'
of samples. This should probably he vel'ified fOI' generic t~·pcs,

but for the gascs with which we have most CUHCel'll, we stot'cd n
sample in a Sears-Hocbllck lenf bug for ao du)'s und got the same
values lUi mcmmrcd bcfurc litorngn.

4. One thing we feell'lhotl1d b(' nddcd tothc nrticle il'l a discuHsion
of tho prcplLrlLt ion of dilution nil'. We fillllr tho ilit·, dcwlLtm' it
through Drierite, deodori7.e it throuJ!:h :\('t iVllted rmhon, and thcn
rehumidify tho nit· hy hu""lillg through dist illcd walcl'. We
think the re-humidifi<:ution is imp()l'tant. berauso dry nit· give'::! nn
unnatural "nose fcd." This IH'cpllmtion of the nil, giV<'s lL

constant zero value for compnl'ison pltl'PO~cs.

n. We questioll the vulue of the hi~hel' mnthcll1alit'S llnd el:tbo
rate plotting t.o ohtilin 1':D:.o. Wo think tho hl\.'{ic l'(~linhility (If
t.hn ullta um.os lIot jUl'\tify nWI'(' thalllL simpll' :lV(!I'lIJ!:O of Plll/l!lists
threshold dilutionli. In the ellse of hU'I(' J>lllWh.; (+0), the hi~h

and low values could be dh:lcarucd.

6. We would not question the cUlllplcxitie.; of ,>to. J)rnvni(lks'
technique for usc in cnforcemen( n(~li()n 01' IitiJ!:ntion. It hns
,:hecks and bnlancCli whi<:h ofTm' lL nWllstu'o of pmt ('(~tiOIt nol
needed for the lllmal in-plant OdUl' pllllel ",hCI'C l)l'()('CSS llnd equip
ment choices nrc heiug mndC!. WI! do f(:d l'i(lllll' m'd(!I' 1I(1(!c1H to hl'
brought to t.he suhject of It!l(islation nud l'cgulat iolt of odul'.
Heveral stnles in which we do Imsi,w.<;s hllve l'eguJat ilms l'equiJ'inl(
H no odor" to be transmitted beyond a pI/lilt bOll1Hlllry. In
IJ~inois the EPA has nctunlly xoli<:ited ('omplniJltx f\'lllll nJ'ons
surrounding a plant und l:IUt'<.1, in the u!>sen(:e of xtutcd limits,
based on a claimed nuisance value. 'Vo definitely J)l'efer the
academic to the emot.ional or politi<:al uppl'Oaeh. And we fcel
that it is t};1e duty of the APCA to lead the wny to rntionalit,y.

7. We tr'ied the syringe method in the beginning for a brief
period, but. we didn't like it bcclltL'le not enough snmple WI\.') uVlLil
able to the panelist. We then modified the technique to lise
1 liter ph<;tic squeeze bottles. This WM a definite improvcment.,
but it took a lot of operator time to make up all the dilutions
required foJ' a .;-6 member panel. Cleaning the bottles was a
worse chore. When we discovered' the dynamic method de
Y~loped by Hemeon Associates we became renl enthusinsts. This
permits a large sample volume nnd a source of purified air for
comparison.

8. Oile iurther comment. 'Ve do not question the syringe
method'. Under cnreful hnndli comparable rClmlls ~houJd be
obtained. We feel that the dynamic method is simpler, faster,
and requires almol:>t no panelist tmining.

Discussion
w. C. L Hemeon
Hemeon Associates
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

fhe authors present an intel'estin~ dynamic dilution npparatus
for quantitative measurement of ollor concentratiolls which will
compete for attention with the AHT:\[ smull glll~S syl'inge melhod
and the high volume dynamic method~l

This dilic\l:i.'lion <:OIWC1'US ilHdf Jl,u,t,illlly wil h t110 VIWY 11\I'go
discrepancy of several hundred percent between rc,"mllH by tli~
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sensation which may be construed as an odor, so the panelists
must be tr~ined and experienced in this fact as well as in the nor
malodor panel points when working wit.h. the odor meter system.
I believe the dilution factor must be recognized and large air
flows must, be used appropriately. . '

'Another 'factor to be considered is that odor recognit.ion level
and odor nuisance level are different. For example, my tests
show that low concentrations of hydrogen sulfide (from 0.5 to.6
ppb) can be consistently detected, but it smells sweet (like a
bakery) to field panelists who are located in a community down
wind from. the source and under "continuous" exposure. This is
to say that! this detected odor is not objectionable even at 6 ppb.
Odor measurement systems do not duplicate field conditions
needed to'establish odor nuisance levels, but these dynamic
systems can provide our best data if properly dcsip:ncd nnd used.

It is noted in the paper that odor samples can be taken and
stored for limited periods in Itthick-wnlled polyethylene b~."
This should be accepted with caution because odor concentration
can change depending on whether (l) the odor or the odor
carrier becomes adsorbed by the surfaces of the bag or impurities,
(2) a chemical reaction occurs, (3) the odor molecules diffuse
through the pores of the bag, and (4) other openings for leakage
exi~t.

Discussion
Cha rles A. Johnson
Carrier Corporation
Syracuse, New York

Lack of a p;enerally accepted ·met.IlOd of odor mensurement. hM
deterred promulgation of odor emission regulations by federal,
Ht·ato and local air pollution lLuthorit.if'Jl. Tho aut.horR hlLVO pro
posed a method tor this purpose. The attention to statistical
validity is commendable. However, there are other requirements
for art'Gdpr measurement procedure that should be demonstrated
before the method can be generally accepied for uses beyond
compliance test.ing. I hope that the authors will address t·hem
selves to these question~ in future work.

1. There is need tor a method ot evaluation ot perCormunce of
nblltement equipment in providing performance guarantec."!,
determini"ng performance equivalence, and continuing operational
ovaluat.ion. This requires that the dischar~e odor st.renll;t.h be
related to the inlet odor strength by a statistienlly valid method.

2. IL would be advantageous if it could be demonstmted UUl.t
the odor measurement technique results in odor threshold mea
surements comparable to the so-cnlled ncceptcd thre8hold valuc.'i.
If this is the case, it would be possible to use measured odor
dischnrge st-rengths in conjunction with atmospheric dispersion
analysis to pred.i~t the strength of odors at observation points
down wind of a source. Also, this is necessary if one attempts to
relate an odor strength to a measured concentration of a specific
contaminant.

3. It would be desirable to be able to measure ambient odor
strengths. I would suggest that this be tried and the results
reported.

4. There is .need for a corroborating testing procedure so that
r('sults from different organizations can be compared. It should
be possible to develop a metnod of generating a synthetic odor
that cnn be reproduced at will throughout the country.

Closure
We appreciate the detailed comments by :Messrs. Nisbet.,

Hemeon, Hesketh, and Johnson. They cover the ent.irespcct.rum
of problems in odorous emission meusurements, and we would like
to respond to them.

Purification oj Dilution A~·r. We feel that the best dilution air
is that taken by an odorless pump directly trom the odor test
room, which has to have essentially odorless air anyway. Any
air treatment that makes the dilution air potentially different
from the test room air may introduce additional factor~.

Sample Storage. In the bags used, samples of rendering emis
sions and of ppm concentrations of H 2S, or NHa, or trimethyl-

amine in air were stable fo~ at least 2 days. Nisbet's comme~t .
and Duffy et al.! mention excellent odorolls sample stabilities i~
similar bags. But or course it would be prudent not to assume
without te8t.ing, that all typc.~ of samples are equally well stor~
able. Adsorption losses are made practically insignificant b){,
pre-flushing of the bags, cl. Duffy.! I .

Flow Rate. We firmly believe that the differlnces in the detec
tion levels between panelists using the described oUactometer are
ca1L'~ed by genuine differences in the sensitivity of panelists, and·
are not. merely a remit of the lower stimulus flow rates. We did
not pre-select panelists, since we wanted to app1roximate the sen
sit.ivity distribution of population. Wilby' used manifold flow
rates of 100 cfm and 10 in.' sniffing ports, and found differences
in t.he Hcm~it.ivit.y bet.ween t.he most and the least sonsitive indi
viduals in a ratio from 1: 2.') to 1: 60, well in line with our e.,,<peri
encc. DutTy· discarded the least senRitive candidates, but still
observed difTerence:i in t.he pre-selected panelists in a ratio up to
1: 10, wit.h stimuli delivered at multiliter/ffiin rates. His
study contains a graph which indicates a reasonable (within
.')0%) agreement between values obtained by his rapid flow
olfactometer and those by our slower flow device. He believes
that individualM probably :adjust to the available sample size.
Of course, higher flow rates, or completely open-air stimulus
testing, are preferable. We selected lower flow rates to provide
portability, to permit using sample sizes that may be conveniently
air-shipped, and to permit, testinll; in rooms wit~ le.~ser ventilation
rates. Hc1nt.ing thrc.~holds obtained by any laboratory olfactom
eter, even that operated at, fast flows, to the detectability of odor
in open nil' is n. prohlem (or cx1.(lnl:livc ful.me research.

AIIII.Q1Jam:e. '!.". Deleclability. . We fully agree that difTerent
emissionR at the flume concentrations in terms of the 1I0 dor
unit.':!" mny wi<1<J1y ditTnr ill t he level of anrwynrlcc to the pClpuln
tion. Much research is needed on this nspect of the 9dorous air
polluUon. .

In Mr. Nisbet's comment.s, he refers to the "triangle approach
introducinp; p::;ycholor;ical aspects which we feel do more harm
t.han good to the decision-making proces..~." It is not clear what
exact point iH heinJe mado. However, it hn.'1 heen our experience
t.h~t parlel memberH, n.~ a result of being able to compare the
diluted ~t.imuhlH ports with the t.wo odorlCR.'f port.'1, had a J?;reater
dep;ree of confidence in their decision R.".l opposed to that nssociated
with the ARTM Ryrin~e method.

"Editing" Panel Data. DiRcardinp; low and hi~h readin~s, ns
Huggc.'lled by one of t.he discussors, would introduce arbitrariness.
Why not use best available statistical approach to treatment of
the dntn, Hhort of computer technology? '!

!
Evaluation of Ollor A batemcnt Equipment Performance: The

described olfactometer currently supplies six dilution ranges
simultaneously and the range can be significantly extended by
utilizing an attenuator to bypass a portion of the sample through
an activated carbon/permanganated alumina deodorizer. Both
inlet and outlet samples, in an odor abatement device, can be
t.ested tlRinll; t.he same panelists; t-Test-by-Difference,a which
eliminates the effect of different sensitivities of the panelists
permits estahlishinF; the statistical sip;nificance of the difference
between t.he t.wo Ramples.

Ambient Air Odor Olfactomeler. Technique similar to one
described in this paper is in the Jnst stages of testing. We hope to
report on results in 1975.

Comparison, oj },{ethod.'l. We Rupport the suggestion that a
t.echnique for reproducible generaUon of synthetic stimuli is
needed t.o compare method:'! nnd pnnels universally. Comparison
of severnl olfactometers with' respect to several odorants in the
same lahoratory has been conducted by TUC Corporation under a
contract fI'O'11 Illinois T!~PA. '
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Chapter 8. Conclusions and Recommendations

I. Introduction

This report presents a review of air quality odor testing at the Metropolitan

Waste Control Commission (MWCC) which provides comparative infor.mation on the

performance of the standard syringe dilution and the. olfactometer methods of

odor measurement. Parameters affecting ,results are considered. A revisiting

and possible revising of the Minnesota Air Pollution Control Rule 7005.0930 on

Odor Testing (1) is recommended based upon study results and the withdrawal

from publication, by the national measurement standards setting professional,

society, of the syringe dilution method for odor testing (2), ASTM Method D

139-57~ which is the procedure specified in the Minnesota Rule.

II. Conclusions

Based upon MWCC experience and review of the literature the following

conclusions are made:

1. Odor measurement results are highly dependent upon the choice of

individuals who serve on the odor panel of persons used for odor

testing. This is due in part to the variation in sensitivities to

odors among people. Panel selection procedures and panel size

influence results.

2. Syringe dilution and olfactometer odor measurements obtained from'

testing MWCC sludge incinerator stack gas are not correlated and

diff.r by a 'factor of 4 on the average. Olf~ctometer results are

consistently higher than syringe results.
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3. The syringe dilution data reduction method contributes a constant

negative bias to the reported odor concentration unit (the

reported value is lower than it should be).

4. The olfactometer forced choice test protocol and data reduction

method yi~ld odor values which are biased high (the reported

values on average are higher than they should be).

5. The ease by which an odor can be recognized can influence the

precision-of the reported result, i;e., panel performance is

better when the odor is easily recognized as shown in the MWCC H2S

olfactometer study. Thus reported values for two different odor

containing samples could have equal expectations but different

variances. This could lead to more frequent limit failure by

chance for the less easily recognized odor.

6. The syringe dilution odor measurement method, American Society for

Testing Materials (ASTM) Method D-13~-57. (reierenced as D-1391-78)

was discontinued by ASTM'on March 29, 1985 (copies can be

purchased from University of Microfilming Service, 300 North Zeeb

Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106).' The MWCC is not aware of any

professional standards' setting body which supports use of the

syringe dilution procedure •. Thus the former ASTM syringe dilution

odor measurement meth9d should not be the basis for a regulatory

rule.

7. The 1980 conclusion of the United States Environmental Protection

Agency (USEPA) (4) that the syringe dilution method was not

adequate for regulatory purpose is supported by the above cited

action of the ASTM.
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8. There'is need to reconsider how to protect the public welfare from

nuisance odors. If an'odor measurement system is needed, minimum

performance criteria needs to be defined and system perf~rmance

varified before the system is adopted for use.

9. In 1985 USEPA (5) reported that "the most widely accepted technique

for odor measurement is t~e triang~e olfactometer method." Recent

work by an ASTM committee (6) on odor measurement has focused upon

the olfactometer method. If a measurement system is needed, the

olfactometer method should be evaluated.

III. Framing the Problem

The fundamental proble~ as viewed by the 'regulatory body and the community of

interest is to develop a rule which will define a minimum level of protection

from nuisance odors to some or all persons in a given area.

How do you define a nuisance odor? How do you measure it reliably? Do,you

want to measure it or even try? What approach should be taken? Three

different approaches follow:

1. One approach to defining protection is to regulate point source o~or

e~issions without consideration for the actual impact on persons

in a given area, i.e., disregarding population location and

density. The present rule essentially does,this. The advantages

of this approach are that it can be uniformly applied and is easy

to administer. Shortcomings include over and/or under regulating

unique situations.

2. Another approach is to respond to actual complaints in a preplanned
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manner and thus to consider just the immediate surroundings. One

advantage is elimination of the use of unreliable odor measurement

systems. A shortcoming is the quandry presented to an operating

agency with multiple emissions sources of odor and the need for a

strategy on how to operate them.
'"

'3. ,Finally, there is the approach to regulating point sources on a case

by case basis based upon adjacent populations and their

sensitiv~ty to odor. Expected impact on different population

areas in relation to the location of the point source can be

modeled using dispersion model theory~ Optimal operating

strategies could subsequently be developed. The advantage of this

approach is that it combines the best of both worlds, i.e.,

satisfactory protection of the public welfare and efficient use of

operating agency resources.

IV. Recommendations

1. That the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) acknowledge that

the syringe ~ilution method, ASTM Method D-1391-S7, which is used

for the dete~ination of odor concentration units as specified in

the Minnesota Air Pollution Control Rule 7005.0930 on Odor Testing

(2), has been discontinued by its author, ASTM, a national

measurement standards setting professio~al society.

2. That the MPCA recognize the demonstrated variability in odor

measurement results as reported in this report as evidence of the

unreliability of the measurement systems.

3. That MPCA initiate a process of revisiting and possibly revising the
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rules on odorous emissions subsequent to a collaborative effort of

scientific study and review by the community of interest.

v. Remarks

The present fo~ of the Minnesota Air Pollution Control Rule 7005.09 appears

to have ~een,significantly affected by the article of Benforado et al (3) and

,values from the article adopted as limits. The authors gave no statistical

qualifications for the reported values ~or estimates of error which suggest

that they never intended their results to be used as regulatory limits.

Some 'information in. the 'Rule came from the following comments by the authors:

" ••• if the odor strength of the stack gas can be reduced to less than 150 odor

units per scf, preferably in the range of 25 - 50 odor units per scf, odor

nuisances ina community can be prevented ••• " and " ••• it appears that up to

about 1,000,000 odor units per minute is acceptable to avoid odor complaints

from a single stack••• ".

The panel selection procedure used by the au~hors affected a small number of

volunteers among a pool of draftsmen. The authors used an odor panel

selection procedure in connection with tracking the performance of

experimental odor control equipment. Apparently the same trained odor test

panel was used during the tracking period.

The article presents average odor strengths for about 40 samples that were

tested. There were no estimates of error nor any statistical statements of

inference with qualification of results presented •.
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It has been substantiated by personal communication with the senior author

(Robert Polta conversation with David Benforado, 1990) that it was never the

intent of the authors that the presented results be used as regulatory limits.

The future form of the Minne'sota Air Pollution Control Rule regarding

standards of performance for odorous emissloQs will best serve the public

welfare if it is ba~ed upon scientific data. The commun;ty of interest needs

to work together to accomplish this end.
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